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FORIWORD

4

:4This articulated instructional objectives guide is destined for use a

,refetence in the articulation of occupational progrime and to foste competency

based instruction and evaluation. It is intended pr rily for use by instrUc-

1.111

torie.at the post-secondary level and teachers at the e : Condary level conducting

like courier in.ihe same occupational program. The s de considers commonali-

ties inrlikeroccmOational-courses_betwemihigh_school and CC/TI (CoMmunity '.

Colleges/Technical Institutes) programs in the same occupation and impliients

three basic concepts.'

The commonality exists by virtue of the reqUiremeni by law that North Caroline

community colleges and technical institutes conduct "Qpille Door" instructiontn
,

usoccupational pr grams. Obviously, such instruction must start from the iseg w.

2tning of the tot occupational program, often resulting in duplication if

instruction cond cted in high school.. This fact created the requirement for

.
articulation which,.ii properly conducted, removes the 'need for the'post-sedondary

student to repeat occupational instruction successfully completed at the seco

level. Such students usually require only the more advanced occupational in- .

struction not received in their high school.
tk.0
sl
bl

The three.basic concepts involved in occupational program articul 1117ion between
secondary and post-secondary levels of education are:

1. To ensure that occupational instruction conducted at the high

school level is transferable for credit to the CC/TI in the

same occupational program, it is essential the the pccuperlonal

instruction components (courses) content be Sti ardised no out 1.

to be identifiable with one or more like coupons is at the r---

CC/TI level. .

2. To ensure that the student has acquired sufficient skill in

job task performance to be given post-secondary credit for high
.

, .school work, the teachers and instructors must both use the,,

.

same task erfoftance standards.
" t

To ansu alt student 'occupattonal. equalifi,cation recognized

, 7

is necessa to standardize testteme and procedures in th
for employ t 4

a the'
course credit is both" valid'and reliable, it

evaluation dt student job. task performance.

Instructional content at dirdization is based upon job tasks considered

necessary for job,qualif cation by the employers. The performance atandards .

'standardization is based Utionthe performance standards roplired-by'the in-

dustry, business or profesilon for initial job entry qualification. The ability

to. perform job taste and meet initial job entry task performance standards

recognized and accepted by 'emplOyers must take precedence over personal opintons

regarding standards or articulation cannot be readily accomplished. Test items-

and evaluation procedures for the same job task :should be developed jointly, by

the instructors and teachers concerned.
r t.,-
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ART/CULAT/ON RESEARCH PROJECT
SIdNATORIES TO LOCAL ARIA OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM

ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS
,

The following listed local area public school system and community college/
technical institute administrator: haveagread to articulate.their'Secretarial

...Sciesce - buiiness Education Program's:if instruction. Such agreements involve
the employment of this document as an instructional objectives guide. High

school- students,who, uccessfully.complete recognised articulated portions of
this -program ---and are-evaluated as-job qualified-in-work completed will be given
appropriate credit for such, work by the local. area community college/technical
institute."

Cumberland Area:

Howard E. Boudreau President Fayetteville Technical Institute
fayeiteVille, North Caroline

C. Wayne Collier Superintendent : Cumberland County Public Schools
Fayetteville, North Carolina

R. Max Abbot 'Superintendent Fayetteville City Schools

i
Fayetteville, North Carolina

Duplin Area:.

Carl D. Price

Charles H. Yelverton

President -) James Sprunt Institute
Kenansville, North Carolina
Duplin County Publii Schools
Kenansville, North Carolina'

Superintendent

Martin Area:
....r , ,

Isaac B. Southerland President

R. Eugene Rogers Superintendent

Maylana Atea:

0. I4. Blake, Jr.

IPhil Geouge.

Harry McGee.

Edgar F. Hunter

O

Martin Community College.
Williamston, North Carolina
Martin County Public Schools
Williamston, North Carolina

.
President ,

rayland Technical, Institute
pruce Pine, North Carolina

Superintendent -MitChell.CountY,PliblicSdhools
Bakersville,'Nort Ca lima

Superintendent Avery County Public Schools
NeOland, North Carolina

Superintendent Yancey County Public .Schools

I

Burnsville, North Carolina
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Person, Area:

Edward W. Cox

Walter S. Rogers

Wayne Area:

President Piedmont Technical Institute
Roxboro, North Carolina

Superintendent Person County Public Schools
Roxboro., North Carolina

Clyde A. Erwin, Jr. President Wayne Community College _

Goldsboro, North Carolina
John K. Wooten, Jr.. Superintendent Wayne County Public Schools

Goldsboro, North Carolina
William R. Johnson Superintendent Goldsboro City Schools

Goldsboro, North Carolina

1.



THE ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

Background: The Articulation Research Project was initiated on 1 September
1974 as a State Board of Education approved joint effort by the President of
James Sprunt /nalrtute and the Superintendent of they Duplin County Public
.Schools. It was nd is supported by the North Carolina Occupational Research
Unit, State Department of Public Education with fundingprovided_iointly by the
State Departments of Public Instruction and Community Colleges.

The occupational program instruCtors'of James Sprunt Institute and the teachers
from the Duplin County High Schools, assisted by appropriate occupational ad-
visors, acting as a joint area committee were responsible for the development
of the instructional material content of the initial articulated instructional
objectives guide for this-program. That guide seas in turn updated, revised, and
refined by a state level committee to provide a pilot model for a state articu-
lated instructional objectives guide for this program. This guide will be used
by all secondary and post-secondary institutions and teachers who have entered
into local area articulation agreements. for this program.

The state level committee that developed the revisiona and refinements to the
Duplin Area.Committee produced guide consisted of representatives from each local
area joint advisory and program committee for the occupation concerned that is
operational in the areas of the state that have entered into local area articu-
lation agreements. Each local area sent both secondary and post-secondary occu-
pational teachers/instructors as representatives for each articulated progratn,
plus at least One advisor for each program, to participate as the state advisory
and program committee. Where possible, a state occupational edUcation staff
member from both the Department of Public Instruction and the Department of Com-
munity Colleges participated in the role of acting executive secretary for each,
joint state advisory and program committee. This cammittee acting as a white'
performed the actions cited above. The joint state advisory and program comr
mitteftembers participating from the local areas and state staff personnel are
listed ellowel

5 NORTH CAROLINA. JOINT BUSINESS EDUCATION ADVISORY AND PROGRAM COMMITTEE

'Dr. R. Jean Overton Acting Executive Secretary

Katherine Meadows

,Annet S. Talton

Arlene G. Talton
4-

Shelton Norris

Assq. Dir. Business
Programs, Department
of Community Colleges

Ass't. ExtCutive Secretary . Consultant, Bpsiness
and Office Education, .

Dept. of Public Instr.

Advisor, Wayne Area I.C.I. United States,Inc.
Pikeville, N.C.

Advisor, Wayne Area Town of Mt. Olive
Mt. Olive, N.C.

Advisor, Cumberland Area Southern Nat'l. Bank
Fayetteyille, N.C.



Jua17,>Weatharaby

Herman Kighi

Anne M. Waters

Yahneth- Neal

*-

Judy O'Daniel

Jean A. Hollowell

Patricia L. Wells

Richard C. Jarvies

Janice Gaskin

Barbara S. Mitchell

Marilyn M. Fowler

Elizabeth B. Pricer

. /Id

Beulah C. Peppers

Cherie J. Taylor

Joyce M. Hardison

Patti Garland

Wilhelmina Hensley

Dr. Carlyle P. Woelfer

4

Carla Geiser

Advisor, Wayne Area

4

Instructor, Duplin Area

03

Instructor, Wayne Area

Instructor, Wayne Area

Teacher, Wayne Area

Teacher, Wayne Area

Teacher, Wayne Area

Instructor, Cumberland Area

.Teacher, Cumberland Area

Teacher, Cumberland Area

Teacher, Cumberland Area

Instructor, Martin Area

Teacher, Martin Area

Teacher, Martin Area

. Teacher, Martin Area

1

Teacher, Mayland Area

Mayland Area

Project Director/Editor
Instructional Objectives
Guides

Typist 8

Wayne Community College
Goldsboro, N. C: j

James Sprunt Inst.
Kenansville, N.C.

Wayne Community College
Goldsboro, N.C".

Mayne -CommmIty-Collsge--
Goldsboro, N:C.

Wayne County Schools
Wayne County, N.C.

Wayne County Schools
Wayne County, N.C.

Wayne County Schools
Wayne County, N.C.

Fayetteville Tech. Inst..
Fayetteville, N.C.

Cumberland County Schools
Cumberland County, N.C.

,Cumberland Cotinty School
Cumberland County, N.C.

Fayetteville City Schools
-Fayettevtlie, N.C.

Martin Community College
Williamston, N.C.

Martin County Schools
Martin County, N.C.

Martin County SchoOls
Martin County, N. C,

Martin County Schipls
Martin County, N.C.

Mitchell County Schools
Mitchell County, N.C.

Yancey County Schools
Yancey County, N.C.

Jambs SpAint Institute.
Kenansville,



ARTIdULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

Purpose of Instructional Objectives Guides

Articulated instructional objectives guides are expected to serve the following

purpose's

\. 1. Serve'as the primary vehicle for the articulation of subject matter in .

ilk ocaup t =on programs between the-high schools and the technical
institutes/community college.., through use by instructors at both levels.

2

olt

2. Provide n listing of the minimum tfsks that a worker is expec d to-per-

fIrm In the conduct/of a specific level job in thf\occupat
_...--

concern.

3. Identify the primary detailed instructional obi. 1.;ai'Vhich. based

upon the task listing. :Me tasks are listed the sequence of Complex- 4

ity, with the least complex tasks being li ed first, except where a'

task must be performe a a prerequisite t performance of another. The

sequence of task listing is expected to influence the sequence' of instruc-

tion. Task listings are internally grouped as duties or blocks of instruc-

tion.

4. Identify the kills (Pro esd Objectives) and related technical information

whichimust be aught and earned to accomplish the instructional objective.

These represent the minimunNekills and r lated information required for ade-

quate occupational profatbficy tarmac..

5. Designate the instructional contact hours considered necessary to Conduct

the required instruction. This is an estimate by the ins actors of thed,

area program and advisory committee as to the time required to teach chi

avera'e lea 'er to perform the task and, in most cases, to provide the

opportunity t the learner to perform more than one practical work exercise

R. gain occupa tonal proficiency. This time estimate is based upon the

umption /hat the instructor willhave available the essential equipment,

ciLities, and instructional aids required to conduct the instruction, with

-'class sizsjimited to the number of students shown on the equipment list.

6. Identify the performance standards to be met for occupational proficiency in

the task. Performance standards used are those considered to be minimum

. business or industry standardd such as are-lound in the professional standards

guides issued by occupational association' oi' the business or industry. The

standards are those which the learar must be capable of meeting upon comple-

tion of his program or course of instruction, if he is to be considered as

qualified to perform at a specific job level or a specific jabs, in the occupa-

tion of the pfogram._ The ability o meet the'listed standards of performance

will also be considered as 'qual4fi tion for advanced instruction in that oc-

cttpational program.

7. Provide a guide in the conduct of sequential occupational c ompetency instruc-

tion by duties-or blocks, resulting in qualification by the learner to perform

limited skill specialist jobs of progressively higher skills until the program

objective is reached, ie: file clerk to executive secretary; brake technician

to automotive mechanic, etc ess it is essential that a learner be given
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instruction in e specific block or duty as a prerequisite foe inst tion in

jp subsequent block, the Complexity sequence established should be allowed.

As the learner becomes proficient in the performance of tasks in s ceseive

more complex blocks, he pins more marketible oompetepipg:that ace indenti-
liable as the lower level job qualifications of a @psi/dist, while working
towards higher (kills. This provides an opportunity for even the.plow sty-
Mat to eventually gain sufficient skills to perform adequately as a special-

. ist at some lamel in the occupation, despite the fact he may, lack the ability

to complete the program. The same holds true for the learner who has pro-
leatielectorily through Numeral" initial blocks of occupational_im-

str n (depending upon the program) and then for some valid reason is unable

to rte the program or must leave school. Such flexibility in a prairie
of instruction permits' the maximum number of students to benefit from the. in-
struction. Standardised sequences of instructional-block presentation *leo .

ensure thet,lteral articulation can be practiced between the high schools of

a local area ihd simplifies vertical articulation of subject matter with the

local post-secondary institution.

8. Provides a listing of equipment required to conductthe program of instruction.
Equipment listed is that considered to be the type andlyantity essential'for
the conduct'of instruction leading to job qualification in the occupation, with
the class limited to the size stated. If class size exceeds the number for which
the equipment is provided, instruction will normally be degraded or take longer.
In some cas se expensive items of equipment, that have.limitad use, can be
shaed be en schools, if adequate transportation and scheduling support is pro-

vided by county school office. In some instances it may be possible to delay
teadhi several tasks involving special equipment and than arrange to take
the class to the location of such equipment for instruction.

9. Provide a list of standardized performence test items tip/6i used in the deter-

minatkon of occupational proficiency. The test items ttached to each block

of instruction are for the most part "outline type" test items, showing the
test objective, since they lack the specific detailed information which must

be provided for use as a performance evaluatfbn vehicle. This would he pro-
vided at the time of use. These teat items are designed.to be valid and re-
liable means of evaluation of proficiency in the performance of a specific task.
Performance standards are /provided with each test item. The test items listed
cannot be easily compromised, as long as the specifics are not provided, and

could be used as study guides.

(10. It is recognized that there may be unlisted tasks that some employer, may re-
quire the worker to do in the occupation, when in their employment. The tasks

isted are the minimum requirements for qualification for the job under average

rcumstances on a regional basis. The .tasks are not limited to a specific

ea employment situation or employer. Instructors may teach more skills and
related technical information than is shown in the guides. Such informatiqgg
should be limited to the students who have completed the requirements for fOle
tasks concerned in the instructional objectives guide. the addition

of. tasks to those in the guide should be based upon local omittee agreed
area requirements and be taught by all schools teaching the block of instruction.

6

11. Up-dating and correction of items in the instructional objectivlbs,guides4
Teachers/instructors are encouraged to. view the instructional objectives gui(es
critically, in an effort to ensure that. the contents are valid and current with

4
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4business and industry requirements. Recomm!adations for change or correctionshould be submitted to the executive secretary of the committee, who shouldthen assemble and present thpm to the advisory and program committ416 aswhole, for review and possible adoption.-.4

12. Instructional Blocks (Duties): Under normal circumstances the inatruprotlteacher 1149414 not.plan_to.conduct-inotruction in a-given-ArticulareajeockOf instruction unless the capabflity exists to conduct all of the instructionto meat the instructional objeetivem, with the-rasult tbat the successfullearner is occupationally qualified to perform dilutes:4h identified with theblock. This of course means that in several cases the high schools will lackthe capability to conduct a lull program of instruction outing to lack of re-sources or instructor time. !In such situations, the successful learner, onleaving high school, is certified as qualified as a,4imited skill specialistor lower level job In the occupation can seek employment at that level or hecan so on to the local post-sersOlOgy institution and complete the program.The Iront cover sheet for each lc of instruction shdOs the total instruc-tional contact time.allocated for high school instruction and for the post-secondary institution. In most cases, the high sphools are a).ocated moretime for the sable instructional block owing to thip usually lair' classes,limited physical resources, often less learner maturity% at times less lab-oratory time, and more administrative interruptions. However, there may beinstances where the high schools are allooated less time in a given instruc-tional block. This is caused by the fact that the post-secondary institutioncovers the block (Automotive Electrical. Systems) in tie entirety, for occupa-tional qualification, whereas the high schools will be expected to cover onlythat part related as a prerequisite or parallel to' another block. In thiscase, conduct of a portion of the, block instructional oblpclives is aopeoprists.The overall philosophy to be applied in occupational pi atrame is that it isJ, better to ensure that the learner is fully qualified to perform a4 of thetasks in a limited group of blocks or modules in an occupation and qualify asa specialist, than to be only familiar with a large number of tasks and occupa-tionally qualified to perform none of them.

13. Most occupational programs will contain certain basic blocks o1 instruction
without which a student would not be considered occupationally qualified'atany level. Such blocks are normally identified as blocks 0.0 to 1.0 and on:occasions blocks 2.0 and 2.5. Such blocks usually kr* base blocks'and should) be taught early or first in the program sequence.

Preps ed and Published by: Occupational tducation Research P oject, Articulationof Oc upational Education Progilims Between Secondary Schools d Tec4nical Insti-tutes ommunity Colleges; c/o Jaws Sprunt Institute, P. ox 398riKenansville,North Caro ina, 28149; Carlyle P. Woelfer, E4.D., Project Director.
a
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'INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTNE1 GUIDR

SOMMRY .Auguat 1977, ,

PROGRAMI Executive Socroiary (1CC T-010)
Stonogrwherillualness Eduntion (High Schools)

COMM Introduction to Business (Block 0.1) 1
Busldess Mathematics (Blok 0..1)
Personal Development (Block 1.0)
Typing (Beginning) (Block 2.0)
Records Management (Block 2.'0
Office Machines (Calculating) (Brock 3.0)
Office Machines (Reproducti4) (-Block 4.0)
Typing (Advancq) (block ').0)
Shorthand Mori( 6.0)
-Accounting (Basic) (Block 7.0)

61
Office Procedures. (Block 8.0)
Oats Processing (Concepts & Control) (Block 9.0)
Transcription Machjnet. (B1ock,40.0)
Word Processing (Ittvk 11.0)
Office Management (Block 14.0 Business Admfhistration)
Business Law (Block 16.9*- Business Administration)

ti

t .

Note: Initial Blocks - 0.1, 0.2', 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, 3.q, 4.0, 7.0 and 9.0 also
apply to Business Administration and Accounting Programs at the post-
secOndary level.

COURSE IDENTIFICATIONS:

1

Department of Public Instruction t

Personal Development* - No coursember
..

Typing (Beginning) (I) No. 6111
Records Management*
Office Machines (Calculating)* 1

Office Machines (Reproduction)*
Typing Advanced) (II) No. 6112 ....

Shortha (I & II) No. 6212 and 6213 51.-
iu

Accounting (Bookkeeping) (I) No. 6332
Data Processing - Concepts and Control
Office Procedures (Office Practice) No. 6410 et 6431
Introduc tion tn,Business No. 6010a'
Business M3thematics No. 6910
Word Processing-No. 6412
*Note: Usually taught as part of 6410 or 6431 in high schools
Department of.Community Colleges (T-03d)
Personal Development - NYC 101
Typing (Beginning) (I & II) BUS 102 & 103
Recorgis Management BUS 112
Office MSchines (Calculating) (I) BUS 211
Office Machines.(Reproduction) (II) BUS 212 ,-

Typing (Advanced) (III, IV) BUS.104,205
Shorthant (I, II, III, IV) BUS 106, 107, 108 /

j



1.

V.

itivaticed ..ShortWtind (I & II) BUS 206, 207, & 204.
Accompting .(1) 'BM 420

-Transcription Machines BUS 210
.\

tiord Processing-ipUS
Data-Procassingr(Concepts & Control) EAP104
Offk6 Piocedures-BUS 215- ( :
Introdudtion to Business BUS ral
Buofhess.14th. MAT 110 -

n.ftice Maii.timmeni BUS 211
.Busi,rj.esa'jaw k BUS 115

.

--=--scititEfAitut (c-cpri,) AND.: SZEisiOGRAPOC '(HIGH SCHOOL); BUSIPOSS RELA.KED tNSTRUCTIONAL.
CONTACT BO RS : . '/ .°

, . .' . "Penthirnief Colle-gea/TechniFil Initittitea 120, t 1283
.

c-' 'High Schools Total -1igrY. Or _144.0.!-J - -
zi.

-.),
:.

..
.-, . . : ' kw&

.ttisTitucTtoNAL OBS§erivfus (Secretarial /Stenographic .CbUrses) :
. ,

ti
), ingtructidnal.Hours

CC/TI/1715

'a
X

-

Block .0. P\ .Introduction to usiness;u To provide the larner.with a
(33,hrs/1810 hrs) .. survey of the bnsineS5 world, with partyicular intention. t

I paid to inlormntionreg4rding the structure of y ico,us

.L
types' of blisiness organizations, methods' of. fluent
internal organizations and management.

.
Block l'.0 , -;.Versonal Development: To provide the learner-with the.,. .

(30 ,hra/30.hrs) , ability and, knowledge to be better''qvalified to succeed
. in businestft occupations by developing socially.desirable'

practices/habits in personal body.care, 'grooming ..ana dress;
ethics, interpersonal relationships, and attitudes towards
work, reliability, and honesty.

a

Block 2..0.
165 hpil/no hrs

Typing (Basic): To develop touch typewriting competency,.,

speed .and accuracy, and typing techniques at the lowest
job level and job qualification speed as applied to tabu-

. lation, manuscripts; orrespondence, business forms,
stencils, add' duplicator masters.

. Block 2.5 Records` Managemett: To lorovide 'the learner with broad
(35 'ti__ X35 hrs background training ih Vasic records management principles

'nd techniques'', to file accurately, quick4Y, and systems-
. / 71'..,.\, Is' "

P. . AF

Block 3.0 'liminess Macbilnes (Calculating): To provide the learner. .

.(30 hrs/30 :Iirs)'. with the techniques, iirocesses,'operatiOn and applicatiorl
- in the use:of'adding and caldulatint machines. with emphasis.-

upon learning the touch systeM forten-keTa0ding machines...



Block' 4.0.
(33 .hre./33: hrs)

, a

Business Machines (Reproduction): To. introduce the learner
to -a variety of reproduction equipmerit to be found in he
modern office, and to develop proficiency. in using'co
types ofsuch machines, with emphasis.upon the prepare .n
and use of spirit master. stencils and offset masters. .'Where,
possible, .students should also be introduced to c....n image
projection eqUipment,vith emphaMs on slides.and tr,parencies.

,

'Biotk 5A Typing (Advanced): To.emptlasize produCtion typing prObletis

1.165 hrs/180 hr.'s) the'learner and speed iwiliding4o achieve'ivalification4br
, initial entry at stenotraphid'aind,secketarial job. levels. To

, .develoil lechniquesneedet1 by ,the learner in planning and in
tying projects *at closely approximate the mark apPropriate

tothe field,ofsrUdy. Viese projects 401clude review of, letter

forms,.methode of duplication,statisticak tabulation, alidithe'1! \\.
typing of reports, manuscripts, and legal documents,.

,

-S.

Blo
(3

'6.0 . . -Shorthand: To :develop job qualiticatiop skilIe in the learner
hrs/362 hrs) in shorthand,,..pius providing 'typewriting,' gramMax usage, and

theii application' in the Production of mailabletypearitien.
transcripts. ,

Block' 7:0 ." Accounting (Basic): To provid& the -learner with the principles,
(55-88 hri/180 hrs) techniques, and tools of accounting to enable' the- learner to-o

apply the mechantcs of accouh4ng.1 To'develop in the learner I,.

.the ability to collect, siimmarize,-aid report information about
service and mercantile enterprises.

,
Office Procedures: High Schools - To provide the opportunity
to qualify the learner to perform basic records management
tasks (Block 2.5); to operate common business machiRes ,(Calau-
lating-Block' 3.0),and (Reproduction-Block ;i.0) plus personal
development (Block 1.0).

CC/TI and High Schools - To provide the opportunity for the,
practical application of office related skills and knowledge

.previously acquired in the program of instruction in an actual
or simulated office environment. To provide instruction-and
,training on secretarial (CC/TI) and stenographic (high school)
duties.

Block. 8.0
(143 hrs/360 or

180 -hrs)

Block 9.0
(33 hrs/none)

Block 10.0
(33-55 hp/famil-

iarization)

Data Processing (Concepts &Control): To provide the.learner.
With a working knowledge of the basic theory of data processing

. how to work with computer concepts, how to perform.data.batch
control, and how to perform pr(dessed data control.

MachinelTranscription: To- qualify the student in the operation
and use of the.transcription machine and to further develop pro-
fssional ability in the application of correct grammar, word
usage, punctuatton, and accuracy while producing mailable copy
from ine transc4ibed dictation for all types of, communication
forms.

"I



"-
Block-11.0 word Processing:- (a) To. develop necessary Skills and to
(33-55 hrs/90-481717 ikrovide practicallexperience _in the planningradmintstration,

'Nnd operations of a word procesecenter .4-pplfable to
arger offices; (b) To further' cleveicip skills in high speed

Block 14.0
(55 hrsr

I
Bldck 16.0
33 hr4)

.

Block 0.2
(55 hrs/180 hrs)

manipuAtive techniques 6n a power. key boaieta proofreading and
document revision, 9sk of machine" tranactiption, production
of mailable copy from magnetic media and rough drafts, file
log, and mitintkin magnetic media, originate correct formats
and apply the appropriate code for tire. format hd determine
work priorities.

&ffice Management:6' To provide the learner iith the fundamental
principles 'loaf office managemgnt, with alp sis on the function
of the office tanager and haw th.ey, are p formed, office auto-
mation, plannin3 processes, cOntrolling organizing, and actua-
ting office prob4ms. f, 4

Business Law I: To inform the 7.ebarner regarding certaivi, funda-
mentals and principles of business law, including contra,ts,
negotialke, instruments, and agencies.

,
Business Mathematics: (Notitaught as Business Course CC/ti)
To develop skil-ls in the appliCation of mathematics to. business .
proplemd suck as payrolls, pricing, interest, taxes, etc..

1164

X

15

4



)

emic and Non - Business Education Cou -es suggested for the Executive Secretaty .

15(
Aulum --4t CC/TI level

0'.

Bus,iness Mathema Jjcs (MAX 110) or (BUS
et,

b'ollege-OriLniation (GUI 101) 11

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS

109) 55

-.English Grammar (ENG 111)

English CoMposition (ENG' 112)

Oral. Communications (ENG 204)

Applied PsYchoiogy (PSY 206).

Business Correspondence ENG 206)

.State and Local Government (POL103)

Non-Business Courses Total

Articulated Business Education Course Total

Grand Total CC/TI Secretarial Program

4

40 .

55

55

33

33

33.

33

.

308,

1283 or' 1206,

1591 or 1514

e.



V

Non--BusApeo aucation eSurses Suggestedfor2Stenogr

High Schools

English' I, II, III

English (Business Communicati) -

General Math or Algebra 1

c.Progrgm CurriculuM

. 4

UNITS

3

-1

Busines Math (If not taught as part of . 1

8 Business Prog4m)
Physical Science 1

Biolfgy,

US Studies

Health and Physical Education

_Electives

A aftmiC Total

'Businesg Ed ion

CurriculumTotal

1

2

12

8

20
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.
ARTICULATION RESEARCH iRojgcT/

OCCUPATIONAL. TASKS

Frequency that average

BUSIgSSADMINISTRATION - SECRETARIAL 9CINCE worker wii be requiied

ACCOUNTING 'to perform the task;.

BLOCK OR SION: Per4onal Development 1.0

TASK: (In Order of Complexity)

1.01 Use proper techniques for good body care.

1,02. DreSs appropriately -and maintain neat,

well-grobmed.appearance.

, I r

Display proper attitude toward work,

PractiCe good business ethics.

1.051 Practicq te phone courtesy.

1.052 Display physical poise.

1.053 Meet,Public tactfully.

1.06 , Practic appropriate etiquette in public.

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Typewriting (Basic) 2.0

.1 A I I

2.01 Operate,typewriter (manual and electric).

2;02 Prepare) file labels:

2.03 Prepare postal ,cards,

2.04 prepare copy from simple, rough drafts

#ph pr ofreader's marks.,

2.05 Pripare\envelopes and, labels for mailing.

2.06 Prepare loanable memorandum.

18

fi

Level of difficulty: Normally

performed by skill level or

levels checked.

I
.

SELDQM WEEKLY DAILY LOWEST

,

,

INTERMEDIATE

.1.

HIGHEST

.

4

'

4.

X

0

o

.

'*.

,

.

.x

i
x

x

x

X

X

x

,

.

T

.

E

'

x
.1

x

x

x ,

x

X

x

X

x

i

I'

5

*

.

i

,

x

x

x

,

,X
i.

4,

x

,

.

X

X

1

.

s

ti

.

,

,

,

,

.

,

"

x

x

.

x

x

x

I

f

,

4

1.0
o,

0

19



ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS

fl
BUSINE4ADMINIBTRATION -*SECRETARIAL S ENCg

ACCOUNTING

,

BLOCK clit DIVISION: Typewriting (Basic) 2.0

(continued)

TASK: (4

1'

2.07 Prepare, letters (business and personal).

2.08 Compose simple copy at typewriter.

,2.09 Make,carbon.popies,

2.10 Perform simple tabulation.

2.11 Prepare'outlines.

2.12 PrePare\ariuscripts.

2.13 Prepare fill-in forms.

2.14 Prepare charts, tablek.and otetkobulatel

reports.

2.15 .Prepare simple agenda.

2.16. Prepare simple stencils `and duplicator
,

masters.

BLOCK OR,DIVISION: iecords Management , 2,5

2.51, Prep!, folders and other Materiil

1 p

for

2.52 Sort.and crassify material.

1 fa

Tiling equipient.

2.54 Requisition file material.

).

Fiequency that average

worlier will be required

to perform the task,

4.1

,Lev' of difficulty: Normally

performed by still level or

levels checked.

a

,

SELDOM WEEKLY DAILY

11Y

INTERMED AATE

4

HIGHEST

,,

,

4

'

.

x

X

,

.

.

,3

.

X

: ,

X ,

.

' .

,

x*

)t

X

x

A

'x

X

1

X

X

X

1

1

0

,,

.

.

\

.

X

x
. ,

x

x

X

X

X

X

4

.

'

.

s

X

x

r
,

,x

X

4

L

X

ti

.

X

X

x

X

.

al

.

1 .

,

'71

'

1

,

X

X
t 4 .,

,, x

x

x°

X

x

.

x.

X

0

.

, 1

I

X

. A

X

Pli



ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIOr - SECRETARIAL SCIENCE

ACCOUNTING

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Records Management 2.5

(continued)

TASK:

I

2.55 Charge out files'

''' ..

2.56 Transfer iaCiive records. ,'

\

BLOCK' OR DIVI N Business Machines i 3;0

,,Calculating,

1 f

3.C1 Use print na/or'non-printing adding

. machipes and calculators to complete

the llowing business forms.

Bills3.015i

)

, 3.011 Orders

3.012' Invoices 1

3.013 Inventory

3.014 Sales °

it 3.016 Mitoellaneouslccounts

, r

*BLOCK OR DIVISIQN Business Machines 4.0

.(Reproduction and Projection)

4.01 Opeiate collator.

4.02 0)erate folding machine.

4.03 Operate automatic binder.

4.04 Operate ,postage sealer and meter.

4.05 Operate copiers (Thermal &Photographic).

*Note: Instructional emphasis shAld be based uppn

business offices.

22

Frequency that averige

worker will be ,re wired

to perform the task,

,Level of difficulty: Normally

performed by skill level or

levels. checked.

ELDOM 'WEEKLY

t

DAILY

. \

'LOWEST

'

INTERMEDIATE'

4

HIGHEST

/

x

.

0

.

X

x'

local area

('

,

1

,

,

x

survey to.determine

x

x

'.

X

X

..x .

,

.x

$, '

.

.

x

,

. .

,

0

,

,
.

x

x

X

' x

X

most cowman

x

x

.

.

. '.

X

X

N
X

)

x

X

equipment il

x

x

.
i

.

.

X

X

, . 1

X'

X

use by



ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

. ,

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS

BUSINESS AMNISTRATION SECRETARIAL SCIENCE

ACCOUNTING

, ILOC!.OR BusinestsOchinef 4,0

(Reproduction and'Projection)

ASK:

4.06 Operate overhead transpa,ency projectors

4.07 Operate'35t slide projector.

4.08 Operate motion picture projectoc.

, 4.09 Operate spirit duplicator.

,

4.10 Opei4e mimeograt,

14,12 Operate offset press.

BLOCK OR OR DIVISION: T ewriti (Advance) 5.0

5,01 Operate typewriter.

5.02 Prepare file labels.

5.031 Prepare postal cards.

5.032 Prepare envelopes, and labels for mailitig,

5.04 Prepare memorandum.

5.05 Prepare letters (business and personal).

5.06 Make carbon copies.

5.07 Prepare outlines.

5.08 Prepare press yreleases,

rote; See note at bottom of previous page.

Frequency that average

worker will be required

to performithe-tisk.

Le* of difficulty: NormAlly

iperformed by skill level or

levels Checked.

sFom,.

,

, 1

WEEKLY

.

la4 ,LOWEST

,

INTERMEDIATE HIGHEST

x

J

X

J,

I

.

., ,.

,

.

.

.

,

X

x

.

,

x

X

X

X

X

X

.

1

X

.

X/

#

x

X ,

X

x

x

X

x

x

X

X

x

.

.

.

,

1

x

Y

x

1

x

x

x

X

X'

x

X

x

x

.

X

,

,

o

X

x

X

X

x

':X

x.



41

, OCCUtATIOAL TASKS

Friquency that elrage

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,- SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 0 worker will be flquired'

\ACCOUNTING, I to perform the task.

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Typewriting' (Advanced) 1.4_,

(Continued)

1.091 ,Prepare medical history.

5;092 Prepare ,fill -in forms,

5.10 Prepare agenda and minutes.

5. II -Prepare manuscripts.

;5.12 Pr ,epare copy fiom 'rough .haft,material with

proofreaders marks.'

5.13 Prepare stencilsLand duplicator Masters.

5 14, Prepare technical and financtat-reports.

5 Prepare buiriess forms.

f 1k

5.16 Prepare,charts, tables and other tabulated

reports/.

5.17 Prepare legat,"ppers.

5.18 Operate automatic typewriter (optional).

SELDOM WEEKLY

x

x

DAILY

v.

Love of difficulty Norally

performed by skill level or

levtls checked,

LOWEST

4,

I\

INTERMEDIATE

' X

x

x

HIGHEST
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
LC

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS

4 Frequency that avqage

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION -, SECRETARIAL SCIENCE worker will be required"

ACCOUNTING to perform the teak.

Level of difficulty: Normally

performed by skill level or

levels check0,

ILOCK OR DIVIS;O: Shorthand

SUB-BLOCK: 6.10, 6,20, 6.30, 6.40

Task

6.101A Read Shorthand.

6.201A; Read Shorthand.

6,301 Read Shorthand.

6.401 Read Shorthand.

6.102A Write Shorthand.

6.202A Write Shorthand,

6,302 Write Shorthand.

'6.402 Write Shorthand.

P

6.103B Take DictatiOn,,

6.203B Take Dictation.

6.303 Take Dictation.

6.403 . Takelictation.

6.0

6P 104B. ,TraUscribe Shoithandlotes Accurately.

.6.2048 Transcribe Shorthand Notes Accurately.

6.404

Transcribe Shorthand Notes Accurately.

Transcribe Shorthand. otes Accurately.

SELDOM

,//

WEEKLY DAILY

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

LOWEST

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

INTERMEDIATE

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

,x

x.

HIGHEST

x

x

x

x

x

X

O

29
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION . SECiETARIAL SCIENCE

ACCOUNTING.

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Accounting 7.0

TASK:

7.6I-Journalizedaily transactions.

7.02 Post transactions,

Frequency that average

worker will be required

to perform the task.

Les; of, difficulty: Nut lly

performed by skill level o

levels checked.

SELDOM WEEKLY DAILY'

7.03 Cloie a:petrof books{

7.04 Keep accounts receivable and payable records.

7.05 Prepare a trial balance.

7.06 Maintain checking accounts,
OMMIMMO I

7.07' Reconcile a bank statement.111111.4

..7.08 Prepare a worksheet.

7.09 Prepare financial statement's.

7.10 Journalize adjusting and closing entries.

7.11 Close the ter.

7,12 Prepare payroll records.

7.13 Special journal's,

7.14 Special journals'.

7,15 Maintain.petty'cash account.

7.1it Maintain' cash register tystem.records.

7;17 Maintain sales tax record,

30

The performance frequency

of the tasks in this bloc

will be determined by the

size and complexity of th

business ,organization and

the office activity in-

volved., 14rge,,14ctivities

perfort the tasks

wily whereas small organ

izations and offices may

perform them weekly or

less often.,

LOWEST

_ x

,x

INTERMEDIATE HIGHEST

x

x



,

ARTICULATION IIISPARCH PROJECT

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS

BUSI4SS'ADMINISTRATION - SECRETARIAL SCIENCE

ACCOUNTING

BLOCK OR DIVISION; Accountin 7.0,

continued)

TASK:

L---7,18--Computeand-record bad debts,

7.19 Determine depreciation and disposal of

gent assets,

,

7.20. Handle notes and interest.

7.21 Use the accrual accounting system.
--",-

7.22 Use automated data processing.

BLOCK OR DIVISION; Office Procedures 8.0

(Secretary/Stenographer Dutiei)

8.01 PerfcA limited housekeeping related

to office equipment, supplies and office

decor.

8,02 Process mail,

, 8,031, Make appointments.

8.032 Relay information as directed.

8.04 Requisition supplies and quipmeni,

8.05 Maintain inventory of equipment and

consumables in office.

8,061 Maintain petty cash account foi office.

.4462 Perform personal duties for employer When

part of job, description and ethical.

I

Frequency that average

worker will be required

to perform the task.'

SELDOM WEEKLY'

41.0410.1411.1.

DAILY

Level'of difficulty: Normally

performed by skill level or

levels checked,

LOWEST

'lorrogor

INTERMEDIATE

x

x

x

x

r

x

x

x

x

RICHEST



AITICULATION'RESEARCR PROJECT

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS
4 .4

;Frequency that average

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION - SECRETARIAL SCIENCE worker will be required

ACCOUNTING'' to perform the oak,

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Office. Procedures, 8.0

(continued) .

TASK:

107 Maintain record of events and chegescin

policies and procedures.

808 Perform teceptionist duties.

8;09 Supervise other employees when res.ired.

Handle business social activities(

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Data Processing 9.0

(6noipts and Control)

Knows computer concepts.

(.9.02 Perform data batch control.

Perform processed data control.

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Machine Transcription 10.0

.10.01 Operate transcription machine,

10.02 PerfoipOoperatOr,cari of transcription

machlrie and, machine transcriptions.

10%03 Produce draft documents of all types

rapidly and accurately from machine

transcriptions.

10.04 Prepare mailable copy in proper format

from machine transcriptions.

34

Le 4e1 of difficulty: Normally

performed by skill level or,

loiels checked.

..,

WEEKLY . DAILY LOWEST INTERMEDIATE HIGHEST

.

t

,
A

i

,

,

.

i

.

,

4

i

.

,

0

x

0
X

.

X')

x

.

X

X

X

x

x

x

,

.

x

'Jx

x

4

,

,

x

X

x

4

x

X

X

1

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

1C

'

0

35
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS

Frequency that average

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION - SECRETARIAL SCIENCE worker will be required

ACCOUNTING to perform the task.

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Machine Transcription 10.0

(cOnTtinTid)

TASK:

10.05 Dictate material for machine transcription

accurately and in proper format.
.

BLOCK OR DIVISION:, Word Processing 11.0

11.01 Know word processing terminology,

definitions and usage.

1,02 Know how word processing'coticepts are I,

employed inimodern offices.

11,03 Communicate orally.

11.04 Transcribe from transcription machine.

11,05 Proofread and revise documents.

. 11.06 'Operate power keyboard (automatic type

writer).

11.07 File, log, and maintain magnetic media.

11.08. Produce documents from magnetic media.

11.09 Originate document formats and Ise

applicable coding. k I

11.10 Dictate documents onto magnetic media from

printed or handwritten copy.

jt;

Level of difficulty: Normally

performed by skill level or

levels checked. .

SELDOM WEEKLY

s

DAILY LOWEST INTERMEDIATE HIGHEST

x x x
/

x

\

,x

x

x

x

x

x

x .

x

x

x

x

.x

x

x

x

x

.

x

X

x

x

x'

x

x

x

\

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

- x

X

x

X

x

X

, x

. 1



3CULATION MARCH PROJECT

OCCUPATIONAL. TASKS

MINISTRATION - SECRETARIAL SCIENCE

ACCOUNTING,

DIVISION: Word Proceaaing 11.0

(continued)

reprographic equipLnt.

I. and maintain records.

iginate and dictate simultaneously

man outline documents that contain all

sential information,

ce decisions.and,solve problems.

rage owi'time and tasks and determine

signed task priorities.

:lemant procedures and' interpret flow

work within designated controls.

wIrviss word processing center to include

porting personnel.

IttoquonCy that average

worker will be riquirad

to perform the task.

Level of dlfficultyl Normally

performed by skill level or

svole checked.

SELDOM WEE4LY DAILY LOWEST

f.)

INTERMEDIATE HIGHEST

x

x

,1

.

x

x

x

x

x

7

ti

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

.
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ARTICULATION, RESEARCH

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. - SECRETARIAL SCIENCE

, ACCOUNTING

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Office Management 14,0

14.01 Plan, provide for and maintain first aid

capabilities. , . t

, .

---44:027Pleit-and-tupertrite-stfetrrules--and

; compliance:

14.0 Plan and supervise motor vehicle parking

:areas and grounds.

14.04 .Supervise visitor reception anctinforma-'

iion.'

14.05 lupervise mail room and message center.

.14.66 .SUpervisiCafeteria and /or, rest4. ,

facilities.

14.07 Supervise,internal 'transportation services

14.08 Plan/supervise custodial, facilities,

utilities resuirements/activities.

14,09 Ensure maintenance oL office equipment,

1440 Perform office equipment rental require-

' Bents.

14.11 Supervise office supply activities,

14.12 Supervise application' employee conduct

and standards.:.

Frequency that'average

worker will be required

to perform the 'task,

Level of'difficulty: Normally

performed by skill level or

level's checked. .

SELDOM WEEKLY , DAILY

x

x

x

,LOWEST INTERMEDIATE' HIGHEST

x



AiTICULATIO ,RESEARCH PROJECT

OCCUFATIONAkTASKS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION - SECRETARIAL SCIENCE

'ACCOUNTING

o.

:',BLOCK OR DIVISION: Office Ma\itsement. 14.0

. (confined)

IC:

Frequency thar.average

worker will be required

to perform the'task.

SELDOM WEEKLY DAILY

Lovd of 4ifiiculiyi

p,rfOrmed.by 44l. level or

levels checked.

.14,13 :Plan :i Communications services.

14.14' Plan and it4e work flow sheets;

1',

*

14.16 Make work schedules.

14.17 Plan office organization anOtaffing.

LOWEST' INTERMEDIATE HIGHEST

I., .

BLOCK OR DIVISION: Business Law 12;0 (Accounting).',

Business Law 16.0 '(Bue. Admir)

12.01 Know basic princiPles of law and its

16.01 enforcement.

12.02: Know,:baSic legal cOnsiderationa of
164O2'' contracts.

Know. the legal considerations regarding

16;01

12.04 Know legal considerations Of

.16.04: bailmehts.

'Know legal::considerafions regarding

16.A5 ,tomieicial papers.

12.06' Know legal:considerations Cif.age:163i7ted-;=1. ,

.16;06 ..:.employzentle4iidlisIlips.

12,07 Kncys4 the legal considerations of

16.07 'partnerships.

'42



AE #llIATI0NliS*11 P ECT

.1.0C4ATIONAL TASKS'

11USINESS ADMINISTRATION r SECRETARIAL' SCiENCE.

,ACCOUNTING
I

1LOCK OR'DIVISION: .Busine s Law .12,0 (Accounting

Law .16.0 (Bus. Admin

12,08 Know the legal considerations

24) orporations.

12,09 InoW the legal cons Orations'

I LE risk-bearing, device

1210 Know the legal cons

.16.10 jroperty:

regarding

regarding

erations re rding

?

4

Frequeny that average

writer will berequirea

to 'perform ;the task.

Level of difficulty: Normally

perfOrmed by skill level or

levels Checked.

SEL WEEKLY DAILY LOWEST INTERMEDIATE HIGHEST'

IP:

x
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

Instructional Objectives Guide

PROGRAM: Accounting (DCC T-016, Business Administration (DCC T018),
Executive Secretary (DCC T-030), Stenographer (DPI)

COURSE: Introduction to,Business (Block 0.1)

TeeURSE-DESCRIPTION1Department-of-ComrminityCbilegeg,ifo. Bug-IDT:
-

Department of Public' Instruction No. 6010

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: High Schbols: 180 hours

Community Colleges/Technical Institutes:

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:.
I

10 : TO provide information to the learner regarding the business world with
particular attention devoted to the structure of die various types of/
business organizations, methods of financing, internal organization,tand
management.

August 1977

2. To provide information to the learner
lems and. the knowledges essential for
buyer, user.* -And producer of business
'tree enterprise systeM.

r.

regarding the basig economic /prob
the individual to be an intelligent
goods and services, in a ba,iically

4
. To provide information to, the learner on topics relLated to the business'

vorldiOhat will serye as a hackgrolind and foundation upon which the
business-related cobrses and programs are the economic world,
American business and the consumer, banking, credit, savings and invest-
ments, money management, insurance, communication,. travel, taxation,
transportation, career opportunities, and job applicatiOn.

A JOB QUALIPICATION:

1.
Th/s is an, introductory and background type of course, Serving only "to provide
related general information to the learner, and does not result in any type of

. occupational qualification.

RE REQUISITES: High Schools:. None.

( Community Colleges/Technical Institutes: None./

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

There are no perfarmance requirements for this particul7a; block of instruction
or course. An appropriate number of standardized testitems requiring written
response should be prepared.

EQUIPMENT:

None.

,
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ARTICULATION' RESEARCH PROJECT

Instructional Objectives Guide August'1977

PROGRAM:'.-Accounting. (DCC T-016), Business Administration (DCC T -018),
Ekecutive Secretary (DCC T-030), Stenographer (DPI).

COURSE: Business Mathematics (Block 0.? )

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Department of Community Colleges No, BUS 109
Departmeht of Publid-Inetruction No.-69IU

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: High Schools: 180 hours.
Community Colleges/Technical Institutes: 55, hours

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

1. To review for or develop in the learner the skills required to perfOrac
the basic mathematical processes applicable to comPutational situations
encountered daily by consumers and business workers.

2. To provide sp,ecific occupationally directed mathematical skills_to the
learner needed' ip dealing. with topics such as how to.calfulate ox com
pute interest, disCounts investments, payrolls, insurance, taxes

' percentages, c issions,'cash transactions;and credit..

JOB QUALIFICATION:

This is A foundation type course of instruction which serves to provide a
necessary basic eapability to help the learner to function adequately in .a.
business environment, but does not provide a specific job qualification.

PREREQUISITES:,

High Schools:. None.

Community Colleges/Technical Institutes: None.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

C
The course evaluation of learner performance will be performed by the indi-
vidual teacher. The ability of the learner to apply the skills acquired,
will be kntograted into the evaluation of primary business course
requiring\mathematical computational skills.

EQUIPMENT:

No special equipment requirements Other than normally 'available in the average
classroom.
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ARTICULATIONRES HjIROJECT

INSTRUCTIO AL GUIDE

SECRETARIAL SCIENCE (EXECUT VE SECRETARY-DCC'T-030), ACCOUNTING
(DCC-T-016) AND BUSINESS AD NISTRATION OCC T-018)

PERSONAE DEVELOPMENT (BLO LO). '.

COURSE DESCRIPTION: There is no exist ng course in this subject area established
by the Departmen of_puOlic
unit is office o cupations, Occupational advisors recommend
strongly that t e instructional objectives be'covered. Selected
instructional o jectives should be covered during:initial class
.activity with ethers by integration, at recurrent -intervals,:
with other ins ruction on a.continUingbasit.

INSTRDCTIONAL HOURS: 20-40 (Sugg sted instructional time for each instructional'
objective*is an estimate of contact hours required to provide
jobequalification task performance,fior the aversge student.-
It is a planning figure only. Block instructional hours in-
clude eval4tion time.)

INSTRUCTI ONAL OBJECTIVES:

I. TO practice good body Care.
2. To maintain a.neat, well-grOomed appearance.
3. To dress appropriately.

" :4. 'To display:proper attitude towards wotk.
65..' To practice good business ethics.
6. To practice telephone'couttesy;
7. To display.physidsljpoise,
8. To meet public tactfully.

. .

. 9. To practice approppiate etiquette.
10. To develop propel/attitude towards honesty and

JOB QUALIFICATION: None.

PREREQUISITE: .None.

PERFORMANCE EV(LUATION: By performanCe testing,

EQUIPMENT: See equipment list attached..

43
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e test items-atiached..
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ARTICULATION' RESEARCH PROJECT

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS AND INSTRUCTIONAL'REQUIREMENTS

Accountiug Business Administration - Secretarial Science

BLOCK OR DIVISION. NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE: Personal Development

TA= MOM: 1.01 TITLE: Use Proper Techniques for Good Body Care.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.01: How to Perform GOod Body Care.

---(PiOass Ob-jecti;is)-

How To:

1.011 - Keep physically clean.
.1.012 - Care for nails.
1.013 - Care for hair.

1:014 - Select a proper diet.
1.015 - Maintain good physical fitness.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

.- Know health andsanitation rults.
Know steps:for administering a manicure or ..pedicure.

- Know steps for proper hair care.
- Basic elements of a proper. diet.
- Basic exercise.

Suggeited Instructional Time:. 1.01, 1-5 hours.

Required Performance Standards:

I

The learner must show evidence of being well-groomed in relationship to physical
clealliness, properly kept nails, well-kept hair. The student will showlnowledge

of good eating habits and requirementS'for good phySicsl'fiuess. (Instructor's,.

evaluation.)

49
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'BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE Personal Development

TASK NUMBER: 1.02 TITLE: Dress approp j.ately and maintain neat, wen-groomed
appearance.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.02: How to dress appropriately and maintain neat, well-
groomed appearance.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)'

1.021 - -Have' clean clothing.,

1,022Sefect appropriate clothing.
1.023tire 'for clothing.
1.024Use appropriate accessories.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Know standards for acceptable dress.

Suggested Instructional Time: 1.02, 1-4 hours.

Required Performance Standards:

The learner must demonstrate the ability to maintain a neat, well-groomekappearanc
' by having clean, appropriate, and well -kept clothing and accessories. '(Initructor

evaluation.)

S.

7
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE: Personal Development (Continised)

TASK NUMBER: 1.03 TITLE: Display Proper Attitude Toward Work.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.03: How to Display Proper Attitude Toward. Work.

SKI1.14:. (Process Objectives)

liow To:

1.031 - Be conscientious.

1.032 - Be pleasant.
1.033 - Be tactful.
1.034 Be cooperative,
11.035 - Accept constructive criticism.

- Fulfill job performance requirements.
1.037 - Accept responsibility.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

IIIIIIii!

. .

InCESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TiME1 1.03,

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

The -leirner must display a proper att toward work. Learner miiet demonstrate the'

ability to be conscientious, pleasant, tactful and cooperative. The ability. to

accept constructive criticism.gracefullyfulfill jobperformance raluirements, be
reliable, and accept responsibility are alao essential.

1-3 hours..



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE: Personal DeveloPment (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 1.04 TITLE: Practice Good Business Ethics

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.04: How to Practice Good Business Ethics.

SKILLS: (Pcess Objectives)

How To:

' - Contribute to the practice of good business ethics.
1.042 - Maintain confidentiality.

-RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

,

- Definition of business ethics.
- Value and need for honesty, and loyalty in.business.

Nged.to observe legal limitations on-business practices.
Value of practice of good buginess ethics by employees.

.7 ,Honoring pucchase and sales commitments. , .

-.Fundamentals of warrantees, guarantees, copy rights and patent rights.
- Importance of contracts, personal and otherwise.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 1.04, 1-3 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

The learner can define good,business ethics and loyalty, o employer and state how
they are applied by the employee. .

52
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE: Personal Development (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 4.051 TITLE: Practice Telephone Courtesy.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.051: How to practice telephone courtesy.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How To:

1.0511 - Use proper tone of voice.
1.0512 - Handle callers of all kinds.
1.0513 -'Be tactful.
1.0514 - Handle incoming calls.
1.0515 - Record messages appropriately.

RELATED TECHNICAL.INFORMATION:

- Rules of etiquet4.
- Steps .01.1k handling incoming calls.

I

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 1.051, 3 -5 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

1

The learner must demonstrate his ability to practice telephone courtesy to

instructor satisfaction.

53
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BLOCK Ott DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE:* Personal Development {Continued)
M.

TASK NUMBER:t01.052 TITLE: Display Physical Poise.

TiNSTRUCTICNAL OBJECTIVE 1.052e How to Display, Physical Poise.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How To:

1.0521 - Have proper posture.
1.0522 Walk.
1.0523 - Sit.
1.0524 - Enter or leave a room..
1.0525 - Enter dr leave a car.

RELATED TECHNICAL OFORMATION:

Rules for entering and leaving a car.
- Rules for entering and leaving a room.
- Basic stance positions.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 1.052 1-2 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

. The learner must display physical poise to instructor satisfacti
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- 1.053 -

LOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: .0 JOITLE: Personal De4./elament (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 1.053 TITLE: Meet Public Tactfully.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.053: How to Meet Pub, Tactfully.
A

'SKIL46: (Proceed Objectives)

How To:

1.0531
\ 1.0532

\ 1.0333
\ 1.05,34

\ 1 0535\
1.05?6
'A..0537

- Make introductions and to greet people.

Make intelligent conversation.
Be a go listener.

- Handle ward situations.
- Act as host or hostess for employer.

- Be a "peace maker".

- Get along with others.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Steps to making an introducrion.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL rIME: 1.033 4:.6 hours.

REQUIRED p\RFORMANCE STANDARDS:

The learner must( demonstrate his ability to meet the public tactfully, be cooperative

and get along with others during classroom situations.

9.
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L

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE: Personal Development ,(Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 1.06 TITLE: Practice Appropriate Etiquette In Public.

,INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.06: How To Practice Appropriate Etiquette in Public.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How To:

1.061 - Use Good Table Manners.
1.062 - Practice Good Etiquette.

1463 - Determine accepted social behavior in business offices.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:.

- Need for etiquette and acceptable social behavior in.business office situations.
Know etiquette rules.

- Accepted Social behavior in kusiness,bffices.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 1.06, 3-5 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:,

The learner must habitually -demo
interpersonal relationships in the

e appropriate etiquette qualities ih' his

4

56
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE: Personal Development

4?

(coptid.)

TASK NUMBER: 1.07 TITLE: Demonstrate a Positive Attitude Toward Honesty.

:INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.07: To Develop a Positive Attitude Toward Honesty.

s'

BMWs (Process Objectives)

None.

'RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Value of employee honesty to the individual and the employer.
- 'Responsibilities pf employee to protect employer's property.
- Impact_Of employee dishonesty upon business and industry and the cost of

consumer products and services.
- Current detection proclpfees and devices used to protect funds, property,
goods and to ensure employee production.

- Penalties accruing to employee from apprehension for dishonest practices.

- Golden Rule.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 1.07, 1-3 hours.

.REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

The leakner demonstrates familiarity with honesty considerations and practices
honestg.and respect for private and public property in the classroom.
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. Accounting - Business Administration ecretarial Science

TEST ITEMS

'BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE: Personal Develcopmedt

1.01 The student.will:
a):Plan a proper day's menu for three meals including the,four basic food'

groups. 90' accuracy, . .

b) Identify at Idast 10 standard, that determine acceptable body cleanliness
and physical fitness. 90% accuracy.

1.021

1.051

1.052

The student ,ill dress appropriately for a day in the office according to
acceptable standards.

The student will list 5 proper attitudes toward work.
Standards: 5 correct attitudes as commonly accepted.

Given a telephone and a message to cancel someone's important appointment, the
student will place the call and tactfully, relate the message.
Standards: Acceptable to instructor - condider how word110, courtesy tact,

accuracy.

a),Given a chair, the student-will demonstrate the'proper 'way to sit and rise
from the chair in front of an audience.

Standard: acceptable.

b) "Given a simulated car, the student will demOnstrate the proper way to. enter
and depart from the vehicle.

Standard: acceptable.

1.053 a) The student will demonstrate how to introduce a teenage-etc an elderly person,
and a man L a woman.

Standkd: 'Acceptable- according to custom, with appropriate;courtesy.

b) The studentwill list 3 aspects of_how to be a good.hostess or host.
'Standard: 100% accuracy

c) The student is working aioa complaint desk - Give, uation in which a'
dissatisfied customer burst 'into your Office and s is rakin g you over' the.

coals as if everything were your',fau11, what would youi" resp se be as an 1

acceptable "peace make," relative to tact, poise, underst hgefirmness,
ti

and ability to correct the problem.
Standard: 85% accuracy.

1.06 a) The student will identify ten of the most common rules of modern etiquette
. that should be p'racticed in an Office.
Standard: 80% accuracy.

b) The, studeRt will demonstr e five items of'good'table manners; given a chair;
table, place setting, n kinS, and serving dishes out of reach. (Use of
silverware, napkin, elbows, asking for serving dishes, taking food from
serving didh, etc.)

Standard: 100% accuracy based upon moderntable etiquette.

1.07 j'earner,w4l.list five reasons for employee-hOnesty,
Standard:' 100%-validity-for,reasons.stated.'

1.04 :The
.

learner will define business ethics.
Standard: ,kpproximates'dictionary definition accuratel

58
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EQUIPMENT

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0 TITLE: , PersOnal Development

1. Mannequ ne with clothing that is appropriate, and clothing that in nob:apprOpriate.
2. Tape ecorder (1).
3. phOne teaching unit (One far'each student).
4, 14n pridector 41). .'

5. 00erhead projector (I).
6. Filmetrip projector (1).
'7. uipment storage cabinet (11,
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
. .4

INSTRUCTIONAL//GUIDE

PROGRBM(01, SECRETARIAL SCIENCE (EXECUTIVE SECRETARY - DCC.T430),'ACCO ING

(DCC T-016), AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (DCC T-018)

COURSE: TYPING (BASIC) (2.0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Department of Public Instruction: No.'6110 Typewxittng I
Department of Community Colleges: Bus 102 and Bus 103,

Typewriting I and II*

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:' 180 Hours-High School; 110 -165 Hours-CC/TI

INSTRUCT/DEAL OBJECTIVES:

1. To operate typomritercorrectly.
2. To develop touch typewriting competency. I#

3. To divelop proper typing techniques'applied in tabulationlikuscripts,
correspondence, business forms, stencils, and duplicator masters.

4. To develop typewriting speed and accuracy sufficient to meet minimum Civil
Service. standards for lowest level office clerical job Tequiretints.
Minimum acceptable - 40 wpm, 5 minutes, 5,errors

d

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

Those stedents who have successfully completed thislcourse can
typing ehsko adequate for lowest level clerical duties. It is

PREREQUISITES:

None.

PERFORMANCE EVALUAT

perform. basic

aloundation coirse.

By performance testing, based upon occupational standards
(Typographical errors when circled. by learner count aS

corrected. Accuracy requirements are based uponjob per-
fdrmance standards: 100 1 performance) (See test items.),

EQUIPMENF: See equipment' list.

;*Note: Some institutions do not requirt,a tyang speed of 40 wpm until completion of
`BUS 104 in Basic Typewriting Block with 165 total instructional hours..

60
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
OCCUPATIONALHTASWAND INSTRUCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Accounting - SecrataAtl Science - Business Administration

BLOCH'OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0. TITLE: 'Typewriting (Basic)

4*

TA8K NUMBER; 2.01 TITLE: ()parka Typewriter.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.01:. How to operate typewriter,

gams: (Ptocess Objectives)

How To:

4.

2.011 - Use typewriters safely.
2.012 - Have good typing posture.
2.013 - Identify operative parts of machine.
2.014 - Type letter keys and set margins.
2.015 - Type figures and symbol keys'.

2.016 - Have good typing techniques.
2.017 Care for and clean typewriter.
2.018- Correct errors using various' methods.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFO TON:

Safety rules for typewriters.
Typewriter parts identification, see manufacturer's instructions manual.'
Rules for good typing posture.

P
- Operator care of typewriter.

SUGGHSTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2401, 55-60 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
.-

2.011 - Instructor's obserVation based upon manufacturer's instructions manual.
2.012 - same as 2.011..
2,013 -.Test - 90% accuracy.
2.014'- Keyboard outline test,- 95% accuracy.
24015 -.Same as 2.014.
2.016 --Instructor's'observations based upon manufaCturer's instructions manual..;
2.017 - SiMe'Ss 2.016.

1
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0' TITLE: Typewriting. (Basic)

TASK NUMBER: 2.02 TITLE: Prepare file labels.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.02: How to type file labels.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How To;

(Continued)

2.021 - Type various styles of labels.
2.022 - Insert into machine the most efficient.wdy.
2.023 - Choose vertical.placemegt of label information.
2.024 .-__Choose_horizontal placement of information -on label.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Styles of labels.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.02, - 1-2 hours. (Introductory only.)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Instructor observation. and 100% performance on problems.
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: Typewriting (Basic) lr (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 2.03 TITLE: Prepare Postal Cards.
r.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.03: How to type postal cards.

SKILLS: (Process pbjectives)

Haw To:

2.031 - Determine size of card.
2.032 - Count number of vertical lines on card. /,

2,033 - Count number of horizontal spaces on card.
/2.034 - Decide center of card.
V.035 - Adjust, nachine for message aide of card.
2.036 - Determine address placement and return eddress'on card.
2.037 - Use tip code directory.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION!.

- Description of forms.
- 'Steps for, setting margins.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.03,

-)*QUIRED PERFORMAMCE ST ARDS:

100Z perfarmance on Vrablems;

1-2 hours. (Introductory, only.)

63
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 210 TITLE: Typewriting (Basic) fContinuedIN

TASK NUMBER: 2.04 TITLE: Prepare Copy From. Simple Roue:. Draft Material With
pmfreader's Marker

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.04:How Lib prepare Copy Froi pimple Rough Draft
Material, 'With Proofreader's Mark*.

SKILLS: (Process ObjectiVes)

How To:

P2.041 - Improve Techniques.
2.042 - Type from a rough draft copy.
2.043 - Improve grammar and punctuation skills.
2.044 - Interpret proofreader's narks.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Proofreader's marks.
- Letter placement.
- Word-division rules.
Grammar e

Letter format.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.04, 10 hours.
0

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Produces mailable copy in acceptable tithe.

64
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BLOCK 01 DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: typewriting (Basic) (Continued)

TABK,NUMBER: 2.05 ,TITLE: PTetiare Envelopes and Labels for

INSTRUCTICKAL OBJECTIVE - 2.05:_Hav to Prepare over and Labels: for 140111*

, SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

XL, To:

2.051 ...Determine envelope size - both largo and small.
2.052 7 Determine numb* of horitontal spaces on envelope.

s 2:053- DetsOine numbd'of vertical lines on ebvtlOpi.
.2,054 - Determine-correat placement foriaddresses (return and envelope).
2.055 - Use proper spacing'in'addrese.
2.056 - Place special notations-(0p(icial delivery, airmail,' etq.)
2.057 - Align type, on labels,
2.058 - Use chain feeding labels.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Use of zip code directory.
Description of forms.

- Steps for setting margins.
Types and purpose of standard envelopes.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.04, 10-15 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

1002 performance on problems.
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SLACK OR DIVISION NUMBER: '2.0 TITLE1 Typenoritina (Basic) (ContaYs4)

TARR MOM: 2%06 TITLE: Prepare Memorandum.
I

k

INSTRUCTIONAL 01MCCTI VIC -7 2 .: Aim to Prepare Memorandum,

BULLS:

How To:

.2.061 - Set up memo on plain paper using correct margins and placement.
2.062 - Adjust machine 0 set up and type Magas* on office using

printed forms.
2.063.- Align type with printed,hsadings on forms.

RELATED T;CHNICAL I)RMATION:

- Memorandum formats.'
,- Typewriter parts identification.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.06, 15-20 hpurs.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS!

00"-Di
Produces mailable copy in acceptable time.

.ti

6r*
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: Typewriting (Basic) (Contiausd)

TASK NUMBER: 2.07 TITLE: Prepare Lettere (Nueineee and Pere0001).

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.07: NowNow to Prepare Letters (Business and Persomil,
ammoiim,

SKILLS; (Process Objectives)

How To:

2.071 - DeterMine the diffbrence between business
2.072 - Name the parts of a letter.
2.073 - Judge the length of the letter.
2.074 - Set correctmareinal adjustments.fOr long
21975 - Type different letter ity4A.s..
27016.- Um e different forme of punctuation..
2.077 - has correct spacing between different letter
2.078 - Fold and insert letter for.small, large, and
2.079 - Place special notations.
2.0710 - Set up letter on regula size paper, off-size

letterhead paper.
2.0711 - Prepare a multi-page lettet with

and personal litters.'

end short letters..

RELA!ED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-1F,Busineas letter formate.
Personal letter fOrmate.

- Punctuation and'grammar rules.
- Standard abbreviations.

.- Types and purpose of more common typing paper
2nd sheets, executive bond, etc.).

- Typewriter. parts identification.

parts.

window envelopes.

paper, plain paper and

enumerated items, tabulated'reppts, etc.

+6,

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.07, 33 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Produces mailable copy. in acceptable time

varieties, (typewriter bond,

I
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBERf: 2.0 TITLE: Typewriting (Basic)' (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 2.08 E,E: Composing at Typewrtter.---,

INSItUCiIONAL OBJECTIVE- 2.08: How to Compose Simple topy at Typewriter
4,*

SKILLS CProceas 5bjectives)

.1103w° To :

2.081 - Apiply-language. arts skills.

2.082 -.Express organized thoughts, and ideas..

RELATED TECHNIC4 INFORMATION:.
4

- Capitalizstion guides.
- Punctuation guides..

- Orammai Guides.

- Wordf-division .rules N .

- Letter placement.'
- Letter formats.

SUGGESTED INSTRUOTIONALTIME: 2.08, '5-40 hours,"

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STAND4RD6

4 Produces ''a mailable copy in acceptable time:
co,



..sugl OR DIVISION, NUMBER.: 2..0 , TypeWriting Ti(CotiMittutaN
4. 4

4444"4.44.44444
2.09 TITLE : Make: Carbon Copies .

.INSTRINTIONAL OBJECTIVZ - ''2.09 ,_ How . 'ta., 'Make Larbon )

!SZILLS: (Process Objectives)

Ravi: To

2:091 - peteimine type of paper for carbbn copies,
2.092 - Place carbon between sheets of paper.
2,093 Insekt-inio machine.
2.094 - Correct errors.

, 2.095 - 'Remove carbon from between copies.

RELATED-!TECHNICAI INFORMATION:

- Carbon paper types and characteristics. .

- Multiple copy psper types aad characteristics.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.09, 5 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Produces a mailable 'Copy in acceptable time:



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: Typewriting (Basic). (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 2.10 TITLE: Perform Sitple Tabu atioa.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.10: Haw to Perform Simple TabulatiOn.

S: (Process Objectives)

How. To:

2.101 -.How to, operate tab keys.
2.102 -'How to plan hOrizontal placemerit.
2.103 - How to plan vertipal placement.

r

RELATIOTECHNICAL INFOAMATAON:.

- Purpose of Tabulation.

-.TabulatIon: Formats.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: .10,20-25 hours.

REQUIRED PEifoRMANdt STANDARDS:

Produces mailable copy based upon ;instructor eye
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'
NUMBER: 2.0 ' TITLE: Typewritaz (Basic)

rat NUMBER: 2.11 TITLE: P pare 'Outlines .

ptuTALICTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.11: How o Prepare Outlines.

StILLS : (Process sObjectivesi)

Row TA:

2.111 - Position on paper (vertically)
'2.112 - Determine margins and- tabulationt
2 .113 - Determine spacing' between items.
2.114 - Align numbers

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Out li rmats .

- Typewri r parts identification.

(Continued')

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.11, 2-3( hours.

REQUIRED ,PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Produces mailable copy based upon instructor ear judgment, ' acceptable time.

A



/
BLOCK OR D IVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: Typewriting (Basic) (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 2.12 TISTLE:,, Prepare 14.anusckpts. 4 '''

al, , 4-#
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.13: j How to Prepare Manuscripts. t.'

-..---

\--.

SKILLS: (Process,.Objectives,)

How TO: )

2.121 - bet up margins.
2.122 - Plan and 'type fpotnotes.
2.123 - Type side-Veadings.
2.124 - Plan and ttpe cover paoe.
2.125 - Plan and type" bib1iogra.13hy.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Standard manuscript formats.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.12; 15 hours.

REQUIRED. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS-:

Produces meanable copy in acceptable time..

72

P.
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE:* Typewriting (Basic) (Continued)

TA= RISER: 2.13' TITLE: Prepare Fill-In Forms.

INSTRUCT/ ONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.13: How to Prepare Fill-In Forms.

sznas: (Process Objectives)

How To:

2.131 - Type :on lined forms.
2.132 Position machine to type on lined forms.
2.133 - Use variable line spacer and paper release lever.

RELATED TECHNICAL' INFORMATION:
I

SVGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: '' 2.13,, 1-6

*REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDAIIDS:

Produces a. mailable- copy based upon instructor eye judgment in acceptable time.



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: Typewriting (Basic) (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 2.14 -TITLE: Prepare Charts, Tables and abet Tabulated

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:. 2.14i Hoar, tcy Prepare 'Charts,. lables and Other Tabulated

Reports.

SKILLS,: (lrocess Objectives)F
-v..

Bow To:

2.141 -Plan columns and set up tab stops.
2.142 - Determine attractive placement.

RELATED TECHI(ICAL INFORMATION:
1

.q4- Common typetof graphs..,

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.14,

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Produces a mailable copy base4)upon instructor eye judgment in acc

74



- 2.15 -

£O OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: ,Typewriting_ (Basic (Continued).

-_ER-! 2;15 TITLE Prepare Simple Agenda.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: - 2.15:

(ProCede Objectives)

Haw To:

2.151 Set margins and tab stops.
2.152 - Center headings.

How to Prepare Simple Agenda.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Agenda formats.

414.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.15,

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-e -hours.

Produces a mailable copy based upon instructor eye judgment.in acceptable time..



e'

- 2.16, -

BLOW OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: Typewriting (Basic) (Continued)

TASK NUMBEt: 2.16 TITLE:, Prepare Stencils and Duplicator Masters.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECT/VI - 2.16:- How to Prepare Stencils and Duplicator Masters.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

Now To:

2".161".- s-et the 'ribbon.
'2.162 - Prepeire.stdricil' or master.
2.163 - Clean 'keys.
2.164 _`Make corrections.

MATED TECHNICAL 'INFORMATION::
4,, 1

Types and characteristics of duplicator. Masters and stencils..
- Handling cautions.
- Storage requireinerits' arid shelf life of various; reproduition masters

SUGGESTED: INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 2.16, 5 hoursk (This is intendedtis the
basic. or. introductory phase only for this task.)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Writteo e t - 95% accuracy..
100% peifo ce on simple problems.



11.

- .2.17

BLOCK. OR. DI ISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: Typewriting (Basiq

2.01 Given a typewriter, paper, and 10-word paragraph Composed og lette
figures, and symbols, type one readable copy using good typing post e
and techniques.
Standard: Ohe.copy with no more than 5,errors.

2.02 Given a roll of gummed lab s, typewriter, eraser and list of ten names,
prepare labels for the ten am s.
Standard: 100% accuracy..

.Prepare a postal card, given typevyiter, a postal. card, an eraser, the
tddresses (both return and, receiNrer:address)and the message to be typed°
ith correct placement.

Standard: Mailable copy.
nlk

2.04 Given a sipple 200 word rough diaft page of Copy with proofreaAer's marks,
typewriter;' and necessary material, prepare a final draft.- .

Standard: Mailable copy in 25 minutes..
t.kt

2.-05 Student, will demonstra hiArability'.to correctly addresS'10,envelepes and
10 labels, given tbe pewriterferaser, envelopes,. an uMWedabeTs and
addresses of sender and receiver.
Standards 95%

14:
neatness and 1002 accuracy in 20 IpLinutes.

.

2.06 Given a 200-word printed memo form, tipewriterieras ex) and message,.name
and departMent of sender and receiver, prepare an interoffice memo..
Standard: Prepared in 15 minutes X94%. neatness, produces mailable copy.

a

2.07 Set up and type in an acceptable letter style, a properly positioned 209:',.,
lword business letter, given'a typewriter, an eraser, letterhead paper, and
information for an acknowledgement letter (receipt of order)_
Standard: .95% ,neatness in 20-minutes;..produces mailable loopy.

.08 GiVen basic information for a aimpl business letter and necessary eqUipment,
compose an appropriateletterof approximately. 150 words. ..,

Standard: Mailable copy.in'30'minUt .

2.09 PrePare acletterwith "a carbon copy give the 6pewriter, letter, carbon
paper,' onionskin paper, copy paper, lette ead, eraser, and erasing shield.
Standard: 100% accuracy and 90% neatness n 40 Minutes, Mailable copy.

2.10 Given, a typewriter, paper,; eraser, and a page of .tabulated information, pre-
,

-pare a copy of the.information:Al tabulated form.
Standard: 90% accuracyand mtailable.copy in onel

2.11 ^ t: Given a qpewv4.ter, copy paper, eraser, rough ,copy of .an o tline, prepare_

iproPerly positioned copy of an olitline.
Standard: 100% accuracy and mailable. copy in 30 minute

Giv Aia.typewriw, required a page
proo reader's marks, prepare in final' form.'
Standard: Mailable cop9 in 40 minutes.

!

of roug draft', manuscript. with



- 2.18

4.0
Giyen a tyliewriter,\ereser,:a printed supply requisition form, and infor-
mation on supplies desired,. prepare an acceptable supply requisition..
Standard: '100% accuracy and.90% neatnes in 30 minutes.

Zile'
, . .

Given a typewriter, paper, eraser, information for technical report in.,
cluding, tabulated report, prepare an acceptable copy .of tabulated table*.'
Standard: 90% accuracy and peatnesain one hour.

2.15 ' Given a list of agenda .4teia, typewriter,, master unit,correction.blades,
;prepare an acceptable copy of am agenda. .. .

.

Standard:. 160%-accuray, 'laster unit prints Clear,..readable.CoPy:
. . ,

,2.16 Given a rough copy of an itinerary, stencil, burnisher4correction f
typewriter, the student will prepare nnsracceptable-stencii..... ;.
Standard: 100% accuracyjn one hour, stentil,prinrs.Clear?. readable

7J
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EQUIPMENT LIST

..,*

4tibl,`"
4

, . 3. Record player (1).
....

it N

BLOCK OR DIVISION: 2.0 TITLE: Tvint (Beginning)

5.0 TITLE: Typing (Advanced)

1. Typewriters (one per student) .(75% manual .6 25% electric)

2. Overhead projector (1)

4- Demonstration stand (1)

5. Automatic typewriter (1) [Advanced Only]

6. Interval timer land stopwatch (1)

.
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JI

'ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

PROGRAM(S): SECRETARIAL SCIENCE.(EXECUTIVE SECRETARY - za y-o3b),-Accoltam .

T-016), AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRAMi,(DCO T-018)
4 s

'COURSE: Records Management (Block 2.5),

°

'COURSE DESCRIPTION: Department of Public Instruction:' Included An 6410 and 643;

Department, of Community College: Bus 11?; Records Management

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: High,SChOols - 35 to 45,Hours; CC/TT'- 31'HOurs.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

I. '-To provide leIrner'with broad background training lip basic
and records management systems.

2. To-file, accurately, quickly, and systematically.,
- '

'OB QUALIFICATIONS:
p

,

Thosd' students who have-successfully completed this course and,are.certified'as
occupationally'oualified, can perform basid records management tasks.as a file clerk.
Job queplicatIbn to be determined by perrormahce.testidg at end of course
or program.

PREREQUISITES: Basic Typing (B1dck.2.0)

, . .
-

PlhFORMINCE EVALUATION;upy perforMance testing (seeattachedtest items). .Learner

is expected -to meet initial entry level pccupational.per-
`formancestandards.

. ,

..:JalliMENT: See kquipment List.'
I-

t,

-4

Service and D.O.T.-job. desctiptions 'for business otfice clefical;,
stenographiC and secretaiiarjobs.establisti a requirement for records management
(filing) job skill qualification.

(



ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT.
OCCUPATIONAL TASKS AND INSTRUCTIONAL.REWIREMENTS

fl

Accounting - Business Administ etion r Secretarial Science

.

MOM= OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.5 TITLE:

TASK NUMBER:

1

-Records Management

2.51 TITLE: .Prepare Folders "and 'Other Filing Material for Uses

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE-- 2.51i.OHOw to

SKILLS, (Process_Objectives)

2.51.1 - How VS type labels.
2.512 - How to use different types of folders.
2.513 - How to prepare tabs.
2.514 -'how to prepare captions.

4.

Prepare Folders and Other Filing Material for Use.,

a
4

a.

.RELATED TECHNICACINFORMATION:

Types of folders.
Types of Ipbels.o

,

.:REQUIRED ;INSTRUCTIONAL 'TIME
`-' . '..k

,REIATED. 4NERAL-,INFORMATION:

51,

. %
hours.

.,

. Aerthe result of a nation wide st4dv, it was determined that the syerige secretary

,', ..,-
''spends more'of,the working day typing, communicating & filing than any other tasks.

%' VtCA*074AL GUIDANCE: . :
The indiVidual W1115 has occupational cpmpetency in records management, and
perform basic typing tasks, is job.gualified as a file clerk.

REQUIRED PERFONMANCE-STANnAR11. .

'4e. - Demonstrates. ability to identify ,and7use-different types of file folders,Jabeld,
ana'tabs correctly and to prepare captions with 100% accuracy. .

m

can also

,f41
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12.52 -

*
4

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.5 TITLt: Records ManaiemiTt '

,
. %;

,

,
, ,

1.

TASK NUMBERi 2 TITLE: 'Sort and ClassifyMaerial.
. ,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.52.: How to Sort and Classify Material.
. . .

,

S KILLS: Altrobess Objectives) F.

2.521 - How classify records nianagement topics of material.

2.522 - How to sort material intoRalphabetic groups.,
. ,

2.523 -'How to handle 'classified or, sensitive material, to include
destruction of such material when required. ,

,

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

.

*

- Kno:J.records management rules:
-1 definition of classified or sensitive, material e A
-*Rulea.and laws pertaining to right of privacv:arld the release Or handling- of
clas,kfied, sensitive,-or personal information.

SUGGESTEUCTIONAX. ME - 2 52,, 20-30-bours..i

REQUIRED pERio

0 Demonstrates worXibgAnowledge of filing rulel and the ability 'to apply same in
classifyigik and sorting items to be filed, to include handling of classified
material,,acpording to eith8r filing rule, with 90% accuracy.



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.5
.

TITLE: Records Manske Ment

- 2'.53

f

TASX NIIMBERs 2.J3 TITLE; Use Records Management .Euipthent.

.INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2,53; How to Use Records Manage:lent Equipm
,

SKILLS: (yrocess Okyjecties).

2,541. - How to use different types of- records management eqUiptent4 ,
I

2.532 - .How to iderVeifv". advantages and disadvantages of each'".type of records
,.-- ,--;--, management- equipment.
I 11.2e 7 Roy; to Choode types for different purposes.

RELATED TECHN;CMA INFORMATION:

Knc:04 the' difff rent types of equipment.'

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIpNAL TIME:

REQUIRED, PERFORMANCE STANDARDS :

2.53, 2 h ours:7

- . .

--Tiemonstrates ability to identify and properly use different types of..filing
'equipment .



- 2.54 -

azopx.oR,pprIsiomiqumBERI., 2.5 TITLE: Records Management (Continued>
,

TASK NUMBER:: 2.54 'limps: Requisition Office Supplies.

ASTRUCTfONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.54: Nowato Requisition OfficeSuPplieS.

atrooditis'ObjeCtiyesY,'

,

. 2.541...:Howto.setup requisition methods:.
2.542 -464 to follow requisition methods.

/

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- KnoW requisition methods.

.

SUGGESTED TNSTRUCTION4 TIME: 2.54, 2 hours.

REQUIRED PERFOROANCESTANDARDS:

-DeMonstrates ability to identify\re_quired rpcords 'Management sOplies andto use
'supply .catalogs *fill out supply requisitions, with 100% accuracy.

. -, Demonstrates illity to use standard office supply requ ition forms to requisition

filing sup es, With 100% accu cy.

it

a.



, .0)

S4OCK'OR DIVISION NUMBER:' 2.5 TITLE: jSC9. (Continued)

TASK NUMHER 2.55 TITLE: . OUt

. ,INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE 2.54: 'How to .Charge Out Files.

SKILLS: (Process 6bjectives)

2.5-51 ---2-fitst--:to- set Up chargewat systems.
2.552 How to use charge-mit systems.
2.553, HoW to keep current-records of chetge-outt.
2.5 54).1., How to* follow ;up, charge-chits..

,011100".

RELATED 'TECHNICAL. INFORMATION:

Chargerout systems.
Follow -up systems.

".Classified and sensitive items charge -out, systems.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

REQUIREDFpFORMANCE'STANDARDS:

(..4

2.5 5, '2-5 hous

0.

9

- Demonstrates ability to setup .and apply records management' charge-out systems,
t :maintain records, of charge-outs, to include classified material ot. sensitive items,

and' to follow-up charge-out files with; 100% accuracy.



1 OA.

f
KOCK bR DWSION NUMBER: 2.5

TASK NUMBER', 2-56 TITLE:

,

TITLE: lacoide_ManagaSent

Transfer Inactivit Records.

INSTRUtTIONAL OBJECTIVE -.2.564 jIira!4115ferItit,E_aw'fa'laiveR

SKILLS:

2.562

2.563

2.565

2.566

(Process Objectives)

no
...

w to-set-up trankfer and fetentiOn-policies,
- How: An transfer inactive materials.
- How: to ktare.inactive'materials.
- How ,to Oentify vital records.
- How to snore vital records.
- Row to identify materials.to be discarded instead of transferred to

inactive files.

krI

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION
4

- Know transfer and retention policies.
- Know legal requirements for retention.

1///
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONACTIME. 2.56, . 2-5 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Demonstrates ability to apply a file transfer and retention policy:
Demonstrates ability to'store in-active and vital records based upon established
policies and procedures.

- Demonstrates knowledge of standard procedures for
to be retained .or didcarded: with 90% accuracy.
Demonstrates knowledge of special handling requirements for the destruction of.
classifieliraterial.

identification .of filed"material

4

4e*



41( 2.57 -
0

VI

Accounting, Business Administration, Secretarial licience

TESTING AM) STANr)ARDS

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 25 TITLEC. R.COrds,ManeRement

2.51

4.52

.ftmonstrate how to prepare 5 file folderS,.given the
file fOlderse, labels .and a typewriter.

*Itqldrement: accuracy f

capticin4 tt5

ClasSify and alphabeticallisort items acco g':ipone set (Set One' or Set Two)
ofpaciptable rules of recordsmanagement.
Reiluirement: 95% accuracy

2.53 Given 15 varied items to be filed, tell what type filing equipment Would be

most suitable for each item and why.
'Requirement:. 85% accuracy

2.54

2.55

2.56'

'Given a box of previously filed material and a charge-out and follow-up she
request any three items, char4j them dut, have tWo'items returned, and reque
follow-up of item three.
Requirement: 109% accuracy

Given 10 papers predated and prefiled, decide what papers should be tr '6ferred

to inactive-11.1es or disposed of now. Assume that this firm keeps allfiled
material actfite for two years and all vital records active indefinitely.
Requirement: 90thccuracy.
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.

MQVIPMENT

*BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2'. 5 flTLE: Records Management

1 ;' File, box (one for each student

2. ',Overhead, projector.

t:

I
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ARTICULATION REBA' H PROJ

INSTRUCTIONAL DE

MORAM(8)14 InditEiARIAL SCIENCE (EXECUTIVE SEC TARY - DOC T-030)*AdCOUNTING
JPOC TO16),,AND BUSIUSS ADMINISTRATION (DCC T-01a).

''.4tOURSE) HUSINES,S MACHINES:; (CALCULATING) (Block 3.0)

COURSE DiRIPT;Orli VeP4r Ints notion:, \No. 6420 (Inbluded in 6410

Department of Community Colleges: BUS 211 °gide Ili:chin 4

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: High Schools - 30 toW Hours; CC/11. - 55 hours."'"

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

To train in techniques,. processes, operation and application.of.adding.and
calculating machines, with-emphasis upon learning the touch system for ten,
key. machines.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

. Those iitudenp whP have successfully completed this. course and certifiedit,
oCcupatiOnallY qualified, can perform basid machine tasks on business mac.ines
of this type.

It

PREREQUISITES: None.

paimAN By performance testing (see attached test items), basedP CE EVALUATION:
upon occupational standards-.

EQUIPMENT: See equipment list attac
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,

ARTICLUTION RESEAROM. PROJECT
;OCCUPATIONAL TASKS AND INSTRUCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Accousittn Business AdministrstiOnlSecretarObience,
, ,,t

%LOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 3.0 TITLE Macritnes Cdtictilatingl

TA NUMBER: 413.01 , TITLE: Use Printing and/or Non - Prints fAdding,MachinS*'and
.41 Calcnlators to Perform Nathema cal Operations On:

corders

It08,O4
. Sales, jol . A

A

4

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE 1.01: How to use.Printingeand/or Non-Printing Adding Machines
and Calculators.

aneouP counts

SKILLSI (Process Objectives)

3.011 - How to identify machine basic parts.
3.012 - How to use touch system. 4'.

3.013 -'How t9 perform basic mathbmatical functions
3.014 - How tocheck tape against figures on forms.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Know typei of business forms.
- Know, machine parts. -

on maChine.

,APP

Required Instructional Time 3e01,

Required Perf nce standards:

identify primary nachine components 40 ,State the'purposenf each 'with,
100% accura cy.

- can list. the calculating capabilities of the machine(s) and-perform an'opera-
,

4.0n accurately using each.

Usescorrect fingers for touch system in,operating machine.
Employs proper techniques in machine use.
Comppite* assigned calculating tasks4using the machinein

- Checks work at completion'of an-operation.

- Achieves 100% calculating accuracy by end of course.

90

reasonable, time.



%.4.e.

'...'.,.. ,,.., . :. ,

rounting -.Business Admini,
, ,

..':i...

'!,.. . * *
TEST ITEMS

'A

8cienc

0".
. .

.

014415,0114010X NUMBER:- 3:0 , TitLE: MSchtnitctrilaculainal

a

4341 : Given one ot'mOre calculating type' s machings , aril 'w.-deried..of 20 ,.

. ', A

simple problems ,ctornmort to, buSinsst, of, whicHirsqUiti'the fdllOwin0
sk

01fthematicalactionsi idditidn, subtraction: muItiplication0-4ivistoh- !
ractiohs, decimals, percentages; the student will demonstrate his ability.

'.0toperform,the necessary functions accurately.
...

Standatd: 90% accuracy!

1

'

.

O

4



, 1;1(Lpiviixopt Numatitt

- 3,03 -

EQUIPMENT

TiTLIft . Businpss. Maattirisa (Cal.cultitihg]

Adaing machines and .alculators -(ten-kay), tiOns to *loch two stuasnts]. .

Those maohinIs should is Loth penti,ng and non-printing.

I

ti

, 4

4
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pow.*

N umml co ,T rLEi, Bualness Machines (R.D roductioD' edPEsit.st

(conVd.),

IWAItiWumpi, 4.02 TITLE* lfterate 35mm Slida,ProlegtOrb

o311111MUCTi0411 OEJECTIVE -4.07: Mos. to-Operate 35mm Slide Projector....,

SUCCU6St APinoess Objectives)
Alos-Tol ,

4.071 - InSert aliae:in slide. carrier.
-4-Ani 7.- Cent*r: ahrloctits frame. .

4.07.3 .- Opiikate
, mapnine.

4.07,4.- Change Ordjecti4n bulb.
ylfr- Prepare Machine-for storage.

111EiATED ITCHN7CAL'INtiORMATIQN:

-Primary parts 'of machine.
7-Steps for operation..
- Materials needed.
- Opegator care and maintenance requirements:

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME; 4.07 1 hpurs.

IFF4.

EEQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

-Demonstrates ability to prepare projector for opeiktion accordirit to manufacturer's
specificatfroni.

Can insert 111404-correctly in slide carrier r loading tray and operate machine Xo
Mbta0n-a sharp, clear image on projection surface.
an changskpsojector.bulb.

nStrites correct operator maintenance procedures to include. reparatiOn for
rage.

. P



- 4.08

, IP

,

*LOCK OR DIVISI9N NUMBER: 4.01141114E: Business MachinesiRsor6duction and Projection)

(cont'd.)/1

TASK'NUNIER8 4.011 Operate Motion Picture Projector.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 4.08t How to Operate Motion Picture Protector.

MIMS: (Process ,Objectives)
How To;
4.081 - Put reel of film on.machine
4.082_- Thread projector.I- 4.083 - Operate projector.
4.084 - Focus projector.
4.085.- Change light bulb.
4.286 - Rewind film.
4110187 -,ThRepair broken film.

4.088 -'''Store projector%

RELATED TECHNICAL INFO ATION:

- Parts of mabhne.
- Steps for operation.
- Materials needed.
- Operator care and maintenance

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL'TIME: 4.08

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
0

I-

AT
requirements.

hours.

;.max

(Introductiory Only)

A

- Demonstrates ability to prepare projectorXor,
operation to include placing reel properly in
machine.

- Demonstrates &Waft? to operate machine and
.

obtain a blear, sharp image with minimum delay.
- Denionstrates'ability to repair broken film
correctly, with no lost motion.,

-.Demonstrates ability to rewind ptojected film
foi subaeqmint

- Demonstrate abiliiiito perform operator
maintenance to include 'changing projection bulb
and to prepare machine for, storage according to
manufacturer's instructions.



. - 4.09 -
#1,;.

'

A

ma OR DIVISION NUMBER, 4.0 TITLE, Business Machines tReproductiOD kpd Projecti9
(oont'd.)

Tau mumilmi 4.0 TITLE, Operate Spirit Duplicator.

' ZIONTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 4.0% How to Operate Spirit Duklicator.

SULLS! (Proms. Objectives)
Now Tot

.0' 4.091 - Turn on ink-pressure and t sion roller.
41.092 Tura fluid tank.
4.093 = Load copy paper.
4.094 7 Attach master to cylinder.
4.095 Raise or lower Master.

0
N 4.096 - Setcounter.

4.097'- Operate machine to include reducing a'frifchoks.
4.098 4 Run teat copies.

.

i 4.099 Prepare maiikine for Ale period.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

7...Parts of machine.
- Steps for operation.
- Materials needed.
- Operator care and maintenance'require nts.

SUGGESTED INSTRbETlONAL TIME: . 4.09

A

*

3

4

A

-0

REQUIRED PERFORTONCE STANDARDS:

A,

-hours.

- 'Prepares machine fgr operation to include adding :1,
duplicator fluid7-tbd loading copy. paper according
to manufacturer's instructions.

- - A. tadhes master. to cylihder and. adjusts to Obtain
c rrect rgini with minimum trial runs, then.
s is co orreCtly.

,; *rat -thachi e according, to manufacturer't
'ibstruct s -061.demotittratiability to reduce
fted chokes.

- Pro.duces clear, legible, neat copy,, wit_ h desired.
,margins. ., ,-.......-

.

- Demonstrates ability tddeftpareinefor idle.
period. . .,

- Observes required safety precautions. lll

.7.) I ,

'

..01"
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 4.0 TITLE: iusiness Machines (Reproduction & Projection)

. .

TASNUMBER: 4.10 TITLE: Ope4e Mimeograph.
,

.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 4.10: How to Operate Mimeograph.
S

SKILLS: (PrOcess Objectives)

How To:

4.101 - Release brake.
4.102 - Check ink supply.
4.103 - Replenistipink supply.
4.104 - Replace ink pad.
4.105 -. Set counter.

4.106 - Attach stencil.
4 .107 - Load paper.
4.108 - Run test copy.
4.109 - Attach protective cover and prepare machine- for idle period.
4.110 - Store used stencil.
4.111 - Raise or lower copy.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Names of -primary parts.
- Type of paper used.
- Materials required.
- Types of ink.
- Operator care and maintenance. requirements..
- Electric stencil maker.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 4.10, 6 hours,.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Demonstrates ability to prepare machine for operation, to include loading
paper and replenishing ink supply,, according to manufacturer's instructions.
Demonstrates ability to perform necessary ope ator maintenance according to
to manufacturer's instructions.

- Demonstrates ability to set desired margins, un test copy with minimum waste,
and set counter.

- Produces neat, clear, evenly printed copy, with proper posit ).on on paper.
Observes required safety precautions.

- Demonstrates ability to reduce feed chokes correctly, with minimum lost motion.

Prepares machine for idle period and stencils for storage according to
manufacturer's instructions.'

r

9.6
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 4.0 TITLE: ausiness Machines (Reproduction and Projection)
(corI:d.)'

d
TASK NUMBER: 4.11 TITLE: Operate Offeet Press.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 4.11: How to Operate Offset ,Press.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)
How To:
4.111 - Mount master on. cylinder.
4.112 - Prepare master
,4.1I3 - Prepare machine for copying, to include
4.114 - Place copy paper in machine.
4.115 - Make contact.
4.116 - Make test copy.
4.117 - Clean machine.
4.118 - Prepare machine for idle pe'riod.
4.119 - Make offset plates.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Parts of machine.
- Steps for operation.
- Materials needed.
- Operator care and maintenance requirements.
- Safety miles.

SUGGESTED I STRUCTIONAL TIME: 4.11, 1.1O hours.(Introductory Only for Secretarial.

c
* Students.

4

Required Performance Standards:

(For Job Qualification.)

97.1

Demonstrates ability to prepare machine forhoneration,,
to include adding ink, loading paper, mounting master on
cylinder and to prepare master*.for copying, according to
manufacturer's instructions.
Demonstrates ability to adjust machine for proper.marg4n2
make contact and run test cnpiesith least waste copies
and set counter.
Demonstrates ability-to producelclear, evenly inked,
neat, pronerlmrpositioned copies:,
Demonstrates ability to perform reguiredoperator mainte-
nance andAto reduce chokes according to manufacturer's

instAictions.
- Observes required safety precaution s.

-/Demonstrates ability to prepare machine for idle period

according to manufacturer's insyructions. -
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TEST ITEMS

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 4.0.' TITLE: business Machines, (ReProductionyrojectton).

4.01 'Given: material for a 5-page booklet and a collator (10 bookletE0, the student
will use the collator to, assemble the pages.
Standard: Succesi in assembling the pages in proper sequenCe

4.02 Given unfolded pamphlets, and a folding machine, the student will set t m hLne
so that the pamphlets will have three folds and complete.fol ing proces
Standard: Success in folding pamphlets as directed - 100Z.

.4.03 Gi'Ven a packet of paper and a binding machine, the student will bind .paper into
a finished booklet by using the automatic binder.
Standard: Success in binding all pages into finished booklet, neatly, with

oeedges properly aligned. .

4.04. Given an addressed package and letter, postage ter and scales, and poatb, rate
catalog, the student will determine correctpostage for letter and package. Put
correct postage on letter' and package.

)h\ 'Standard.:. Succegb inputting correct postage on letterosnd package.- 100%..

4.05 Given copier, master unit, transparency sheet, piece of material to be copied
and copy puper, the student will produce a, transparency. w ,
Standard: Success in producing a master properly exposed anlrcentered.

.
4.06 Given a t ffiorency, projector,. and gcreen,ttle student will focus and center

transpare6 Image on the screen.
Standard: ccess in centering a clear and sharp transparency image on screen.

A . ":(

'4,07 Given a slide prof for and 5 loose slides, the. student will insert, focus, and
project image op rojection surfact. Prepare machine for storage.
Standard:. ucce in assignment (image properly Qentered, focused, right aide

up, and,not reversed). (Machine cool and all items correctly placed
in, cariging case.)

4:08 Given a reel of.film,Iprcijector with no projection light, screen,-,and good .Wulb,
the student show thb film. 'Rewind and, prepare for storage..
Standard: Success in assignment (sets up equipment each step correctly, threads'

film properly, diagnobes problem an#,takes proper. corrective action;
focuses clear T).cture, adjusts sound' volume rrectly;,reqinds film
properly and secures end,.places in can..' Places all items correctly,
in carrying case "prepares projector for t7av4ing.)

4.09 Given a prepared, master, duplicator, duplicator fluid, 115 sheeti of copy papef,
and empty fluid tank, the student will run ten clear copies properlytpositioned
on paper.
Standard: Success wi h assignment (ten blear copies pr porly positioned).

1

,
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r

4.10 Given prepared stencil, mimeograph machine, ink, and 10 sheets of copy paper,
the student will run five clear copies properly positioned on paper.
Standard: Success with assignment (five clear 6opies properly positioned on

paper).

4.11 Given prepared master, offset press, 15/she is of copy paper, the student will
produce ten good copies correctly positioned on.t4 paper. Demonstrate steps
in cleaning machine.
Standard: Succeis with assignments (ten good copies, evenly imprinted, correctly

positioned on the paper).

to.

:

99
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'EQUIPMENT

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 4.0 TITLE: :Business Machines [Reproduction and Projection)

1. Telephone teaching unit (One for each two students)
2. Collator (1)
3. Folding machine (1)
4. Binding machine (1)
5. Postage meter and scalegi Cr)
6. Overhead projector (1)
7. Transcription machine (one to each three students) .
8. Copier' (l ).

_9. Slide projector (1)
10. Movie projector (1) A

11. Spirit duplicator (1)
12. Mimeograph (1)
13. Automatic typewriter. (1)
14. Offset press, Cl)
15. Storage Cabinets")

I

1

.s

9

.0'
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ULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE.

PROGRAM: Secretarial Science (Executive Secretary, DDD T-030)/Stenographer

COURSE: Typewriting (Advanced) (Block 5.0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Department of Public Instruction:, Typewriting 11-6112,
DCC.BUS 104*, Typewriting III; BUS 205;Advanced Type-
writing IV; and BUS' 258, Advanced Typewriting V.

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: 180, Hours,. High, Schools; 165 Hours Cg/TI.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

'1. To elephasize production typing problems and speed building.. CC/TI objective
to reach a minimum of 60 wpm for 5 minutes with a maximum Of 5 errors, high
school to reach a minimum of 50 wpm for 5 minutes with a maximum of 5 errors.**

To plop techniques needed in planning, composing and typing projects that
closely approximate the work appropriate to the field of study: These projects
projects include eview of letter forms, methods of duplication, statistical
tabulation, and e typing of reports, Manuscripts and. legal documents.'

a

JOB QUALIFICATION

The learner o successfullYNcompletes.this instruction plus ParsonalTeveloOment,-
Records ManageTnt, and Business Machines-Reproduction Mocks 1.0, 2.5, and 4.0).
is qualifiedefi a clerk-typist.

PREREQUISITES: Basic Typewriting

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: By performance testing, (see test items) tase4 upon
occupational standards.

EQUIPMElft: See equipment list attached.

.00. Note: Where BUS 144'is taught as basic typewriting, 40 wpm.

** Note: Acceptabletwewriting.speids DCC:

*BUS 104 (Intermediate.) r 50-wpm - 5 minutes - 5 errors.
BUS 205 (Advanced) - 55'4m - 5 minute's - 5 errors.
BUS 258 (Production & Speed ,Building) 60 wpil - 5 minutes 5 errors.
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ARTICULATXON RESEARCH PROJECT
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 tITLE: Typewriting (Advanced)

Note: Instructional objectives for the following tasks were covered as
indicated in Block 2.0 Typewriting (Basic).

5.01 - All
5.02 - All
5.031- All
5.032- All
5.04 - 15120 hours of 25-32 hours
5.05 - 33 hdurs of 77 to 90 hours
5.06 - All
5.041 - All
5.08 - None
5.09 - None
5.10 - 3 hours (agenda only) of 6-8 hours

"65AI 15 hours of 35 to 40 hours
'5.12 10 hotirs of 20 to 30 hours
5.13 - 5 of 15 hours

5 5.1.4 - 5 hours of 20 hours

5.15 -'4 -6 of 14-21 hours
5.16 - 5 of 20-30 hours
5.17 - None
5.18 - None

4-

Total: 165 to 180 hours

102 .
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 TITLE:' Typing (Advanced) (cont'd.)
1 I.
TASK NUMBER: 5.04 TITLE: Prepare Memorandum.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECT)VE - 5.04: How to Prepare Memorandum.

SKILLS: (Process Objecti )

QL
5.041 - How to set up m o on plain paper using correct margins and placement.
5.042 - Hoig to adjust machine, to set up and type message won office memos using

printed forme.
5.043 - How to align type with, printed headings on forms.
5.044 - How to compose at the typewriter.
5.045 - How to type from personal dictation.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Memorandum formats.
- Typewriter part% identification.
- All typing guides.
- All language Arts guides.

Vr
SUGGESTED OSTRUCTIOW. TIME: "5.04, 10-12 hours.

REQUI,p PERFORMANCE )STANDARDS:

Mailable copy in accepted time limits.

.11

.4

t

116
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 TITLE: ,, Typewriting (Advanced)

mTASK NUMBER: 5.05 TITLE: Prepare Letters (Business and roa).

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.05: How to Prepare otters (Busi e's and Personal.
..._

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How To:

5.051 - Determi e the difference between business and personal letters.
parts ofk a letter.

5.05 - Judge t e length of the letter.
.

5.05 - Set cor ect marginal adjustments for long and short letters.
5.055 - Type dif erent letter styles.
5.056 - Use diffe t forms of punctuation.
5.057 - Use correct ci betw n different letter parts. .

5.058 - Fold and insert r or small, large, or window envelopei.
5.059- Place speCial notations.
5.0510 - Set up letter .on regularlize paper, off-see paper, pl),n paper and

letterhead paper%
5.0511, -.Prepare a multi-page letter with enumerated items, tabulated reports.
k5.051 - Prepare application letters,'resumes, application forms.
5.0513 Apply language arts and skills.
5.05)6 'Express organized thoughts and ideas.

LATED TECHNICAL IVFORMATION:
\_)

- Business letter formats.
- Personal letter formats.

- Punctuation' and gram*. rules. 4,,.

- Standard abbreviations.

- Typet and,purpose of morejommoetyping paper varieties (typewriter bond,
2nd sheets, executive bona, etc.) .

.

- `
- Typewriter parts identification;

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 5.A, 44-57 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCESTANDARDS: s r

5.052 - Name th

Mailable copy in accepted time limits.
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 TITLE: TYPing,(Advanced) (cont'd.)-..,
.

TASK NUMBER: 5.08 TITLE: Prepare Press Releases.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.08: How to Prepare Press Releases.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

5.081 - How, to determine top margin.-"
5.082 - How to setup press release.
5:08 - How to determinp side margins and spacing.
5.0 - How to complete first page.
5.0 HOw to begin recond page.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Press release format.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL 5.08, 2 hours.

1EQUfRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Mailable copy.

.o

I 0 r

1
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.- 5.04

E.

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5. TITLE! Typing
r/

TASK NUMBER: TITLE! Prepare Medical History.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.011) t How to Prepare A Medical History.

SKILLSI (Process Objectives4/
II

5.091 - How to complete me4(4417 form.
5.092 - How to type on lfmalilolm.
5.093 - How to use variable line spacer and paper release lever.

,RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Medical history format.
- Medical forms.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

'. REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Mailable copy.

Ic

.--

4.

""-

5.09 3-5 hdurs. (Introductory only)

8

0

100

a

I
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(cont'd.)



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

-5.03-
1

TITLE: Typing (Advanced) (coated.)

TASK NUMBER: 5.10 TITLE: Prepare Agenda and Minutes.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.101 How toIPrepare Agenda and Minutes.

SKILLS: (ProceSs Objectives) NP

5.101 - How to set mar ins.
5.102 - How to center adings.

1 5.103 - How to type side headings.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Agenda formats.
- Meeting minutes formats.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

1.°4

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Mailable copy.

1

a

0

5.10, 3-5 hours.

u;

j
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IP

BLOCK, OR olVIS 'OR NUMBER:

4
- 5.0'6

5.0

' .

d .

41.11,1i cr; vanoe d )
. . "'.,. ) ,- . .

.TASK NUMBER: . - 5.1'x'"3.1' . T/TLg,:. --, '` Prep axe fplahu,Stri
. .

___,,,, .,--' . : -
. - _.

. . . % INSTRUCTIONAL .9BLTEcTIVE - , 5 1 `.sf o prepare ia iu 6 c t s1!
-

.sKras:. Prosess 'Zbjectives)- ' ,.
,

. ,..

-._
. .

,..1. ./....,

°
.

,^," (ocfnt,' cf. )

. ./5.111 - How tes- set up margins:, _

45. 1.12"'-= }tow to Plan and type fodtnoteg .

..' ..113 \ How to tyPe side, headings.. t4,
5.114 -1 How. tO* Rlan -and 'type cover pa..jt.

,

/- 5:115 -= SowAt..plan and type thi bibliography..

RELATED TECI-IgIC.AL ftiFORMATIOV:

4.
. Standard manuscript formats.

A

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 5.11, 20-25 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Mailable copy in accepted time limits.

.

a

't

100

a
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"
''%, ...BLOCK"OR DIVISION NUMBER: . 5.0 TITLE:- ' Typewriting (4dvanced) (Cont&nved)

--. - TASK NUMBER: 5.12 TITLE: Prepaee. copy:from Rough Drati6 Material with Proofreader=
Marks. -.4k a ' :

NINSTRUCTIMAL OBJECTIVE --5.12:How to Prepare Copy from Rough Draft Material With
-Proofreader's Marks:

-)'SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How To:

4 5.121.--''Improve techniques,.
5.122 Type from rpugh driaft copy.
5.123 - Improve graMmar and punctuation skill'.
5.124:- Interpret prOofreader's marks.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION

- Proofreader's marks.

C

- Letter placeMent.

Word divisionrules.
- Grammar/punctuation guides.
- Letter format..

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 5.12, 10-20 hours.

°

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS;

Mailable copy in accepted time limits.

(

4

109

11
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BLOCK OR. DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 TITLE: Tpdwriting.(Adv ced) (Continued)

TASK N ER: 5.13 TITLE: Prepare Stencil:Et and Dup14. a 6i Masters.

[INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.13: How to Prepare Stencils and,Duplic#tor I4asters..

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)
(?,\

How To:

5.131 - Justify margins.

5.132 - Use insete.
5.133 - Use. illustrations.

5.134 - Use colks. 2

5.135 - Apply different textures to create designs or sp.4441 effects.

,/qe
Note: The above includes advanced skills' not normally taught fn basic typewriting.

'RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION: 411'

- Types ana Characteristics of,duplicator masters and stencils.
- Handling cautions.

Storage requirements, shelf life of var ious reproduction masters and paper..

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:. 5.13, 10 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Mailable Copy.

zr
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w °

BLOCK.OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 TITLE: -Typewriting (Advnaced) (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 5.14 TITLE: Prepare Technical and Financial Reports.
r

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.14.; How to Prepare Technical and Fin cial Reports.

I
` SKILLS: Process Olijectives)

.) How to:

5.141 - Set 'tab stops.

5.142.1Plan columns.
5.143 - Determine attractive placement.

f

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
.0

- Samples of common types of technical and financial reports.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 5.14, 10 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Mailable copy.

s hi



BL0CKA5R DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 'TITLE: Typewriting (Advanced) (Continued)

CTASK AMBER: TITLE: Prepare BlIness Forms.

INSTRUCTIONI, OBJECTIVE - 5.15: How to Prepaie Business Forms.

SKILLS: .(Process Objective
.

How to: r
5.151 -'Prepare business forms
5.152 - Set tab stops.

RELATED TECHNIAL INFORMATIQN:

(purchase

- Samples of"common business forms.

orders, invoices, bills of lading, etc. .

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 5.15, 10-15 hour7.

,REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Q Mailable copy in accepted time limits.

4

O
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Akti

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 TITLE: Typewriting (Advanced) y(Continued)

TASK NUMBER: ,5.16 nTLE: re are Charts Tables and Other Tabulate ortk.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.16: How to Prepare Charts, Tables. and Other Tabulated'
Reports.

SK/LL rocess Objectives)
a.

How to:
1

'5.161 - Plan columns and set tab strops.

5.162 - Determine attractive placement.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Common types of.-graphs and charts.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAPTIME: 5.16, 20-30 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Mailable copy in accepted time limits.

4

4

119
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 TITLE: g (Advanced) (cont'd.)
4

ASK NUMBER: 5.17 TITLE: Prepare Legal Papers.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE,_' 5.17 : How to Prepare Legal Papers.

SKILLS: (Progess Objectives)

5.171 - How to set up legal fo
5.172 - How to set up margins.
5.1713 - How to prepare a legal

r

back and endorsement.

RELATED TECHNICAIINFORMATION:

.

-.Legal fdrmats:

- Common legal teams and definitions.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: .17,, 10 hours.

1

4REQUIRED PERFORMANCE NDARDS:

100% Accuracy.

4.
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 TITLE: 'Typewriting (Advanced) (Continued)
4

4

TASK NUMBER: 5.18 TITLE: OperateQAutomatic Typewriter. (Optional)

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.16: How to OperateAmtomatic Typewriter.(Optional)

,,S4LLS: (Process Objectives)

../How to:

. . .

5.181 -Operate and 8"`K Sor machine. ..

5.182 -Feed machine.
5.183 -Record on, input media.

4
5:184 - Correct. errors. .

5.y5 -Play back input media.

e RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION: 4

(
1

- Know manufacturer's operating and care instructions.

...,)'

- Identification of major parts of machine.
- Safety requirements.

.

- Storage reqtirements for cards, tapes, etc.

, SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 5.18, 2-4 hours. (Introductory Only)

if

(Recommend field trip to local CC/TI, office, or
word mcessing center, or dealer demonstration.)

0

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Introductory only, Student will not receive practical experience.
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TEST ITEMS'

BLOCK QR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0 TITLE: yp rT ew itini (Advanced)

5.04 Given e.rinted memo form, typewriter, eraser, and message, name and
department of sender and.receiver, prepare an interoffice memo. 1
Standard:. 100% in15 minutes - 95% neatness, produces mailable copy.

Set up and type in an acceptable letter style a properly positioned
business letter, given a typewriter, eraser, letterhead paper, and
informAion for an acknowledgment letter (receipt of order).
Standard: 95Flneatness and 100% accuracy in 15 minutes, produces
mailable copy. .

\415.08 Givaa typewriter, 'eraser, plain paper, news rticle;prepare for
. publication a_news release using acceptable positioning...
Standard: 100% accuracy and 90% neatness in 20 minu

' 5.09 Given a typewriter, eraser, printed medical form, and in
particular patie, prepare an acceptable patient histo
Standard: 00% accuracy and 90% neatness in 30 minutes.

tion on a

5.10 Given a typewriter, eraser, paper, rough draft of minutes, prepare for
signature an acceptable copy of minutes.
Standard: 100% accuracy and 95% neatness in 30 minutes.

5.11 Giiien a typewriter, eraser, paper, rough draft of manuscript wit footnotes,
prepare an acceptable copy of a left-bound manuscript.
Standard: 95% accuracy and 90% neatness in 30 minutes.

,44

5.12 Given a single page of rough draft of a manuscript with proofreader's
marks, necessary material and typewriter, prepare a mailable copy of
the draft contents.
Standard: Mailable copy prepared in acceptable time limits; all r es
adhered to in preparation of copy.

5;13 Given a duplicator master and a draft copy of material to be reproduced,
prepare the master for duplication.

4 Standard: Material properly positioned on master, all corrections, letters
and lines are clear and will print with 100X accuracy.

5.13 Given a mimeograph stencil and a copy of material,to be copied, prep
stencil for reprodtction. Make a border on,stenoil with the typewriter.
Standard: Material'properly positioned, 106t accurate, sufficiently cut
to print clearly and corrections properly made. Border.neat,.ptoper
proportioned and aligned.

5.14 6 Given a typewriter, paper, eraser, information for technical report including
5.16 tabulated retort;,' prepare,an acceptable report Whidhinclades tabulated

Standird: 90% accuracy and neatness in one hour.

1 G

J
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't

, 9

5.17
A

Given a typewriter, eraser, legal paper,-rough copy of power of attorney,
prepare an acceptable power of attorney.

I .

Standhrd: 100-7 accuracy and neatness in 30 minutes:A?

le , 5.18 No test item --.oraJ..testing on machine characteristics during introduction
is recommended.

- 5. 15-7

6 f
1

. ..

5.15 Gimeo a.standar4,\multi-copy.busitess form blank,, tie information to be -

typed anda typeyriter, fill-in the-form as required.
Standai-d: Infoimation placed in proper spaces, accurately aligned and N

''.

neat, lath legible carMn copies. 1

4'

11.

a

11;

a,

p.
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EQUIPMENT LIST

a

.....

a0. ik

LOCK OR DIVISION: 2.0

,

TITLE: Typing (Beginning)

'.0 TITLE :. Typing (Advanced) ,

c1. Typewriters (pne per student) (75% manual & 5% el ctric)

2. Overhead projector (1) 4

A

3. Record prayer.,(1)

4
4. Demonstration stand (1).

5. Automatic typewriter .(1) [alievanced Only] (00114.0mal)



EIWGRAM:

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

- 6.00 -

ARTICULATION RESEARCH P4JECT
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE-

\ +.

Secretarial Sciende/Stenogia*r

Shorthand (Block 6. )

Departmen of Public Instrection:
-6213 Shorthand II. It

partment\nf Community Collegeil,BUS 106 - Shorthand I,
BUS 107 - Shorthand II, BUS 108 - Shorthand III, SUS 206
Dictation and Tiescription I, BUS 207 - Dictation and
Transcription II, and BUS 208 - Dictation and Tramscriptioa III.

No. 6212-Shortitand I and

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: High Schools - 360 hours.
CC/TI - 220-310 hours.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Sub-Block 6.10: Title - Rdad and
and Transcribe.

Department of Public Instruction:
Department of Community Colleges:

Write Shorthand, Take Elementary Dictation-

Shorthand I - 6212
Shorthand I-BUS 106 and Shorthand II-SUS 107.

Recommended instructional Time: (110 - 180 hours.

Nodule 6,18A: Includes BUS 106 and First Semester.- 6212.

Instructional Objectives:
1. To learn shorthand theory.
2. To read shorthand, plate material
3. To write brief forms and phrases
4. To write shorthand at rate of 40

10 wpm with 95Z,accuracy.

at 140 iTml.

accurately withoup hesitation.
to 50 wpm and transcribe at'rate of

Module 6.1011: Includes BUS 107 and Second Semester - 6212.

Instructional Objectives:
1. To improve shorthand vocabulary.
2. To develop ability to recognize and use word sounds to construct new

shorthand outlines under stress of dictation.
3. To take three "speed takes" at 60 wpm and transcribe at typewriter

with 951 accuracy.
4. To take five sets (4 letters per set) at 50 to 60 wpm and transcribe

as mailable letters.

Note: Continue personal development as initiated \in Block 1.0 to achieve personal
habits, attributes and attitudes'appropriatd for success as secretary/
stenographer in all, sub -blocks. .
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INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (continued)

'Sub-Block 6.20: Title - Dictation and Transcription.
Ipepartment of Public Instruction: Shorthand II.
'Department of Community Colleged: Shorthand III-BUS 108 and Dictat

Transcription-BUS 206.

Recommended Instructional Time: 110 - 180 halms.

Module 6.20A: Instructional Objectives.

1. To improve shorthand vocabulary and the ability
outlines under stress of dictation.

2. To develop the ability to take dictation at the
with 95% accuracy, for 3 three-minute letters of
'material to be transcribed.wthe typeWiter wi
in 25 minutes.

3. To produce mailable copy. .

(BUS 08 -55 hours)

Mod et0II: Instructional Objectivta.

1. 'To review the principles of Gregg Shorthand.
2. To continue improvement of ability po construct

unfamiliar words during stress of dictation.
3. To develop the ability to take dictation at the

with 95% accuracy for 3,three-minute letters of
95% transcription accuracy at the typewriter in

4. Produce mailable copy.
4

(BUS 206 55 hours) 1

n and \e,

, 1 r

to construct new

rate of 80wpm
new, previewed
th 95% accuracy

outlines for

rate of 90 wpm
new material with
25 minutes.

Note: Miniium entry skill level for shorthand required for job qualification by
U. S. Civil Service and N. C. MericTesting is to take dictation at the
rate of 80 wpeor better as in Module A above.

Note: Personal Development concurrent with instruction.

Sub -Block 6.30: Title - Take Advanced Dictation and Transcription.
Department of Public Instruction: none.
Department of Community, Colleges: Dictation and Transcription-BUS 207

(55 hours)'

Instructional Objectives:
1. To continue review of the principles of Gregg Shorthand. ).

2. To continue,to develop ability to construct outlines for new words.
3. To take dictation at the rate of 100 wpm for five minutes for three

new material lvters, transcribe at the typewriter with 95% accuracy.
4. Ptoduce a mailible copy.

(BUS 207 - 55 hours)
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- 6.02 -

t
INSTRUIIONAL.OWECT/VES: (Continued)

Sub-Block 6.30 (continu4)

Note: This block-is optional in areas not requiri$g this skill level for job
qualification,'however, the ability to take higher speed dictation is
desirable bo maintain bhe80,wpm dictation level.

Note: Personal development concurrent with instruction.

Sub-Block 6.40: Title -.Take High Speed.Dictation and Transcribe Accurately.
Departmen of Public Instruction: Not taught.
Department f Community Colleges: BUS 408 (55 hours).

Instruct nal Objectives:
T ,T continue review of principles of GreggShorthand.
2. continue to develop ability to construct outlines for unfamiliar

wo ds during the stress of dictation.
3. To ake dictation at the rate of 110:.pm for five minutes for three

new terial letters and transcribe at the typewriter with 95%
accurac roducing a mailable copy.,

Note: This sub-block optional if skills not required by local area needs.

Note: Personal development concurrent with instruction.
./'

JOB QUALIFICATION: Successful completion of at least the first three objectives
of this block of instruction provides the necessary nimum
qualifications in shorthand that are required for classifica-
tion as a stenographer. Qualification should be verified by
performance testing. Advanced shorthand completion appro-

-.priate for secretarial classifications.

PREREQUISITES: Typewriting .I (Basic) may be concurrent with Module A, Sub-block
6.10.

P

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: By performance and other means of competency based
evaluation, employing appropriate standardized test
items.

EQUIPMENT: See equipment list attached.

1

NOTE: DCC Course Numbers may vary between different institutions for the same
course. Course title is more accurate.

.11
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- 6.0.3

.BLOCK Ok DIVISION NUMBER: 6.0 TITLE: Shorthand

4,4

SUB-BLOCK NUMBER: 6.10 ITLE: Read and Write Shorthand -Take Elementary
Dictaelon and Do IP/inscription.

MODULE NUMBER: 6.10A TITL ead and Write SAthand. ti

'TASK NUMBER: 6.101 TITLE: Read -Shorthand.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 6.101A: How to Read Shorthand.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives-Y-7

How tol.

r
*,

6,101A1-Read standard shorthand symbols.
64-101A2 -Break down words by shorthand'sounds.

6.14a63-Recognize various shorthand blends by sounds of words and identify
"-"-nth shorthand symbols

6.101A4- Recognize shorthand symbols for punctuation.

,RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Shorthand theory.
- Standard shorthand syibols.
- Word families, brief forms and phrases.
- . Commoaly used words' and phrases.
- Phonetics and grammar rules
Punctuation rules.
Personal development requirements.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIOAhL TIME: 6.101A, 20-25 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Student recognizes 85% of shorthand symbols required to T.Vif reading and
writing ar4 taught concurrently.

- If reading only is taught initially, student recognizes45% of symbols at
the' rate of 150 wpm of .shorthand plate material.

."1

ft

.
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- 6.04 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 6.0 TITLE: Shorthand (continued)

SUB -iLOCKrNUMBER: 6.10 TITLE: Read and Write Shorthand - Take Elementary
Dictation and do Transcription.

MODULE HUMBER:6.10A TITLE: Read and Write Shorthand

TASK NUMBER: 6.102 TITLE: Write ShorthAnd.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 6.102A: How to Write Shorthand.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

6.102A1-Use shorthand notebook.
6.102A2-Hold and use pen in taking shorthand.
6.102A3-Write standard, shorthand symbols to include correct symbol proportions.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- ShOrthand theory.
- Standard shorthand sytbol.

S - 'Correct tools and material for taking'shorthand.
. - :Grammar punctuation rules.
- Word. families and brief fOtms.
- Personal development teqUirements.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 6.102A, 25-35 hours. .

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Initially 80% accuracy in symbol construction with 95% accuracy expected
at termination of this phase of instruction.
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- 6.05 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 6.0 TITLE: Shorthand \(Continued)

SUB-BLOCK NUMBER: 6.10 TITLE: Read and Write Shorth Take Elementary
Dictation and do Transc iption.

MODULE NUMBER: 6.108 TITLE: Take Elementary bictation and Transcribe.

TASK NUMBER: 6.103 TITLE: Take Dictation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 6.103B: How to Take Dictation.

SaLLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

6.103B1-Write shorthand outlines of familiar words.
6A03B2-Automatically.recall frequently uped.words, phrases and brief forms.

,.§.103B3-Use brief forms and phrases. -
6.10384-Coordinate listening and shorthand writing abilities.
'6.103115-Recognizeand use sounds to write shorthand outlines of. new words

- under stress of dictation without loss of speed.
6,10386-Develop ability to.mentally retain two ortmore sentences- during

, didtation progress.
6.103B7-Make changes or corrections required by the dictator during dfttation.
6.103B8- Arrange shotthand notebook for writing insertions;Ncotrections and

additions.

t .

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Shotthand theory..
- Shorthand symbols.
- Coirect shorthand notebook techniques.
- Business vocabulary builder.
- Phonetics, spelling, sentence structure.
- Grammar and punctuation rules.
- Dictionary and reference manuals.
- Personal development requirements.'

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 6.103B,.3 -5 hours. (Introduction only, activity
is catinuous throughout sequence of shorthand
cou ses.)

4

FERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

95% of dictated material is taken
Upon completion of sub-block 6.10
rte of" 60 wpm for three "speed t°
with 95% accuracy.

and writen correctly.
the student can take dictation at the

ekes' and transcribe at the typeWriter
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6.06.-

BLOCK OR DIVISION 'NUMBER: ,6.0 TITLE: Shorthand (continued)

SUB-BLOCK NUMBER: 6.10 'TITLE: Read and Write Shorthand - Take Elementary
Dictation and do Transcription.

MODULE NUMBER: 6.10B TITLE: Take Elementary Dictation and Transcribf.

TASK NUMBERv6.104 TITLE: Transcribe Shorthand Notes Accurately.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 6.104Be How to Transcribe Shorthand Notes Accurately.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How.

6.104B1-Set up typewiiter for transcription.
6.104B2-Read own shorthandnotes.
6.104B3-Proofread typewritten material.

RELATED TECHNICAL ,INFORMAT ION

- Shorthand theory.
Shorthand symbols." .

- Dictionaries and referente materials.
- 4Word families, brief forms and phrasep.
- Spelling, punctuation and grammar rules.
- Other transcription 'rules.

- Personal development requirements.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 6.104B, 2-4 hours. (Introduction only, activity
continuous throughout sequence of shorthand courses.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Upon completion of course, transcribed material,is mailable. copy.,

I;



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

6,07 -\

6.0 TITLE: Shorthand (continued)

SUB-BLOCK NUMBER: 6.20 TITLE: Dictation and Transcription.

Module A: BUS 108

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

6.201A - Row to'iread shorthand.

6.202A - How to write shorthand.
6.203A - How to take dictation.
6.204A -,,Ho0 to transcribe shorthand.nOtes accurately.

OW

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

Skill requirements for the tasks and instructional objectives listed above
are the same but of a higher level as those shown foi. like instrixtranal

objectives for Sub-Block 6.10, Modules and B. This is a contOuation of
004ing instruction but with more.de ding performance standards.

RELATED TECHNICAL- INFORMATION:

- Related technical information required for the.instructional objectives
listed above are the same as those listed for like instructional objec-

tives for Sub4lock 6.10, Modules A and B.

SUGGESTED INSTATIONAL TIME: 6.20A - High Schools 90-180 hours:

.CC/TI 55 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE' STANDARDS:

- Take dictation at th e rate of SO wpm with 95% accuracy for 3
three-minute letters of new previewed material to be transcribed
at the typewriter with 95% accuracy in 25 minutes, producing a

mailable copy. All other performance standards as stated in 6.10A

and 6.10B.

1 2 G
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- 6.08 -

)/

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 6.0 TITLE: Shorthand (continued)

SUB-BLOCK NUMBER: 6.20 TITLE: Dictation and Transcription.

Module B: BUS 206

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

.1.1"

6.201B - How to read shorthand.
6.202B - How to write shorthand.
6.203B - How to take dictation.
6.204B - How to transcribe shorthand notes accurately.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

Skill requirements' for the tasks and instructional objectives listed I

above are the same but of a higher level as those shawn,for like in-
structional objectives for Sub-Block 6.10, Modules A and B.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

AS required, for._ appropriate like' instructional objectives in Sub -Block
6.10, Modules A and B. 3

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL. TIME:

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

0.20B - High Schools .90 hours. (If taught)
CC/TI 55 hours.

- Take dictation at the rate of 90 wpm with 95% accuracy for 3 three- to

letters of new material with transcription accuracy at the typewriter of
95%. Produces a mailable copy. All other performance standards are as
stated in 6.10 A and B.

dN



- 6.09 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 6.0 TITLE: Shorthand (continued)

'SUB -BLOCK NUMBER: 6.30 TITLE: 'Advanced Dictation and Tiinscription.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

6.301 - How to read shorthand.
6.302 - Haw to write shorthand.
6.303 - How to take dictation.
6.304 - How to transcribe shorthand notes accurately.

SKILLS': (Process Objectives)

Skill requirements for the tasks and instructional objectives listed
above are the same but of a higher level as 'those shown for like
instructional objectives for Sub-Block 6.10,, Modules A and B.

RELATED TECHNICAL -TNFORMATION:

- Same as'that required for appropriate like instructional objectives
stated.in 6.10 A and B.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 6.30, 55 hours. (Not taught in High School)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Take dictation at the rate of 100 wpm for five minutes for three new
material letters wfth 95% accuracy.' Transcribe at the typewriter with.
95% accuracy producing a mailable copy.



- 6.10 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 6.0 TITLE: Shorthand (continued)

SUB-BLOCK NUMBER: 6.40 TITLE: Take High Speed Dictation and Transcribe,
Accurately. -

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

6.401 - How to read shoTthand.
6.402 - How to write sh6rthand.
6.403 - How to take dictation.
6.404 - How to transcribe shorthand notes accurately.
6.405 - How to acquire and demonstrate personal attitudes, habits and

attributes appropr ate for a. successful stenographer/secretary.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

Skill requirements for the tasks and instructional objectives listed
above are the same but of a higher level as those shown for like in-
structional objectives in Sub-Block 6.10, Modules A and B.

,r

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Same as that required for like instructional objectives listed in'
6.10, Modules A and B.

'

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 6.40, 55 hours. (Not taught in, high School

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:.

- Take dictatidt at the rate of 110 wpm for five minutes for three new,
material letters with 95% accuracy and transcribe at the typewriterr
with95% accuracy producing .a mailable copy.

12!



COMPETENCY liASEEPOITItINB TY111 TST'ITEMS

. v.

Sub-Block 6.10AI (BUS 106) p

,TASK

6.101A

.P

A

a. Given shorthandylate material the student will read the material.
,

Standard: Read at a minimum rate of 150 wpm. .

6.102A b. The student will be required to write e series- of shortharattheory
outlines and transcribe theme ()alines in longhand.
Standard: Write transtription at 10 wpm with 45% accuracy.

6.10IA c. The student will take dictation from shorthand plate material or
6 graded speed takes.

6.102A Standard: Take dictation at 40 to 5() wpm for 'at least two minutes
and transcribe notes verbatim.in longhand at the rate of 10 wpm
with 95% accuracy.

Sub-Block 6.10B (BUS 107)

TASK

6.1038 The student will.tSke dictation from previewed material for 5 sets (:)f.
4 4 letters each. .

Standard: Take dictOion at the rate of 50 to 60 wpm.

6.1048 Given .a typewriter and the dictation notes taken in 4.10W(Abovi )lthe'
_student will transcribe the notes acCuraptly with a typewriter.
Standard: Produces a mailable copy.

)

Sub -Block 6.20 - A - (BUS 108) (Shorthand II)

TASK

6.201A The student will take 3 five-minute takes of new material dictation and
6.202A transcribe at the typewriter.
6.203A/ Standard: Take.dictation at 80 wpm, transcribe at the typewriter with
6.204A 95% accuracy and produce a mailable copy.

SUb-Block 6.20 - Module B (BUS 206)

TASK

6.201B Given 3 five-minute speed takes of new material dictation, dictated.at
6.202B the rate of 90 ypm, and a typewriter.the student will take dictation and
6.203E transcribe at the typewriter.

6.204B Standard: Take dictation at.the rate of 90 wpm and transcribe at the
typewriter with 95Z accuracy producing a mailable copy.



4

Air

TEST ITEMS
_(Con't.)

Sub-Block 6.30 (BUS 207)

TASK

6.301 Given 3 five-minute takes of new
6.302 and a typewriter, with necessary
0003 .ai 100 wpm and transcribe at the
6.304 Standard: Take dictation at the

Produce'a mailable copy.

Sub-Block 6.40 (MIS 208)

TASK

IN

material dictation delivered at 100 wpm
material, .the'etudent will take dictation
typewriter.
rate of 100. Wpm with 95% accuracy.

6.401 . Given 3 five-minute takes of npw material to be delivered at the rate
''6.402 of 110 wpm and a typewriter with necessary material, the student will
6.403 take dictation and transcribe at the typewtiter.
6.404( Standard: Take dictation at 110 wpm and transcribe at the typewriter

with 95% accuracy producing a mailable copy.

13i
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BLOCK OR' DIVISION NUMBER' 6.0

EQUIPMENT,

TITLE* Shorthand

1. Record player (1)'.
2. Dictation records (full rang. of skeeds).4
3. Tape ,players (Cassette) - Coma for each four students).

k



-7.00-

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

PROGRAM: Executive Secretary/Stenographer/Business Education

s
COURSE': Accounting I - Bkock. 7.0

COURSE uscupTIom

Department of Public Instruction 6332- Accounting I.
Department of Community Colleges - BUS 120 - Accounting I.

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:

N ish Schools: 180 hours.
CC TI: 88 Hours.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJEQTIVES:

To provide the learner with the necessary procedural techniques and related
technical information to apply the basic principles of the accounting cycle
from the analysis and recording of Wainess transaction to the preparation
and interpretation of financial statements end4supporting data, including an
introduction to flow charts and systems'. Instruction includes the as
well as the how, and attention is given to payroll. and related taxes.

.

JOB QUALIFICATION

The learner is qualified to perform basic bookkeeping functions following
successful letion of-this block of instruction. Job qualification
should be determined by applied performance testing.

PREREQUISITES:

Business Math recommended.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

See test items attached.

EQUIPMENT:

See Equipment Lin. attached.
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7.01 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accountine I

7

TASK SWUM 7.01 TITLE: Journalise Daily Transactions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.01: Now to Journalise Doily Transactions.

KILLS: (Process Objectives)
1

Now to:

7.011 - Classify accounts.
7.012 --Determine debit and credit parts.
7.013 - Record debit and credit parts.

RELATED TICHNICAL INFORNATION:

1 I
- The basic accounting equation.
- The effects of debits and credits on accounts.
- The different kinds of journals.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TINE: 7.01, 20, hours.

almbnio PERYORMANCI STANDARDS:

Neatness and legibility with accuracy in calculations and required !tops taken
'and applied correctly.

.
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- 7.02 -

KOCK OR DrvistoN NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I (Continued) ,

TASK NUMBER: 7.02 TITLE: Posting Transactions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.02: How to Post Transactions.

SKILLS: (Process 06506tives)

Bow to:

7.021 - Make chart of accounts.
7.022 - Open a lodger.
7.023 - Transfer information from journal into ledger (steps of posting).

RELATED rTECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- tlassiftgation of accounts.
- Steps in posting.

SUGGESTED INSTKUCIf TIME: 7.02, 5 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Neattless and legibility reqdired with accuracy in calculations, and all required

'steps taken and applied correctly.

1



4..
i".. 4- 7.03

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I

TASK NUMBER: 7.03 TITLE: Closing a, Set of Books.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.03:' How to Close a Set of Books.

SKILLS:Process Objectives)

How To:

7.031 -
7.032 -
7.033 -
7.034 -
7.035-
7.036. -
7.037 -

Prepare a. trial balance.
Complete.a six - column work sheet.
Prepare'finanCial statements.'
Journalize closing entries..
Post clOsing'entries.
Balance and rule ledger.
Prepare a post - closing trial balance.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Classification of accounts.
- Steps fdr balancing accounts.
- Format forwork sheet.

Format for financial statements.
- Source of information-for closing entries.
- ,Proper procedure for ruling accounts.
- Format for post-closing 'trial balance.
- Project& I and II.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.03, 20 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
4

Neatness and legibility ±equired with accuracy i4 all calculations; all
required steps taken and'appiied correctly.fOr t sk.,

4,



- 7.04 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.el TITLE: Accounting I (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.04 TITLE: Maintain Accounts Receivable and Payable. Records.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE- 7.04: How to Maintain Accounts Receivable and Payable
Records.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

7.041 - Check sales invoices and purchase invoice for accuracy.
7.042 - Journalize accounts recekable.and accounts payable transactions.
7.043 - Post to individual' accotinelk.
7.044 - Post to control account.
7.045 - Compile schedule of accounts receivable and accounts payable.

.,

RELATED TECHNICAL'INFORMATION:

-.Basic accounting equation.
- journalizing'.

- Posting procedures.
-.Combination Journal.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.04, 10 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

(

Neatness and legibility required with h-accuracy in posting. and calculations;.
applies required, and related-information

411161.s.

11,
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- 7.05 -

ANUOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: .7,0 TITLE: Accounting I (Continded)
e -

TASK NUMBER: 7.05 TITLE: Prepare a Trial Balance.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.05: Haw to Prepare a Trial Balance.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How:to:.

7.051 - Find account balance.
7.052 - Record on forip.
7.053 - Check equality of debit and credit.
7.0541r. Use steps to locate errois.
7.055 - Coirect errors.

RELATEDIE61NICAL INFORMATION:

- Format for trial balance.
- Steps for locating and correctinglierrors.
- fluidness Simulation - Part I. y

dd

e.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.05, 20 hours..

'REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

to.

Neatness and_ legibility, required with accuracy in calculat ions, applies skills
and related technical information correctly.

-)
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I

- 7.06

TASK NUMBER: 7.06 TITLE: Maintain Checking Accounts.4.,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE.- 7.06:

.SKILLS: (ProcesS Objectives)

How To:

:7.061 - Bandle depOsits.
Wtiie checks.

7.063 Complete dheck. stubs,

RELATED TECHNICAL I
,

- Need for basic'
,2

- 'Definition and
Batik: checking a

SUGG TED SINS

REQ

RMATION1,:

ritingInd arithmetic skills.
urpose of Chedking\eccOUnts.
coUnt.Policledand 70:lutes.

".1'

Mew to Maintain Checking. Accounts..

CTIONAL TIME: 7.06, 2 )lours.

RED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Neatness and legpilitTrequired with accuray in calculations;

ability 'to apply'skills,correctly.

.04
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7.07 -

I-- --.

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7 'TITLE: Actountivg I (Continued)

TASKNUMBER:' 7.07 TITLE: -Reconcile. a Bank Statement.
(

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: 7.07: Hoeto Reconcile a Bank Statement.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

71071 - Cotpare cancelled checks with check stubs.
7.072 - Che for outstanding bilt4 deposits.

.7.073 - 6 are adjusted bank balance with adjusted Check'stub balance.

RELATED TECHNI efFORMATI

- Steps used. in reconciling a b

SUGGESTED itNSTRITIONAL TIME: 7.07, 3 hours.

REQUIRED. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Accuracy in calcUlations, using proper steps in correct sequence.

rP
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- 7.08

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I (Continued) '

TASK NUMBER: 7.08 TITLE: Prepare a Work ShOet.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.08: How to Prepare a Work Sheet.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to: I
7.081 - Record trial balance on work sheet.
7.082 -Make asset and expense adjustmTts.
7.083 - Extend balanee sheet items and xncome statement amounts.
7.084 - Find net income or loss.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Format for a work sheet.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE-STANDARDt:

7418, 5 hours.

AccuJracy in calculations,. applying proper procedures,in appropriate dequence.-

n.
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- 7.09

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: AcCounting I (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.09. TITLE: Prepare Financial 'Statements.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.09: How to Prepard'Financial Stafi;ih.s.

tKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

7.091 Prepare income statement.
7.092 - Prepare capital statement.
7.093 - Prepare balance sheet.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Format for each of the "above 'financial statements.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TINE: 7.09 5 hours.

J

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Neatness and accuracy required with accuracy in calculatiokqj using proper
foimat for each action and applying required skills and relatidoinformation
correctly.



- 7.10 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE; Accounting I (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.10 TITLE: Jo,mrnalize Adjusting and Closing Entries.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.10: How to Journalize Adjusting and Closing Entries.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

7.101 - Record,the adjusting entries in the journal.
7.102 - Recor4 the closing entries in theournal.
7.103 - Post ;adjusting and closing entries.

RELATED TECHNICAL ii,;bRMATION:

Source of:information for adjusting entries.
- Source of information for closing entries.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.10, )koUrs.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Neatness and legibility requires4 with accuracy in calculations,,Otilizing proper
information sources and applying required skills and information correctly.

.143



7.11-

*

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.11' TITLE; ose the LW er.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.11: How to. Close the Ledger.

SKILLS: (Process Objecti )

Hole to :

7.111 Balince and4=ule balance sheet accounts.
7.112 - Close and rule income, cost, and expense accounts.
7.113 - Prepare potclosing trial balance.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Steps for balancing accounts.
- Proper proceduxe for ruling accounts.
- Business Simulation - Part II.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.11, 15 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Neatness and legibility.required'with accuracy in calculations, Awing proper
steps and procedures for,actions in4Napplying skills correctly.
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'BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:' 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I Continued

TASK NUMBER: 7.12 TITLE: Prepare Payroll, Records.

INSTRUCTIONAL ECTIVE - 7.12: How to Prepare Payroll/Records.

SKItLS: (Process Objectives)

Bow to:

7.121 - Analyze time cards.
7.122 - .Prepare the payroll register.
7.123 - Keep employees' records.
7.124 - Pay, the payroll.

7.125 - Journalize the payroll and the employer's payroll taxes.
7.126 - Pay taxes to state and federal governments.
7.127 - Prepare payroll tax reports.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Tax information-and regulations for payroll s s ems.
7.Employees' withholding exeMption informat

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.12, 10 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Neatness and legibility required with accuracy in ,calculations, demonstrating
Ability to apply required skills aad related information correctly:
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I

TASK NUMBER: 7 TITLE: Special Journals.

(Continuedl

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES How to Use Purchases, Cash Payments, and
Four -ColUin General Journal..

,

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

7.131 - Record purchase% on account.
7.132 - Post the purchase journal.
7.133 - Compute purchases discounts.
7.134 - .Record cash payments.
7.135 - Post cash payments journal.
7.136 - Record purchases returns and allowances.
7.137 - Record, other miscellaneous transactions.
7.138 Post four-column genaraliournal.

RELATED TECHNICAL. INFORMATION:

Classification of transactions:
- Format of journals.
=Arse of subsidiaryAedgers.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.13, hours.

,.°

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Neatness and legibility required with accuracy in calculations,, and the ability

to apply required skills and information correctly.

e.
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. BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: AciOunting I (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.14 TITLE: Special Journals..

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.14: How to,Use Sales) Cash Receipts, and Four-

, Column General Journal.
SKILLS: (Process,Objectives)

How to:

7.141 - RecOrd sales on account.
7.142.- Post.tke sales journal.
7.143 - Codpute. sales discouhts.
7.144 cash receipts. ?'

%
7.145 -POstcash receipts journal:
71146 -.Record'sales returns and allowances.
7.147 - Record:Other miscellaneous transactions.
7.148.- Post thelome-column general journal.
7.149 -y Complete accounting cycle.

'ELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

1,

Classification.of transactions.
- Format of journals.
- Use of subsidiary ledgers.. -
- Fotdat. of work sheet.

- Format of financial statements.
- Project

SUGGESTED. INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: .7..14, 10 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE,STANDARDS:

-.
Neatness and legibility with accuracy in-calculations and the ability to apply

. . .

required skills and information. 6

.1. S7
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE:. Accodnting I (Continued

TASK NUMBER: 7.15 TITLE: Maintain Petty CashAccount

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.15: Howto Maintain Petty Cash Account.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

7.1151 - Establish 'a petty Cash account.
7.152 - Replenish a petty cash account.

RELATiO TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Use of vouchers and receipts.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: .7.15, 3 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

j
-Accuracy in calculations applying, proper techniqueeicorrectly and accounting
for all expenditures/receipts in petty cash fund.(
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BLOCKR DIVISION NUMBER:` 7.0' TITLE: AccoUnting I (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.16 TITLE:.. Maintain Cash Register System Records (6310)

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE -.: 7.16 : How to Record Cash Register Trin8actions.

SKILLS: (ProcesS Objectilies),

r

:T.,

soft

How To

7.161 -.Record transactions in a cash register system.
7.162 - Prove cash using this system.

BELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:,

-Cash proof and ballance slip.'

'SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.16, 2 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE. STANDARDS:

Neatness and legibility required with accura
the proper procedures correctly.

14)

iiiiTcalcUlations and applying.

1

1'
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f'N

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I

TASK NUMBER: 7.17 TITLE: Maintain Sales Tax Records.

INSTRUCTIONAL-OBJECTIVE - 7.17:

SKILLS; Process Objectives)

Haw to:

How to-Maintain Sales Tax Records.

7.171 - Compute sales tax and read sales tax tables.
7.172 - Journalize charge and cash sales with sales tax.
7.173 - Pay sales taxes to the government.

,

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Sales tax tables.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

7.1/, 5- hours:

Neatness.and legibility required with accuracy in calculations and thw,
ability to apply required skills correctly.

r 'N.

15o
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I (CONtinued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.18 TITLE: Compute and Record Bad Debts.

INSTRUCTIONAL 011ICTIVE - 7.18: How to Compute and Record Bad Debts.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

-

How to:
. .

7.181 - Estimate bad debts. 10
7.182 - Journalize transactions for bad debts.
7.183 Determine and write off bad debts.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Methods 'for estimating bad debts.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAtsTIME: 7.18, 5 hours.

"REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Neatness and legibility of records with accuracy in-calculations and the
abj.lity to apply required skills and information 'correctly.

0

,.t
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BLOCK OR DIVISION'NUMBER:, 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.19 TITLE: Determine Depreciation and Disposal of Plant Assets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.19: How to Determine Depreciation and_Disposal of
Plant Assets.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives) -

How to:

7.191 - Determine and record the amount of'depreciation expense.
- Compute book value of a .lent asset.

7.193 - Record the scrapping o sale of plant assets.
7.194 - Record the trading of plant. assets.

.RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATIM011

- Three methods.of disposing\
.... ,

ant assets.

..

..'SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:411F.19, 10 hours.
a , ,Y r-'^,

0.
......41=J

REQUixr..0 PERFORMANCE DARDS:

'Neatness and legibility of work required with accuracy in calculations. and
r the ability to apply'skills and information correctly.

- n

-
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BLOCK,OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.20 TITLE: Handle Notes and Interest.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.201 How to Handle Notes and Interest.

SKILLS: (Proces Objectives)

How to:
4 4.

7.201 - Figure the due date.
7.202 - Compute interest with and without interest tables.
7.203 - Record all entries pertaining to notes.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Use of calendar in computing due date.
- Definition of terms.

Agf

SUGGESTED. INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.20, 7 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Neatness and legibility of work required with. a uraCy in calculations and
ility to apply skills and related information correctly.

I

Aft
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting I (Continued)

4
TASK NUMBER: 7.21 TITLE: Use the Accrual Accounting System.

INSTRUCTIONAL'OBjECTIVE 7.21:-How-to-Compute Accrued Income and-Expensos-.

SKILLS:' (Process Objectives)

How to:

7.211 - Compute and 'record accrued income and expenses,
7.21,2 - Record reversing entries for accruals.
7.213 - Post above entries.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Amount of interest accrued needed for-adjusting indeversinventries.
-,

-

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 7.21, 5 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

41_

Neatness an legibility of work required with accuracy inJdlculations and the

ability to apply skills and related technical informatiOn correctly.

3

r.
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12., 74.

BLOCK OR bIVISION NUMBER: 7.0 TITLE: Accounting- I (Continued)

TASK NUMBER: 7.22 TipLE: Use Automated Data Processing an o is (6310) .

IN TRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 7.22: How to Use Automated Data Processing and Concepts
in Record Keeping.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

7'7.221;7' Describe the !concepts of ADP.
7.222 - Prepare a chart of accounts for ADP.
7.223 - Prepare necessary forms for ADP.
7.224 - Analyze; punch cards.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Manual system accounting cycle.
- Definition of .ADP tense.,
-y.Flow chart eymbole.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL-TIME: 7.22, 8 hours. (Introductory only)

REQUIRED-PERFORMANCE'STANDARDS:

Neatness and legibility required with accuracy and use of forms recording
information; applies skills and relSted technical information correctly.

a

1545
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TEST ITEMS

-BLOCK OR-DIVISION NUMBER: 7; accounting I.

TASKS: 7.0.11'throush 7.22
41110F

Given questions and problems covering the basic operations included in each task,
the students will satisfactorily answer questions And complete_ perational func-
tions. BOX accuracy is considered as minimum acceptable score for job qualifica-
tion or advanced credit.

150

p

0..
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7.24 7

ROIFMENT LIST

Agdper OR Accounting

TASKS: 7.01 through 7.22

One adding machine for every three students.
Overhead prolector.

4.



8.00

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
INSTRUCT/0M GU/D1

lo

PROGRAM: Executive SecretarX (DCC T030) andqtenographer (High School).

--COURSE:- Office-Fro'dedures (Office -Praetice-Elock-840)-

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Department of Public Instruction 6410 -.-Office Practice
(Included in 6410 61 6431)

Department of. Community Colleges,7 BUS 214 - Office. Procedures
BUS 215.-- Office Applications

. INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: High Schools - 180 or, 360 hours
CC/Tf - 143 hours

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

1. To inform the learner fegarding certain common responsibilities of'a secretary
encountered during the work' day. Thee include the.following: receptionist
duties, handling the mail, telephone echniques, obtaining travel information,
processing telegrams, maintaining office records, handling purchasing of office
supplies, recommending office organisation* handling insurance claims, and cor-
respondence, plus taking didtation, typing and records management. (CC/TI-
allocates 55 hours; the high schools allocate part of 90 to 240 hours.)

2. To provide the learner with an opportunity foi practical, work application.in acv yr.

actual or simulated office enlrironment. (CC/TI allocates approximately 88 hours
the foregoing, 90 to 240 hours allocated to, the secondary schools for office

plW?cedures.)

3. This block of instruction is also currently used by the high schools to present
initial instruction contained in Blocks 1.0 (Personal Development, 2,p (Records
Management), 3.0 (Business Machines-Calculating), and 4.0 (Business &chines-
Reproduction), concurrently with the application of the skills acquired in com-
pleted blocks of instruction. Approximately 120 hours from this block should
be devoted to instruction in the blocks listed above by the.high schools if not
taught independently, of *uglier in the program.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

SuCcesaful completion of, this block plus the preceding blocks of the program-provides

.secretary. The high school tud t who completes all high school taughtcourses
the CC/TI graduate with the rtgction required for qualification as an executive

(blocks) has demonstrated-the skills required for qualification as a stenographer.
Job qualification to be determined by applied performance testing.

PREREQUISITES:

High Schools: Typing I (others depend on career objectives).
CC/TI: The learner should have successfully completed all other blocks of

instruction in.theExecUtive Secretary program.



- 8.01 -

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

See testtest items provided with preCeding blocks of instruction, plus the secretarial,
duties test items with thie.block. Employment of joint test teams recommended to
determine jOb qualification. as well as high schOO1 work to be applied for, advanced
credit at the poet -ilecondary level.

EQUIPMENT: Bee attached equipment list.

4
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

SECRETARIAL SCIENCE

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBERt 810 TITLE: Office Procedures (Office Practice)

TASK. NUMBER: '8.01 TITLE: Perform Limited_Houskeeping Related to Office Equip-
ment, Supplies and Office Decor.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 8.01: How to Perform Limited Houskappine Related to
Office Equipment, Supplies, and Office Decor.

SKILLS: (ProcessAfective,)

How to:

8.011,- Perform duties as situations demand.
8.012 - Maintain an orderly desk and supply area.
8.013 - Keep equipment clean and in running order.

0

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Machine parts.
- Types of cleaning materials
- Making coffee.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 8.01, 2 hours.

Note: Additional time for practical work apiiication is provided in Office
Application - Tasks 8.11-8.19.

ANELATED GENERAL INFORMATION:

- A recent national study of the normal daily tasks performed by the
average secretary determined that 3 areas of performance requirements
were paramount, e.g.: Typing, Communication, and Records Management.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE:

The secretary's duties may vary widely in many offices from a limited number
116.of duties performed for one or more persons to a wide 4 ety performed by

an executive secretary who may act as an executive assis ant to the executive
to whom assigned. Under such conditions, the secretary may have certain super-
visory or managerial functions.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Demonstrates ability to.p orm designated aasks in an organized manner.
Follows manufacturer's "sped. tions in operator, care of equipment.
Maintaini a neat,_orderly work_

4
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BLOCK OR MINION NUMBER* 8.0

- 8.03 -

irtru Off cedurese(Office Practice) (con't.)

TASK *MEM 8.02 TITLE* Process Mail.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE -:8.021 How to Process Mail.

SKILLS* (Process Objectivesl

8.021 How to' use a ZIPACode directory.
8.022 - How to establish and'review incoming and outgoing mail procedures.
8.023 - How to forward mail.
8.024 - How to receive and place telegrams and cablegrams.
8.025 - How to process insured mail, registered mail, and certified mail.
8.026 - How to weigh items and use correct postage.
8.027 How to date and stamp incoming man,
8.028 How to route mail.
8.029 - How to wrap, tie, and label packages.

10'

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-.common postal regulations.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 8.02, 5 hours.

Note: Additional time for practical work application is provided in Office
Application - Tasks 8.11-8.19.

Required Perfotmance Standards:

- Demonstrates ability to identify and list the different major mail classifications
And state their use.

- Demonstrates ability to'sort incoming mail according to personal and official, to
prepare official executive correspondence far scrutiny by the executive, and route
appropriate items to the staff.

- Demonstrates ability to prepare different classifications of mail for mailing.
- Can use postal scales to determine postage, required for specific mail item.
--Demonstrates ability to use ZIP Code Catalog.

4;1
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I

BLOCK OR DIVISION-NUMBER: B.°. TITLE:Office Procedures (Office Practice)

TASK NUMBER: 8.031 .TITLEJ Make Appointments.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 8.031: How to Make Appointments.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

8.0311 - How to schedule appointments.
8.0312 - How to maintain a calendar of appointments.
8.0313 - How,to handle cancellations.
8,0314,- How to arrange for special facilities.
8.0315 - How to greet visitors.
8.0316 - How to keep a record of all callers.
8.0317 - How to handle difficult callers.
11.0318 - How to handle appointment delays.
8.0319 - How to aid employer in maintaining planned schedule.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: u 8.031, . 3 hours.

(cont'd.)

Note: Additional timelfor practical work application is provided in Office
Application - Tasks 8.11 through 8.19.

Required Performance Standards:
4

- Demonstrates ability to make appointments for employer and to keep an appointment_
calendar - Who? What? Where? When? Why?

- Keeps employer's personal appointment calendar up-to-date, with pertinent informa-
tion.
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:, 8.0 TITLE: Office Procedures (Office Practice) .(Continued

TASK NUMBER: 8.032 TITLE: Use Telephone and Relay Information as Directed.

ipSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 8.03i1".How to Use Telephone and Relay Information.

SKILLS: (Protege Objectives)

How to:

8.0321
8.0322
8.0323
8.0324
8.0325

- Maintain information to be relayed.-
- Use telephone for local calls.
- MAke long distance"calls.
- Handle difficult callers;
- Use telephone directory.

4

se, t

'igLAXED TECHNICAL INOORMATION:

- Telephone courtesy.
- Telephone "directory contents.
- Purpose and use of yellow pages.
- Telephone signals (busy, off hook, ett.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 8.032: 3 hours.

Note: Additional time for practical mork appli2ation is provided in Office
Applidation - Tasks,8.11 .hrough 8.19.

REQUIRED. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Demdnstrateg ability to receive and relay a telephone or other verbal message
with 100% accuracy. .

'DeMohstrates ability to find required information in telephone directory with
100% accuracy.

- Follows correct teiephdne procedures.
- Locates and uses correct dialing information in makingarioug long distance.

calls.



BLOCK OR DIVISIO NUMBER: 8.0 ,TITLE:Office Procedures :(Office Prictice)(6ontd:).

TASK NUMBER: "8.04 TITLE: Requisition Supplies and Equipment.

ZNSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 8.04: How{ VeSequisition Office Supplies and Equipment.

SKILLS:,r1Frodcese.ObieCtive )
'

8.041 - How to fillout requisition form. .
. .

8.042 -.How to locate supply catalog information.'
8.043- How.to channel requisition to proper office.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION':

Iriformatiorinormally required on

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

Note: Additional time for
Application - Tasks

formal supply and materials requisitions..

13.04, 1=5 hours.

practical work application is'provided in Office
8.11 through 8.19.

Required Perforniance Standards:
, .

- Demonstrdtesabilitv.to use. office suppl:si".r ulsition catalog with '100% accuracy.
- Dem strates ability' to fill outs1.4111y requicsition form or purchase order,
nea with 100% accuracy for item identification and quantity required.
copies legible. . Keeps copy for file.

.

.

f
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- 8.07 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 8-0 TITLE:Office Procedurge (Office Practice (con't.)

TABKs"NUMBER: 8.05 TITLE: Maintain IriVentory of Equipment and Consumables in Offices

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 8.05: How to Maintain Inventory of Equipment and Consumables in
Office.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

8.051 - HoW to keep-perpetual inventories.
8.0b2 - How to_take physical inventories

RELATED TEdiNICAL.INFORMATION:

- Purpose of, inventories.

SUGGE TED IRSTRUCTIONAt TIME: 8.05, 1-2 hours.

dte: Additional time for practical work application
Application-- Tasks 8:11 through 6.19.

RequiedperformanceStandards:

- Identifies equipment items listed on
a 100% accurate count..

- Picks up,uniipted items on, inventory
number.'

is provided in Office

inventory cards with 90% accuracy and mpkes

cards with proper nomenclature and serial

165



-BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:. 8.0 TITLE: Office Procedures (Office Practice) CContinued)

TASK NUMBER: 8.061 TITLE Keep Petty Cash Account.

.1

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 8.061.: How to Maintain Petty Cadh Account.

SKILLS: (Process 0b5eetives)

How to:

8.0611 '- Establish the petty cash fund.
1.0612 - Make payments from the fund.
8.0613 Replenish the fund.
8.0614 - Keep legible and accurate records. if*

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 8.061, 3-5 hours.

Note: Additional time fol. -practical work application is provided in Office
Application.- Tasks 8.11 'through 8.19.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
\J

- Demoltstrdtes ability to, inaintaire a neat, egible petty cash fund record with
appropriate information and supporting vo "chers according to statidafti book-

,

keeping procedures. 100% accuracy in itenebntered- and able to-alance accottnti
Demonstrates ability to wsite a check and make stub entries with 100Maccuracfrd

/



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 8.0

TASK NUMBER: 8.062 TITLE:

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE

SKILLK (Proces

How to:

TITLE: Office.Proceduree4(Office Practice) (Continued)

Perform Personal'Duties for Employer When Necessary-
and Ethical.
.062: How to-Perform Personal Dales for FeMployer

When Necessary and Ethical,..

tives)

21°,7 Maintain-employersAmisidess related-check./ng account.
2- Make Coffee when in job 'description. ' '.

623 --'Perform business related employers perional services (errands, shopping

bill paying, etc.).

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Busihess. ethics., t.

- Personal ethics.
- Confidentiality..

77:11,0vOtY'

I

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME 8.062-, 5-10' hours.

Note:. cAddiiionai time fbr practical/work application is ptovided in Office

AApplication - Taske 8.11 through 8.19.

REQUIRED PERFORMAN TANDARDS:;

Personal obsdrliatio

sib

of poiSe and attitud .

.167
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 8.0

TASK NUMBER: -8.07 TITLE.

4: .

INSTRUCTIONAL O.

TITLE: Office ProcedureEi

$4aintain Record of Events
and- Procedures.

'(Office Prctice

and' Changes in Policies

)

8.07: How. to Maintain Record. of Events. and Changes it

SKILLS: (Process Objectivps)

8.071 - How to maintain current records of
8.072 - How:to record all changes in exis

cPoll.cies and Procedures.
6

,RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATIciNe

- Definition of.policies.

-SUGGESTED INOTRUOTIONAL TIMAt

licies.
ing policies and procedures.

8.07, 2 -5 hours.

Note: 'Additional time for practical work application is provided in Office
Application --TaskS 8.111thiough 8.19.

Required Performance Standards,:

- Demonstrates ability to keep an activity log, of events with 90% accuracy
(visitors, actions, official phontydalls, etc.)

- 9gmonstrates ability to make policy and procedures file changes and keep
tE current - 9-0% acctracv.

I
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BLOCWOR'DrVISION NUMBER: 8,0 TITLE: Office Procedures' (Office Practice) (Continued)
. .

TASK NUMBER.: 8.08 TITLE: Perform Receptionist Duties.

-

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 8.08: How to Perform Receptionist Duties.'

SKILLS: (Process Objeciivesi;

How. to ,

8.081 - Greet Callers.
8.082, Tippet speech hSbits.1
8.083 - Maintain a proper appearance:
8.084 - Handle incoming phone calls and record outgoing calls.''
'8.085 - Give dirActions clearly,to different locations.
8.086 - PerformAreneral office duties.
8:087 - Handle difficult callgrs.
8.088.- Work-PBX (Desk type switchbogr ).

TED TECHNICAL INFORMATION
-

- Importance of good personal appearance.
- The organizetian,image.
- Receptionist functions.
- Making and serving coffee.
- Switchboard

I

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL. TIME: 8.08 5 hours.

Note: Additional time for practical work application is provided in Office
Application - Tasks 8.11 through 8.19.

REQUIREb PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Maintains person and work`" area in nre\t, organizeWmanner.
- Demonstrates courteous, pleasant, and helpful attitude with visitors.
- Announces visitors to employer by name and firm or title with 100% accuracyJ4-
- Demonstrates courteous and .proper telephone procedures.
- Gives torispecifillrfice accurately.

1
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Offic

-

BUCK OR. DIVISION VUMBER:_ 8.0 TITLE:

TASK NUMBER: 8.09 TITLE: SUpervise 0

INSTROCTIONALOBSEC#VE - 8.09: How to Supervi

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

Procedures (Office PracticeXcont'd.)

r Emiolovees, When Required.
PI

Other Employees.

8.091 - How to plan and execute tasks.
Hobto practice-effective communication..

8.093 - How to keep abreast of 'current events and innovationt.
8.094.- How to tactfully give constructive criticism.
8.095'- How to-handle conflicts between s rdinaies.
8.096 - How to Coordinate activities amo g subordinates and, assign
8.097 - How to perform pers el evaluat on objectively:

RELATED IfECHNTCAL INFORMATION:

tasks.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 8.09, 2 hours.-

Note: Additional time for practical work application is'provided in-Office
Application - Tasks 8.11 through 8.19.

R.

Required Performance Standards':

- Demonstrites ability to'give work instructions in a clear, uncomplicated manner.
- Avoids display of favoritism or bias in dealing with subordinates.
7Makes fair work.assignments according to abilities and, work loads.
- Demonstrates ability to make constructive criticism in a tactful manner.
- Demonstrates ability to maintain order' and resolve minor conflicts.
- Coordinates actions as necessary with other officelactivitiesi
- Requires maintenance of establishe d ankoUnced work performance and office

Apersonal conduct standards.



- 8.13 -

.../ .
BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: -8.0 'TITLE:Office Procedures (Off Practice) (con't.)

r\
TASK NUMBER: 8.10 TITLE: Arrange Business Social Activities.

..
,, .

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 8.10: How to Arringe Business Social Activities.
,

.SKILLS: (PrOcess Objectives)

8.101 - How to plan a menu for business luncheons and dinners.
8.102'- How to accept or refuse invitations (formal and informal).
-8.103 -'How to, make reservations.
8.104 - How to plan seating arrangements.
8.105 - How to plan a business receplion.
8.106,- How'io Make a. budget for gusihess social vents.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
(

- Forms for extending invitations.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 8.10, 5-7 hOurs.

Note; Additional -time for practical work application is provided in Office'
)r.

Application - Tasks 8.11 through 8.19.

Required Performance Standards:

- Demonstrates ability to plan a business luncheon for the number of. persons to.be
'invited, to issue accurate invitations, and 'stay within authorized badget.
(Requests guidance on emPloyei'S desires; makes reservations at desired luncheon .

location, plans real w;iflp caterer and makes seating arrangement and issues invita-
tions with who, What, where, when and why information. Cancels reservations for
regrets; checks and approves lunch4onoill for payment)

r
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- 8.14 -

SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
N......TEST ITEMS

.

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 8.0 TITLE: Office Procedures (Office Practice)

8.01 -Given a desk with normal secretarial equipment and items, the learn will
arrange his work station to present a neat, orderlyappearance.
Standard: 'Neat, and orderly work station.

8.02 'Given a variety of incoming and outgoing mail items, the learner will.
strata his abilityto process both incoming and'outgoing mail, including

letter's and, packages.

Standard: Must meet postal regulations for outgoing mail sorts, opens,

and routes official mail correctly.

8.031 Given a calendar, a list of callers and cancellations, the learner
prepare a calendar of appointments for one day.
Standard:' 100% accuracy; deatness applies, lists appointres'in time
slequence, enters information on supettvisor's calendar.

8.032 Giv a telephone, note pad, aid pencil, a student will write' two telephone
m sages receiyed over the telephone, apdyill forward it to another person.

dards: 100% acCuracy,'neatness and legibility apply.

8.032 'Give .1 telePhone with direct dialing capability,otelephone directory and
the name'of_a firm dr indivtdual to be called that requires a long distance
call, find the proper telephone number and place a direct dial call to the
party desired.
Standard: Student demonstrates ability to use telephone directory and dials
the desired*.nudbei.correctly, first time

will

8.04 The learner given a typpwriteri'erigerl a list of items to be purchased, and .

a list of item to be shipped, plus three purchase order forml, and three
shipping order forms will type correctly three shipping Orders for equipment
and supplies, plus three purchase orders for items of office supplies and
equipment.from three different suppliers.
Standard: 100%,accuray in items and. information listed; neatness land'
organization' applyruses.proper forms and maims legible carbon copies.

k
4

8:1)5 Given a set' of prepared inventory cards,..blank:inVentory'cirds,-and equipment
in the immediate office, the studentwilI'verifY, tile accuracy ofthe inveri-,f

ovr,O'cards:.and make necessary changes.: ..

Seindard: ..10.0%-aCcuracy, new-cards neat and legible

4

.B.06 Give a4st of petty cash vouchers, the leather will: sort; tummarize,-and
40%.".

repi nigh the petty cash fund.
,Sts ard: 90% accuracy in calonlations, entries neat and legible, following
re red procedures in proper4equence.

6.07 None.

Given.a receptionist agiignment,-work station and situation calling for action,
the learner wi demonstrate his ability to perform receptibhist duties.
Standards: Meet acceptable staddards'Of personality, courtesy, poise, speaks
Clearly, gets,n es accurately,-and gives accurate directions. (Teacher

evaluation.)
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8.09 Given supervisory respon
or other work activity si
Standards: (Teacher acce
requires high.performance
records.

ities, the learner will sUpervile a classroom
cation for one.class period: .

ance) maintains. order,. assigns tasks
andards,-keeps accurate, organized legible

:13.10 Given a' requirement to arrange a business luncheon with necestitry*information,
the learner will plan and make necessary arrangements for_theli*heon.
Standard:. .90% accuracy:in planning' a balanced light lUndheon, determines

.location7;;the guest list and special:considerations, preparegplace cards.
plans seating arrangement;. informs caterer'-or- eating establishment of re-
quirements and time,A_SSues invitations to guests.

f

--"t

t
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- 8.16 /-

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

Secretarial Science (Stenographer and Executive Secretary)

Block 8.0 - Office Procedures (Office Occ ations or Simulated
Office Training).

This Odrtion of the block serves several purposes. In the high .schools
approximately 90 to 120 hours are normally, devoted to initial instruction and praCtical
work impersonal Developmeni-(1.0), Filing (2.), Business Machines [Calculating] (3.0),.
Business Machines. (Reproduction) (4.0 The balance of
the time allocated is used to provide the student with practical,work application, in a
simulated office environment, for all occupatiOnal, courses tauhht in the articulated
business education programs. James Si5runt Institute on the othe hand uses. 8 hours per
week of the time allocated to this block to provide the secrets ial students with actual
work experience outside of the classroom, with the opportunity for practical application
of skills and knowledges previously learned.

TASK LISTING AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES GUIDE

Task

8.11 - Practice Personal Development

Instructional Objective: 8.11 - Apply appropriate practices of personal
development in an office environment. (Where appropriate, the Student
will, be provided the necessary instruction basbd upon Block 1.0, prior to
practical work ..phase.) See Note ,(2).

PrOcesS.Ohjectille:. See-Block.1.0 DeVelopMent,

Related Technical InformatiOn:!SeeBlOck 1.0 - Personal Development

..:Stancirds: Performance'to BuSiness.Office.Standards'

8.12 - Perform Typing'Re4uirements,

Instructional Objective: 8.12 - Student will be given opportunity toper-
form various, real typing tasks for diffelrenrt persons, in an office 'environ--
ment and produce mailable copy. See Note (1)..

Process Objective: See Block 2.0 and 5.0,- Typing

Related Technical Information: See Block 2.0 and 5:0 - Typing

'Standards: . See Block 2.0 and 5.,0 - Typing



Task
r

',.'8:13- -'Perform'Filing Tasks

.

4_ Instructional Objective: 8.13 .- Student will be given opportunity to
. -

perform a Iariety of real filing tasks; as require4, in a school or other,
office, or 'a-simulated office enviranMent.. (Where'approptiatethe student
will be provided theliecessarY instruction on. Filing procedures based. upon ".

....

40>4'
.4 ,Brock 2,5, prior to the practice work phase.):-See Note (2). -

. .

Process Objectives: See Block 2.5 - Records Management
iv

- 8.17 -

S.

Related Technical Information: See Block 2.5- Records Management

Standards: See Ellock4 2.5 - Records Management

8.14 - Use Bus/dess Machines Malculattng] to Perform Required Mathematical Tasks

' Instructional Objective:, - Student will be given opportunity to
acquire additional skill with business machines foalculating), by .perform-
ing a variety of real thatipMatical tasks with the machines, in a school or
other office, or a &imulatedoffice environment.' (Where appropriate the
student-will,be proyided instrtctionjiased upon objectives specified in
Block 3.0-, .prior to the practical work..phase.) See Note (2).

.Process Objective: See Block 3.0 - Business Machines (Caldufating1.-

Rela ed Technical Information: See Block 3.6 - Business Machines.Lealculatitpq)

,8.15 -.Opera Business Machines.fReprodUction and Projection),
. ,

,Instruc onal.Objective:'-'. 8.15 - Provide student,with opportunity tO
operate a variety of business machines, atrequiredto satisfy real loca
needs, in a school, office or simulated office environMent. Whelk
appropriate the Student will be provided inatruttion based'Uponthe
'obj4ctivds in Block 4.0, prioi to the practical. work phaie.) See Note (23.

Process 00ective: See Block 4.0 - Business Machines [Reproduction and
Projection] ,

oci/c

8.16

Related Technical Information: See Block 4.0 -.BUsines6 Machines [Repxoduc-
,

-\ tion and Projection],
.

Standards: Se011opk,21,p, Business Machines fRepr dUction and Projection]
,

Take DictatiOn Using Sho
le

$, N.

,

Instructional. Objective: 8.46-7 Provide student with.opportunity-to take
dictation from variouspersons or media,' by shorthand and transcribe notes
to produce mailable copy; in a simulated office environment. Seeflote (1).

'

Process Objective: See Block 6.0 - Shorthand.
r /

Related Technical Ynformation: ,See Block 6.0 - Shorthand

'Standards: See Block 5.0.- Shorthand
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Task

- 8.1.8 -

8:17 - Perform Basic Accounting asks
', i

InstriFtional Objective: 8.17 Provide student with opportunity to per-
form a Variety of basic real accounting tasks in a school office or'
simulated office environment- See Note (1).

Process Objective: See Block 7.0 - ACcounting.

Related Technical Information: Se Block 4.0 - Abcounting

Standard: See Block 7.0 - Accounting

'8.18, Perform office duties.

InstrUctional Objective: .8.10 - Provide the student with opportunities
to _perform a variety of real office duties under a variety of circum-
stthces in/a school, office or simulated office environment. (Where
appropriate the-student'will be provided instruction based upon the objec-
tiVes in Block 8.0, prior to the practical work phase.) See Note (2).

Process Objective:( See Block 8.0 - Office Duties.

Relatetechnical inforthation: See Block 8.0 - Office Dutis4:-

Standards:^;See Block 8.0 -. Office Duties.

'A

:.8.19. - Work With Machine Processed Data

:InGtruc'honal.Objectivel' '8.19 r Student will be given opportunity to Pre7
pare raw input information for Data PrOcesging.and to useimachineprotessed
infOrmation in a real or simulated business office. environment: -.(James
Sprunt only).

e

m(i),Time.allocatidns.to various instructional gbjectives, not,including specific blocks ,

ofinstruction, will be determined by the instructor, based upon complexity of tasks..
student progress and performance and the heed for practical' work in the Instruc-'-
tiohal Objective.

,

-.42).Theinstructional time7allocations given-the.'linstruCtiOnSIblocksthat:are',.c4daCted
within "Office Practice" in the high schools*e'sicOnsidered as part-Of.the total hours
allocated to Office Practice. ensure an articulated progra", instructional-time...-.
devoted to a specific block() jn4kruction should not be less than the.total suggested :

for that block

.7,
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-9.00-

ARTICULATION RESEARCH ROJECT
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

.-PROGRAM: This course of instruction is applicable to: Executive Secretary
(DCC T-030)_Accounting (DCC T-016), Business AdMinistration (DCC T-018),
'Ugh Schools.- Stenographer/Business Education

COURSE: Data Processing (Concepts & Controls) (Block 9.0)

COURSE.DESCRIPTION:. Department of Public InstrUction 6421
Introduction to .Data Processing
Department'of Community Calleges EDP 104
Introduction to Data Processing (Concepts & Controls)

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: High Schools3 If taught, 33 hours.
CC/TI: 33 hours.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES,:,

To'provide the learnerAith'i working knowledge
pressing, howAo work with computer concepts,
control, how.ta perform processed data conttol,

,

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

of the basic theory,,of data
how to perform data batch
and how ,to use, processed dati.

Sticcessful completion of this course dales not in itself result in a specific
job qualifitation. The Printery purpose is to provide the learner with the..
capability r&prepare information for machine processing and to.use informa-
tion ptaCessed,'Whike working in a variety of business related-occupations.
This block of instruction is considered essential fot,any secretary who works

a small office Where responsibilities' may--include handling-accounts re=
ceiyable and payable records, payrolls and inventories that .are machine pro-
cessed: The average accountant will'have similar needs.

PREREQUISITES: High Schools:' None
CC/TI: None

kERFORIIANCE EVALUATION:. See test 4.tems attached.

EQUIPMENT: See attached equipment list.'

Note:" The instruction in this block can be appropriately Integrated into Blook 7.0.
(Basic.Accountipg) iii -the application of machine processed data to working with
acCcounia receivablg and payable, payrolls and inventories. If covered during such
instruction, thi student should not be reqtared to repeat as a separate course.

17;
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- 9.01 -

gP

BL9CK OR'DIVISION,NUMBER: *4.0 TALE: Rata Processing (Conces & Control)

TASK NUMBER: 9.01 TITLE: Know Computer Concepts.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE = 9.01: How to Work With Computer Concepts.

tO''

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

9.011 - Idiktify basic cfata'Processing machines..
9.012 - Work with data-edtry.

",9,-013 - Construct'a basic program flow chart.
, 9.614 - Construct a basic systedwiflow chart.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
'
- Uses and capabilities of:each machine.

ik--.. 7 Definition of field6:, rows, ColumnS,-etc.
-.- Symbols used in machine proceed data.,
- Computer information processes.'

,,,..

.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: :9.61, 14

REQUIRED PERFONMANGE:STA4ARDS:,

rd.

b

Learner demondtratep ability to define and identify symbaislused in machide
P ,

pfecessed data and, fields,rows, columns,,eV.
-.= Learner.demonstratea knowledge and status of information entered into compUter.

, . ..-

and the tontrols on data entered.: \.

Learner.demonstrates kowledge orwhat types' inAirmatidd goes,iInto'the
-

computer., Ai ' W.
-.L4Prnerdem9atrites khowledge of what, the.computer:does,to,informatioil entered.
-- LearneF demahstrates .the: ability to..control datathat comes out of- 'thee CompUter.
, iea'ther_demo ates 'Pbili.ty to check itie'acauricy of data, can draW, a 'prOgram

flow chart and folloy through.-'
. ,

§5= LP04# aemOnStiatoes knowledge of compti.ter concepts and can:do basic systems_
charts for most Commonlobs. -



BLOCK

- 9.02 -

9.0 TITLE: Data_ Processing Concepts_ and Control)_._

it TASK NUMBER: 13.02 TITLE: Perform Data Batch Control. ,

4.4

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 9.02Vd HQW to PerfOrm Data Batch Contra.

SKILLS: ,(ProcessObjectives),

How to:

, 9.021 - How to .perform data batch control.
- How to identify' check poirits for computer operators to establish control.

.

4
.t

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

4

"Definition of check ;points for computer operators to estabLish,c9ntiql..

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 9.02, 10 hours.
4

REQUI$D PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Le er gan devise a test to Bete
- Learner 4ahvostcurrent data info

VaCy pf data
;and determine nece)control bitlances.r-



r.

- 9.03 -

',BLOCK OR DIVISION'NUMBER: 9.0 TITLE: Data Processing (Concepts
a

and Controls)

TASK NUMBER: 9.03 'TITLE: Perform Procesied Data Control.

IN4TRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE 9.03: How to-Perform proCessed Oita Control.

SKILLS: (Process Objactives)

1 9.031 Blow to perform processed data control.

AIELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION': -/

- Definition of check points for .computer operators to establish control.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 9:03: hours. Te00.ng: 4 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:.

- Learner can devise 'test,to determine t uracy of data flow.
Learner can post a-flaw Ind determine new balances.



- 9.04 -

TEST ITEMS'

',---OV

94.01 Given a lisCor data processing machines the student will identify the use
of eadh, verbally'Or-by other means as directed:
StaddardC 10.02 accuracy in ACceptahle time. limits as determined by prObleM

#

ComplexitY. -:.

.

9.01 ,Given a problem in data flow the student will construct a flow chart using
the correct flow *art symbols and explain in writing the reason for each
step identified. -

,

Standard: 1002 accuracy within acceptable'time limits as determined by
protilem complexity. a,

, . .

9.01 Given a problem to process through a computer, the student will construct a
flow chart using the correct symbolism and label each step appropriately.
Standard: 1002 accuracy in 'acceptable time limits es determined by problem
coMplexity,

.

9°.02* .Given a set of problems or a group of figures or. other data the stunt will
:use an adding machine to, prepare a control tape for batch co

, ...
Standard f 100% accuracy in acceptable time limits dete rproblem
complexity-.

9.03 T Given a set of data prOcessed by a compUter the student will correctly identify
. .

Any variances between dataprocessed and outaide, control figures.
Standard 100% accuracy in acceptable time Units as determined by problem
complexity.: ' '



I

- 9.05

'EQUIPMENT LIST

9.01 .0biseFtne card punch verifier sorter, collator, and computer on a field

trill.

.9.02 Adding machine.

9.03 Adding madhine.

4 4

18,2
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- 10.00 -

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE..

PROGRAM: Secretarial Science, Executive Secretary (DCC-T-030)

COURSES Machine Transcription'- Block 10.0

COURSEDESCRIPTION: Department of Public Instruction (Introductory Only):
No course number.
Department of Community Colleges: Transcription MAchi -
BUS 210.

RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: High Schools - 10
CC/TI - 33 to 55

..T.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVESs ,

'',4, .

1. TO provide the learner with the competencies o correctly operate

)and use 'transcription machines, to' include ope ator care required
by. man acturer.

2. To pro e the learner with the competencies and practice
transcribe.copy correctly and -rapidly from transcription machines.

To provide the learner th competencies required to transcribe and
produce a mailable copy ith the typewriter from transcription machines
within acceptahle.time 1 mita.

4. To provide the learner th-the ability to make a transcription correctly

3.

,and accurately...

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

Those students who successful, complete 33 or mOrehours of this block of

111
instruction plus the. block per ning to Personal Development, Records /.

Management, BOsiness Machines ( eproduction and Projection) and TypeWriting
are_qualified as clerk- typists and can also perform adequately in a word -,..,
Processing. center. -4r

PREREQUISITES: Basic Typewriting (Block 2.0) TypewritingI or BUS 102 And 103.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: By performance testing to determine and verify atudent
occupational competenes'and ability to meet occupational performance ptan

'dards. See.standardiZed,test.items at end'of'this block.

EQUIPMENT: See equipment list attached.

1

:1
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10.01 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 10.0 TITLE: Machine.Transcription.

TASK NUMBER: 10.01 TITLE: Opkrate Transcription Machines.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 10.01: How to Operate Transc..ripgion Machines.

SKILLS: (Process Objectiva)

ROW to:

10.011 - Set up transcription machine.
10.012 - Turn machine on.
10.01 - Operate foot pedal.
10.014- Use head set.
10.015 - Insert and remove cassette or tape.
10.016 - Stop, start, and repeat.
10.017 - Disconnect and store. c

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Manufacturer's instructions,
- Nomenclature of operational components.

SUGGRSTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 10.01, 2 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student demonstrates ability to operate transcription. machine according
to manufacturer's instructions.

- Student can identify and state purpose of primary operating controls.

a



BLOCK OR DIVIW NUMIIIT.R:: 19.0 TITLE: Machine Transcription: (continued)

TASK NUMBER: -TITLE: Perform- r Care of 'Transcription Machine_anr

. Machine incriptions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 10.02: How to-PerfOrm 0 trator Care of anIcri tion
Machines and.Machifte Transcrkitio s.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

Haw to:
0

10.0.21- Perform operator care and maintenance of transcription machine.

10.022 -.Handle and store. transcription machine cassettes or tapes.

10.023 - Correctly file machine transcribed material.

RELAT$D TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- M4nufacturer's instructions.-
- Safety rules electripal equipment.
- Filing prOcedures.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 10.02, 1. hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student can perform required task according to manufacturer's.

'specifications.
- Student demonstrates adequate knowledge of correct filing techniques.

I

re'
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)4
BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: '10.0'*tITLEtw' Machine T4ns4ription (continued)

TASANUMBER: 10:03 TITLE: Produce Draft Documents of All Types,Rapidly and
Accurately from Machine Transcriptions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - B.03: How to Prod me Dr t Qocuments of All TypE)
Rapidly andlcCura Mom Machine TIT

(Process

How to:

1

Obj aciiivies) ''

. .0
c. 4

CripSions) 711FA'''

13.031 Libten_to machine. transcriptions.
10.032 - Transcribe machine transcriptions directly to typewriter

:ipage in draft form,,rapidly and accurately.
10.033 - /Determine correct format for transcribed material,
13.034 - Achieve speed in transcription to typewrittep page. .

RELATED' TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-'Machine operating instructions.'
- Drafttypiag proCedures.
-jusiness terminology.
- Standard formats for coMmon types of written communications.
;-Grammar and-punctuation rules.
- Sentence and paragraph structure.
- Spelling and dictionary use.

SU9GESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:: 10.. 03 , 5- lb hour

REQUIRE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS;

tudent can .produce aceurateAradoCuMeni in correct format for,
type of communication rapidlilln'acCeptable time_ ,limits.`
'Prepares machine-fOrJuttire:ilae.

,

.

4
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10.04 -
.)

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 10.0 TITLE:

,TASK NUMBER:. 10:04 TITLE: Prepare Mailable
Transcriptions.

1achne Transcription (Continued).

Copy In Proper `Format' From Machine.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 10.04! How to Prepare Mailable.Copy In Proper Format
From Machine Transcriptions.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

10.941 - Tranicribe to typewritten page accurately and in proper format
from machine transcriptions.

10.042 - Edit typewritten material.

RELATED WECSNICAL INFORMATION:

- Machine operating.prOcadures.
- Standard formats for common types of
- Word usage rules.

Grammar and'punctuation rules.
Sentence and paragraph structure.

- Spelling and dictionau use.
Business terminology.

SUGGESTiDINTRUCTIONAL.TIME: 904, 2-12

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STAOMARDS:

, ,
1"

written communications..

hours.

.-.-Produces mailable .copy in.acceptable;ttme lim/is.
- Remov's cassette tape and-prepares machine for further use's.

187
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 10.0 TITLVMachins Transcription (Continued)
d .

TASK NURSER: 4.05. 'TITLE: Dictate raterial for Machine Transcription Accurately
r--r, - "and .1n ptoper. * .*mat-

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECT/VE'-.10.05: Hole to-Dictate Material for Machine Tranetrip-
tion Accurately and In. Proper. Format.

. 10.05 -

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

Bow to:

10.05.1 -Dictate.for machine transcription:
10.052 - Make changes in.;ranscription..

.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMAT/ON:

- Machine operation.
- Word usage.
- Sentence and paragraph .structure:
- Grammar and punctuation ruleadp
- Pronunciation rules.
- Business terminology.

°

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 10.05, 1 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
^

.71

- Student transcription is cleat, understandable, and accurately delivered
in proper format

m

4
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10.06 -;

TEST. ITEMS

. .
,)

,
=10.01" Givin-amitranscrtption machine and.proper-tape4or cassette i student--

.:. will demonstrate, ability to set up ana °partite machine to tear ..'

triniscriptien. ,

P. ,

. St .dar0 Student follows manufacEureesqlnatruccione in machine
operation and correctly identifies title of contents,ofilenscription.

,
S N

. .
,

10.02 Given a transcription machine with a partially run tape Or cassette,
the st.udent will Aemonstrate abi ity to return tape or cassette to
start, iiprepare ichine'for store '-and state how to properly store,
tape or casse4e. ,

Standerd: Follows manufaCturer's instructions. 1.

.10.03 Given a transcription machine, transcribed material, typewriter;
and required items the etude 11 demonstrate ability to trangcritie
a rough-draft 'of .. transcription t the typ4writer rapidly and accurately.
Standard: Task performed in ccepted time limits, ,proper format,
observes correct.. grammar, age ling, sentence structure.and punctuation

o'rules. f4

10.04

10.05

Given transcription machine, a machine transcribed-letter, typewriter
and necessary material, the student will prepare mailable copy of
the letter in accepted time limits..
Standard: Letter is a mailable'copy.

Given transcription machine and blank tape orpcassette and a short
memorandum or letter, the student 1411 dictate the material accurately.
in correct format and transcribe on the blank tape or cassette. .

'Standard: Material is accura'tely dictated in proper format,-with words
and inmetuctions pronounced clearly and correctly.

*
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- 10.07 -

TEST ITEMS

"' Transcription machine per student with necessary cassettes or tapes.

1 7 Typewriter per student.

Atli 1 - 0ve0ead projector per class.

.

I
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PROGRAM: 'Secretarial Science.(Executive'Secretary - DCC-T-030, Business

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT ,
UCT/ONAL GUIDE

Education - Stenographer: DPI)t

COURSE (BLOCK): Word Processing (Block 11.0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:. Department of Public Ina'truction: Wbtd Processing -
, -

Numb% 6422.
Department of Community Collegesc Word Processing
BUS 273.

RECOMMENDF.D INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS.: High Schools - 90 to 180 hours (I taught)

CC/TI: 55 hours

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

(
1. To provide the student with knowledge

1
d experience regarding the

word processing center concept of organization, operation and admin-
istration as employed in siodern day majqr offices.

2. To provide the student iiith the opportunitVio acquire and, demonstrate
good manipulative techniques on a power keirboatd (automatic typewritei),
arid transcription iethine: It (.

3.' To piovide the' student Oith the opportunity to produtrgOcuments from
magnetic media rapidly and accurately, file, log and maintain such
media.

4. To devilop competencies toolginate formats correctly, utilizing

4

coding g applicable Co forthat.

5: To develop competenclesio proofread and, revise do dents within
.

, -acceptable time limits. .,
. - .! f

-6. To -develop 'competencies.to p,lan indlifidual work and meet,required priorities. -

7. To develop coipetencies 'required,for th administration of a word pro/ ',/

,,cessing center to inolude decision makt4 and problem solving. ' y'

S. To refine, competencies to utilize reference materials and solyeizommon - ...'

word processing problems vapidly, end accurately..,
9:, To originate inIqicfate simultaneously, in correct 'format'format from an outline.

for original, docitmenevriting, docume-Fait that ,C6ntain '4,11 essential infor-

mation. . .. . .

Mite: '' Simulation"' actual establishment of -a word plioceising center is highly

desirable- f .the aChieveisent or ins trlactional objectives, of .this block of

instruction.,. To fully .conduct 'the iastruc.tigs.

automatic typewriter should be available with
use. The bulk of instruction' in this course -'

.

cul$.ar to this block,
.

an
Lireiotity, to instrdctional class

ould be application in nature.
.. .
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RtLATED GENERAL INT6RMATI14:

Word,processing is a'concept related to the rapid administration and
production of finished written communications from the verbal or

,,written word: This coricept has been developed to more efficiently use
personnel and equipment engaged.in such activity in the modern office.
Greater volume and more rapid production of high.quality written ma-
terial can result from the centralization of.word processing personnel
and equipment under one supervisor. Word processing centers make max-
imum use ofautomatic typeieriters and transcription machines. Career
patterns as administrative secretaries or prodiiction secretaries/, )

atenogiaphers can result from word. processing instruction.
o

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:.

Successful completion of this instruction prepares the student for
employment in a word processing center and additionally provides the
secretary/stenographer candidate with reinorcement of administrative
and supervisory competencies.

,..

PREREQUISITES: Language Arts Skil1i, Advanced Typewriting'(Block 5.0),
Machine TransCription (Block 10.0,Offide Pro dures*
.(Block 8.0), Business Machines (Blocks 3.0 and 4.0),-and
Records Management (Block 2.5).

PERFORMACE EVALUATION:

By performance testing to determine and verify student occupational
competendies and ability to meet occupational performance standards.
See standardized test items at the end of this block.

EQUIPMENT: See equipment list for this block.

ti

*Note: May be taught concurrently with this block.
4

Credits: This block prepared with the assistance- of Ms. Mary Helen Casey,.
Nash Technical Institute.

9°
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- 11.02 -
IP

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:'11.0 TITLE: Word Processing

TASK NUMBER: 11.01 TITLE: Know Word Processing Terminology, Definitions and
Usage.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.01: How to Learn Word Processing Terminology,
Definitions and Usage.

*t.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

11.011 - Identify word processing terms.
11.012 - Spep. word-' rocessing terms.
11.013 - Define word processing terms.
11.014 - Use word p ocessing terms.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

A The word processing concept.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.01, 1 bouts. (Suggested instructional time
includes presentation, demonstration, application and examination.
phases of contact hours of instruction.),'

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS: irN\

- Student can identify, spell, 10nd define word processing terms.
- Student can state briefly the concept of word processing.

193
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- 11.03 -

BLOCK 010DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE: Word Erucessing ('continues

TASK NUMBER: 11.02 TITLE: Know How Word Processing Concepts and Employed in
Modern Offices.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.02: Learn How Word Processing Concepts are Eployed
in Modern Offices.'

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

N/A
/ 1

RELATED4TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Word processing concept.
--'How word processing. concepts are employedV the modern office.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.02, 1 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS: -.

- 'Student can explain how word.processihg concepts are e9Iloyed in

the' Irrn office to the satisfaction of the instructor.

,

.

.., r,
A

.I.
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11.04

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE: Word Processih4 continued)

TASK NUMBER: 11.03 TITLE: Communicate Okally.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.03: How to ammunicate Orally.

SKILLS: (Process objectives.

'11.03 - How to communicate orally.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-.The art of oral communication.
-.Grammar rules.
- Word usage.

es

.SUGGEStED INSTRUCVONAL TIME: 11.03, ' * hours.

"PI This instruction should be conducted concurrently with other appropriate block
instructional objectives as well as in Blocks 1.0 and 8.0.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Studebt uses correct grammar, proper words, enunciates and spyks clearly,
observes brevity and communicates desi message.



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE: Word Processing

,

TASK NUMBER: 11.04 TITLp: Transcribe from Transcription"Machines. !It

. /

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.04: How to Transcribe from Transcrip

/
ion Machines.

SKILLS: (Process. Objectives).

This instructional pbjective includes no new skill devel ment from that

accillired in Block 10.0 (BUS,210Y. Thd primary purpose f,6 to provide

filrther experience in transcription from a machine ,sing major use 'is

'Made of such equipment. n.siord prdcessing. .

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION':,

The art of listening.
Maqufacturees instructions,

,SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME 11.04, 4 p

REQUIRED PERFOKMANCE STANDARDS:

I.

-'Student is given a variety:of machine transcribed communications to

'prepare as directed with emphasis upon-transcription speed, accuracy,

and production of mailable"copy where,appropriate.
O
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 11.', . TITLE: Word.Processina (continued)

TASK NUMBER; 11.05 TITLE: P ootraad andRevise Documents.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.0 : How to Proofread and Revise Documents.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

Bow to:

11.4051 - Proofread.
' 11.052 - Revise documents.
. 1.053 - Prepare drafts.

A

Note: Repetition of instruction conducted in otherIblocks to provide further
skill by application.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Proofreading marks.
Grammar and punctuation rules.

- Sentence and. paragraph structure.
Word usage.

- Dictionary and reference manuals.
- Formats.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.05, 5 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student can proofread and revise a rough draft,doCumene to achieve,
mailable copy or an improved new draft without Changing the specifics
and piimary thought of the communication.

I\

1 9



- 11:07 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION,NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE: Word Processing -

TASK NUMBER: '11.06 TITLE: Operate Automatic Typewriters (Power Keyboard)

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.06: How to erate Automatic Typewriters (Power
Keyboard).

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

11.061,- Operate automatic typewriters.
11.062 - Perform operator maintenance.
11.063.- Use and store magneticmedia,

RELATED TECHNICAL-INFORMATION:

Manufacturer's instructions.
-.Automatic typewriter capabilities.
- Magnetic media characteristics.

QtESTED INSXRUCTIONAL4TIME: 11.06, 8 hours.

,REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STAkDARDS:

- Student can produce mailable copy with automatic typewriter (power keyboard).
- Student can demodstrate the primary capabilities of the automatic typewriter

(Power keyboard).

i 95 i



- 11.08.-

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE: Word Processing (continued)

TASK NUMBER:. 1107 TITLE: File, Log, and Maintain Magnetic Media.

/I
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.07: How to File, Log, and Maintain Magnetic Media.

KILL (Process Objectives)

How to:

11.071 - Log magnetic media.
11.072 - File magnetic media.
11.073 - Maintain magnetic media.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Manufacturer's instructions.1._

- Magnetic media storage requirements.

AQGdESTED INSTRiCTIONAL TIMEr 11.07, 1 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDA1DS:

.

- Student can log and.file magnetic media correctly according to established

procedures.
- Student follows manufacturer's instructions correctly in magnetic media

maintenance.

190



I II

-

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE: Word Processing _)continued)

'TASK NUMBER: 11.08 TITLE: Produce Documents frOilimpetic

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.08: How-to Pr9dirce Documents from Magnetic Medit.

SKILLS: (Process:aJ0 titres)

How to:

1.081 - Operate p er keyboard (automatic typewriter).
1.082 - Make than es, corrections and insertions on magnetic media.
1.083 Produce d uments from magnetic media.

,
'N

RELATED TECHNICAL, rNFORMATION:

- Manufacturer's instructions.
- Proper care of magnetic media.

TRUCTION4L TIME: .11.08, 8 hours.

(';,,REQUIRED PkRFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student can produce mailable copy from magnetic media in acceptable
time'limits:

209
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BLOCK OR DILION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE: Word Processing (continued)

TASK XUMBER:11.09' TITLE: Originate Document Formats and Use Applicable Coding.

and Use' ApplicableINSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.09: How to Originate
Coding.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

11.091 - Originate, documents.
1.092 - Determine applicable automatic typewriter coding for

11.093 - Determine document format.

Documents

RELAD TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Automatic typewriter operating instruction.
- Document formats.
-- Rules for written communication.
- Dictionaries and reference manuals.
- Business terminology.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.09, 6 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

formats.

,

- Student can develop a document from minimum instructioni and specifics
that communicates the message and is a mailable copy.in proper format.

- Student can determine proper format, code and apply on machine.

2o
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BLOCK OR mum NU) MI: 11.0 TITLE: Word Processing (continued)

TASK NUMBER; 11.10 TITLE Dictate Documents Onto MaInetii Media from Printed
j or Handwritten COPY.

IINSTSUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.10: Haw to Dictate Documents Onto MA netic Media
rom Printe ar Handwritten Copy.

SKILLS: (Process Objectivoe!'

How to:
i

11.101 - Dictate on magnetic media.
11.102 - Prepare magnetic media for dictation.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Manufacturer's instructions for recording dictation on magnetic media.
- Rules of oral communication.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.10, 5 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student can dictate assigned document accurately ow°
magnetic media from printed or handwTitttn copy which can be used.

202
C.
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE:

TASK NUMBER s 11.11 4/ITLE: Use it_a2romszhie mom . 11,.....
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1 .11: How to Use Rokalraphic Equipment.

SKILLS: (Process Objective* 0

How to:

11.111 - Prepare machine Lot* copy work.
11.112 - Prepare mahin for making offset masters.

(A review' hf instruction /hock 4.0, Business Machines-BUS 212.)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
4

- Manufacturer's instructions.
- Copy machine limitations
- Copy machine operatjng costs.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.11, 1 , hours.

REQUIRED PERFO Cg STANDARDS:

- Student can
copier pape .

- Stud nt ca make an offset master that 4s u.sabrp

,)

a the desired number of mailable copies ) thout wasting

as

I
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-BLOG1c-OR DIVISIXYN NURSER: -3.1.0 TITLE 1Wd 2ro7cesEtillg-:tcontinued)
'.- ` .., .t :

r`\-,- . - -

TASK)1UMBER: 11,12 'TITLE,: Fil%and Mint,ain Recor .-,.
.

.;

. .;_...- 1 ;.,,,.......

Y-C:4P

.1,INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE --11.12.:. How-,to File-a14d Mi!Ettain Recotdi........ r i,0 n; .. \ ;e.'
I >,

..,-.(0'. SKILLS:' (Ptocess-Cobjectived) . . ,.
-

..
. - . . . .- ' s4

How'to; '' .f."----1--

.1... .
,..,

.-
.- . _

. ......, . ,
,..

.

J.J. 121 - Perform ReCords Management.

l '-',
. r

. .

'

-
e

coiiipeziefity d.prerequisite to. this block (colkse).of i
see ReCords Management,. BIOck-2.5, DCC -BUS 112.)

.

.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION: °

- Rules' for developing. records management systems.. 40

a

1a_

. .

4 -

<

_On 7

N'`

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.12; 0 hours. * ---
*(Task may be reviewed during practical workinvolving other appropriate instruction.)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE --STANDARDS:

4

- Student can file ind,mainta4mrecords accurately and. correctly.
- Student can retrieve desired irecord from files with minimum delay.

4

V
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- 4.14 -

BLOCK OR DIVISIONOUHEER: 11.0 -TITLE: Woed P1rocessing (Continued).

TASK NUMBER: 11:13 '.7.ITLE

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE

.)
SKILLS:

Originate and Dictate Sim aneously.Prom Ali Outline
Documents that Contain tisential,Informatioa.. 7>

11.13: .,How'to Originate.and Dictate Simultaneously
'From an Outligie Documents That Contain Essential
Information.

(Process Objectives).

How to:

11:131

11.132
'11.133
11.;134

.Originate documents froman outline.
- Dictate documents' simultaneously with 'origination.
- ,Determine.document.format:

- Prepare machine for dictatiOn.

RELATED TWINICAL:INFORMATION:

Equipment manufactureesAnstructions.
- Document formats.
- Dictation rules.

'Grammar and sentence structure rules.
- Punctuation rules.
- Oral communication.
Pord usage.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.13,

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS':

, /

- Given an outline, the student can originate and dictate simultaneously
a document that contains 'essential information in correct format.'

6 hours.

4
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BLOCK OR'DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE:" 4WordTsoce sing (continued)

, .
. ,

TA NUMBER:- 11.14 TITLE: Make Decisions 'and Solv
?

Problems.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.14: How to Make Decisions and Solve Problems.
,

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

11.141 - Make decisions.
11.142 - solve problems.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Oral comRunication.techniqueS.
- The decision making process'.
- The probleni solving procesii.

4110.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.116, 2 hours.
(This can relate to only the introduction to the acquisition of these skills.)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCi STANDARDS:

- Student can communicate the primary eleMents pertaining deCisiod'
waking and problem solving.

- Given a. problem, the student. demonstrates problem.solving



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE: Word Processing (continued) ,

TASK NUMBER: 111 TITLE: Manage Own Time and Tasks, Deiermd. Task Priorities:
- r

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.15:- How to Manage Own Tire and Tas Determine
Task Priorities. -

a

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

How to:

11.151 - Plan daily work schedule.
11.152 - Plan task accomplishment.
11.153 - Determine assigned task priorities.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Scheduling techniques.
- Planning techniques.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.15,. 1 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

vie .

- Student can prepare a work schedule for an eight hour day based upon
assigned tasks.

S
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BLOCK OR
V --

TASK NUMB

INSTRUCTIONAL 0

- 11.17 -

0

VISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE: Word Processing (continued)

.''11.16 TITLE: Implement Procedures and Interpret Flow of Work
'Within Designated Controls.

ECTIVE - 11.16: How to Implement Procedures -and Interpret
Flow of Work Within Designated. Controls,

4

(

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

H tOW 0:

11.161
1 ,11t2

11 163
. 164

aft

-.._Intetpiet..work flow.

- Plan work flow chart.
- Make work pchedule-
- Implement'proceduril gu dance and directives.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Organization techniques.
- Planning techniques.
- ,Scheduling.techniques:
- Organizational iblicieS and procedureS. *

fa,

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 11.16,

REQUIRED.PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

1

- Student can ddvelop a valid work flow chait bab'Al upon stated 'work flow,
procedural guidance and given work processing organization.

2 hours.-

203
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BLOCK*OR DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0-TITLE: Word Protissing (contioued)
4,

TASK NUMBER: 11.17 TrTLE: Supervise Word Processing Center.
* Vr

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 11.17: How to Superlse Triord Prressing Center.

SKILLS:

H

rocess Objectives)

4

:

11.171 -
11.`172

.11.173
11.174 -
11:175 -

Plan work assignments.
- Prepare job descriptionSt.
Utilize work flow charts.
Implemqnt procedural directives..
Exercise'supervisory responsiblilites.

a

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- MAnagement and-qppervision techniques.
Planning,techniques.

- Supply and equipment procedures.
- :Organizational techniques.

iSUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIM: 11.17, 2 hours.

- REQUIRED PERFORMANCE'STANDARDSe 4

Student: can state the basic prpciplesiof supervision.'
- Student demonstrates adequate competenCies as supetvisor when given

assignment.

209



11.19

TEST ITEMS

. )
11.01 /Given a_Xist of 40 terms, 15 of whiah'are related to,word processing4

and have 'spelling errors, demonstrate the ability to Correctly iden-
tify, spell, and define those 15 related-to word processing. .

Standard: do% accuracy.

11.02, liven a-hypotheticak trEital office situation, demonstrates
conceptual knowledge f the structuring of a-word processing system
by devising a plan, to he satisItction of the instructor, to convert
the t ditional office o a word processing structured system.
Stand rd: Plan appears to implement concept/-and is workakple.

11.02 a. List from memory five person ity traits of a correspondence and/or
/administrative assistant.

b. Write a jkILErtription for a correspondence assistant, administra-
tiye assistant,.word processing supervisor,. and principal in a word,
processing.enVironment.

c. 'Given a list ofob titles, construct a word processing organizational
a

chart. . .
.

Standard: Student emioinstriites an adequately adcurate'knowledge of word
proceSsing center ctions and perAnnel responsibilities.

I
.

11.01, While b= observe by the teacher using a criterion4 ',E;heet and with no
.

.

forewa-, !,g and given a Simulated or real office situation involved
with an: -ring a telephone.and greeting persons, exhibit acceptable oral'.

t communication skills. During cl s seaeions, ekhibi;psirable inter-
/ personal communication skills- con tently.

.

,Standard: Student exhibits ability to be concise, clear,_ uses correct
grammar and word usage;. enunciates correctly, andliks courteous and self-
assure&

11.04 Given a poWer typewriter, a transcriber, and a'tape,. demonstrate good
manipulative-techniques while keyboarding dictated documents from pre-
recorded media within: the line count production requirements.
Standard:. Demonstrates good manipulative techniques and produces
desired media within acceptable tine limits.

11.04

11.09

Given two dictated tapes to be transcribed, a letter'reference number
aiJ 12 sections of variables,1 two handwritten' I:rages from which is
needed a draft copy, and a table of specificat demonstrate the
ability to produce documents with the finished, rect products re-
-turned to the originators within a mini,um of turnaround time.
Standards: Performs directed tasks,riduces mailable copy'in accepted
time limits.

11.05 Given a.power typewriter and three
errors, demonstrate the ability to
ducing three error free playback do
Standards:. Produces mailable copy

.1

1

prerecorded documents containing
locate and correct errors by pro-
cuments,
in acceptable time limits.

Y



- 11.20

4
TEST ITEMS
(eon't.)

11.06, Given a power typewriter.and a documents containing all numbers,
symbols, alphAbetic Letters, and applications requiring use of

.

all codes, demonstrate gold manipulative techniques,while-recor
ing, correcting errors, and playing back copy. .

I

Standards: ,ProducesMailable copy in acceptable time limits while.
demonstratink good Manipulative techniques,'

\ .
' .

41.07 Given 16 standard' paragraphs and ,3 documents to be prepnred,for
&, %., permanent itorage# demonstrate the ability to record and pr are

11.12 - applicable reference sheets accurately. , I

11.07

11.12

11.09

11.09

Standard: Folic ia( .correct recerds management-and logging-proc dures.
I

.

a. Given a, completed log sheet, with 10 documents specified lind 10
-minutes, locate the 10 documents in storage.
Standard: 100%-accuracy acceptable time limits.

41
b. Given a sheet containing 20 standard paragraphs, prepare

applicable reference sheet ccur tely.
Standard: 100% accuracy. '

A
Given a power typewriter .land three prerecorded documents containing
revisions marked with probfreaders' 'notations, demonstrate Ehe,abil4
ity to revise preregorded,documents by making the necessary revisions
correctly during play back.
Standard: Produces mailable copy in acceptable time limits.

an

See Test item 11.04.

Given a document to be formatted, demonstrate judgmental skills_ to
determine type of format to the satisfaction, of the instructor, then
record the document accurately.
Standard: Performs task correctly and uses good judgment.

a

)1(1.10 Given dictating equipment, a tape, and a document, demonstrate correct
dictating procedures by dictetingt the-document accurately.
Standard: Tape playback permits production of a mailable copy.

11.11 Givem reprographic equipment and a document, apply one method, of pro-
ducing multiple copies-rapidly-and accurately.
Standard: Producel mailable-copy from equipment used.

11.12 Given an in-basket and 25 business papers and an answer.sheet, indicate
in which department and where each business paper should be filed by
fill g in 'the answer sheet correctly.
Stapda At least 80% filing accuracy.

ac11.12 S Test Item 11.07.'

211
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11,13

- 11.2)

TEST ITEMS
(Con't.)

'Given dictating equipment, aape, A letter to be answered, and an
outline for original document writing, demonstrate original dicta-,77
tibn procedures'by completing the outline for original document
writing from the letter 'to be answered, then compqse and dictate .the
.answer, containing all essential Information, in correct tormap.
standard: 'PrcAuces mailable copy in acceptable time limits b5Oprocess
directed.

1i.14 After having worked in a simulated or real word processing system for
no less tAan 2 weeks time and given 10 situations that require decision
making and problem solving abilities, analyze epch situation in writing
and reach anlacceptable solution for.each situation.
Standard: Solves problems correctly and makes an adequate workable,
dWsion for 8 out of 10 situations.

11.15. After having46rked in a simulated'or real word procellsing system for
no 19ss than 2 weeks time and given twelve document production tasks,
some similar andtome dissimilar, analyze each task an determine the
quickest methods for performing each task oeiroup of r lated tas to
the instructoIs standard for approval.
Standard: Proposed actions are workable andmost effi ient.

11.15° Given an in-basket of rush requests,'revisions, and routine work as
ments, a written description of the word processing system sit 'ion,
and 15 minutes, assess the priorities, listing all high priori work
first and other work in desEending order of priority according to guide-
lines given in written description.
Standard: Student assesses priorities correctly with at least 80% accuracy.

11.16 'Given a hypothetical situation in a word processing syStem wire problems
have been encountered, assess the situation and recommend two suitable
solutions, including changes and improvements to be implemented and inter-
preting the flow of procedures after the changes are implemented.
Standard: Proposed solutions workable and effective for situation;
developed in acceptable time limits.

11.17 Given 20 tasks related to. secre.tarial and clerical support and an analysis
sheet, demonstrate the ability to handle each task effectively by describ-
ing on the analysis ,sheet the steps in the -perforMance of each task.
Standard: At leat 80% of tasks handled effectively.

4

11.17 During class Sessions and given a simulated or real word processing system,
demonstrate the ability to supervise the center to the inbtructor's approval.
Standard: Student plans and maintains even work flow according priorities
established, is knowledgable of, center activities, maintains adequate records,
documents produced area mailable copy4P

212 C



EQUIPMENT LIST

(lass - 12 Students)

1. Tranadiption machiae - 1 per studett.

2. Automatic: Typewriter - 2 per class.

3. Transparency projector - 1 per class.
dt.

c 4

4. Necessary tapes and cassettes to support above transcr n machines.

5. *Magnetic media for automatic typewriters.

6. Typewriter - 1 per student.

6

- .

213
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ARTICULATI RESEARCH PROJECT

4
. INSTRUCTION OBJECTIVE GUIDE

PlyGRAM: Business Administration (DCC T-018)
Accounting (DCC T-016) Secretarial Science (DCC T-030)

COURSE: Office Management (Block 14.0)- BusineSs Administration
(Block 10.0)- Accounting

COURSE IDENTIFICITION: Department of Publip Instruction
Not taught in high schools.

Department of Community Colleges -
BUS 271

INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 55 hours

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

-44

It

4.4

To provide the learner with the necessary information Ad procedures
required for satisfactory performence of the comMon duties of an
office manager of a medium-siied industrial or commercial activity.

V JOB OUALIFICATION:

"41

For the learner with managerial aptitudes; successfUl completion of
tUis block of instruction provides the necessary basic informetion and
skill training which, if followed by a limited period of supervised on-
the7job training, will qualify the individual to perform as an admin-
istrative office manager.

PREREQUISITES:

None.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

i

Performance evaluation will be ased upon the performance standards
shown for each instructional oh ective, employing-the test items attached.

4

EQUIPMENT REOUIREMENTS:

Access to standard First Aid Kits.
.
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I.

AITICULATION RFSFARCH,PROJECT_
OCCUPATIONAL TASKS AND INSTRUCTONAL REOUtREMENTS"

Business Administration

ByrK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 T Office Management

TASK NUMBER: 1'14.01 TI First Aid (Dispensary).

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECT - 14.11:: How to Administer First Aid.

1ILLS: (Process Qb7ectives)

14.011 - How to erform basic first aid practices.
14.012 - How to identify and use standard first aid equipment.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION: -

e

- Proper first aid procedures to follow regarding cuts, burns, gas inhalation, frac
tures, epilepsy, heart attacks, or any other unscheduled illness.

- Required first, aid equipment.

Required Instructional Time: 14(01,

Required Performance Standards:,

5 hours.

- Selects proper first aid procedure for emergency condition.
- Performs or describes steps of first aid procedure correctly and in proper

sequence.
- Selects first aid 14!ermrecuired and uses correctly.

'4



- 14.02 -

BLOCk OR DIVISION NUMBER:, 14.0 TITLE:
i

Office Management Acont'd.)
/

' 'ASK MIMBER: 14.02 TITLE: Plan and Supervise Safety Rules and Compliance.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.d t: How to Plan and SupF5ise Safety Rules and Compliance.
.

1SKILLS:, (Process,Qbjectilies)

14.021 - How to identify safety hazards.
14.022 - How to prevent common safety hazards,
14.023 - How. to make a fire evacuation plan.
14.024 - HoW''ttp use fire extinguishers.

N

RELATED TECHNICAL INFO ION:

- Electrical overloads/hazards.
- Office arrangement.
- Floor surface dangers.
- Poor lighting.
- Other danger practices.
- Fire prevention and fire fighting.

Require Insquctional 14.02, 4 hours.

..r

Related General Information:

41,

The importance of observation of occupational safe , safety in the home and
-traffic safety practices to the employee, employer d the community.

Required PerformanCe Standards:

- nevelops reasonable and workable safety plan, anpropriate for activity and
hazards'possible.

- Provides- for imnlementation and supervision of safety rules, fixes responsibili-
ties.

,21;;J



BLOCK OFD IVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLE:

TASK NUMBER: 114.03 TIT9E: Plan and Supervise
Grounds.

- 14.03 -

Office Management (cont'd.)

Motor Vehicle Parking Areas and

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.03: How to Plan and SLervise
and Grounds.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

Plotori'Veicle Parking Areas

14.031 - How to plan vehicle parking area`: layout.
14.032 -'How to develop and dgpw traffic flow charts.

RELATED TECHNI INFORMATION:

- Vehicle
- Visitor

Handica
- Traffic
- Entrance

peeking space requiriments.
requirements.
d emoloyees' problems.
low requirements.

nd exit considerations from/to public roads and streets.

Required Instructio Time: 14.03, 2 hours.

Qeauired Performance Standards:

- Plan provides for visitors and the handicaPped.4
e.r,rirq primary problem areas.

- t ,.iximum use of available space, with
- PIn permits easy flow of traffic, avoids bottle
where needed.

21'

sufficient maneuver room.
necks, has directional signs-

vimersooldr-
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- 14.04 - /

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 'Office.Management

TASK NUMBER: 14.04

(cont'd.)

TITLE: Supervise ViAsitor Reception, and Information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE -'14.04: How to Supervise Visitor Reception and Information.

SKILLS.: (Proc4ss Objectives)
, v

14.b41 - How to apply supervision principles.
14.042_- How to,plan and conduct visitor tour programs.
14.043.- How to pl'an for visitor reception and information requirements.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Nho constitutes the company visitor policies.
urpose of plant visitor programs.

s andard business practices tor receiving visitors.

Required Instructional Time: 14.04, hours.

1

.- Required Performance Standards:
6 t.-

- Visitor reception plan considers the needs of visitor, and is within resources'and
nellas of activity. .

- Plah contributes to good public relations..
, Plan Considers possible health and safety hazards to visitors.

IF

4..



- 14.05 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLE: Office Management (cont'd.)

TASK NUMBER: 14.05 TITLE: Sunervise Mail Room ana Message Center.

,INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.05: Fiow to Supervise Mail Room and Message Center.'

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

14.051 - How to plan a mail andithter-office message distribution system.'

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Mail and Package delivery systems.
- Standard mail and message sorting and delivery procedures. "OP

- Special mail'and package handling nrocedutes.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 14.05,

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

3 hours.

- Plan expedites prioi.ty mail and tessage traffic and provides for security
of sensitive items.

- Plamcontributes to operational efficiency of office.
- Plan provides for security of mail, stamps, etc., and precludes unauthorized
use of nostage.

2109 .



- 14.06 -

MOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLESOffice Management (cont%d.)

TASK NUMBER: 14.06 TITLE: Stnervise Cafeteria and/or Rest Facilities.

0 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.06: How to Supervise Cafeteria and/or Rest Facilities.

SKILLS: (Proceps Objectives)

14.061 - How to determine the need for organizati nal food service and/or

rest facilities.
14.062 - How to determine if food service facilities, equipment and personnel

are meeting required' sanitary practices.
14.063 - How to ensure that food service activities are providing satisfac-

tory service.

SELATED TECHNICAL,INFORMATION:
, .

- Need for .employee rest facilities.
- Advantages and disadvantages of organizational food service facilities.
- Advantages and disadvantages regarding the eMployment of contractors or

-"' caterers to provide food service needs.
- 'Proper food service sanitation practices.
- Fast food vs. full meal advantages and disadvantages.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 14.06, 3 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
--.1

Student can state the advantages and disadvantages of organizational food'

service facilities with 80% accuracy. r
Student can state public health rules for tRod service facilities. .

- Student can state and demonstrate food service facility inspection require-

ments with 80% accuracy.
- Student can list the procedures for determining the need and tyre of service

desirable for an organizational food service activity with 80% accuracy.

- Student cpn state an accepted procedure for ensuring a food service activity
is providing satisfactory service..

22n
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BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER)/ 14.0

- 14.07 -

TITLE: Office Management (copt'd.)

TASK NUMBER: 14.07. TITLE: Supervise Internal TransportationServices.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - .How to Supervise Internal Transportation Services.

SKILLS: (Process ObiectiVes)

14.071 - How to control organizational transportation.
14.072 - 'How to develop vehicle use policies and procedures.
14.073 - How to ensure proper care of vehicles.

. -

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Standardwarranty requirements.
- Licensing requirements (vehicle and driver).
- .Insurancerequirements.,
- Maintenance contracts.
- Rental contracts.
-.Driver maintenance requirement;.

Required Instructional Time: 14%07, 3 hours.

Required Performance StandardS:
..J .

a

. .

- Student can state or list recognized reasons, policies, and methods to control
use of organizational vehicles.

- ,Student ;can prepare a valid program to ensure that organizational Vehicles
receive required periodic and daily maintenance. 4

221
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- 14.08 -

BLOCK,OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLE: \Office 4anagement (cont'd.)

TASK NUMBER: '14.08 TITLE: 'Plan/Supervise Custodial, Facilities, Utilities
Requirements/Activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.08: dow to Plan/Supervise Custodial, Facilities, Utilities
Requirements/Activities.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

14.081 -.pow to deimlop an external and internal dnd
grounds.

14.082 - How to develop
14.083 - How to develop
14.084 - How to develop

and use. check
14.085 - How to develop
14.086 - How to develop

4.

RELATED TECHNMCAL INFORMATION:

ecoration plan for buildings a

a custod ial plan for facilities and grounds.
a utilities requirements and utilization,plan.
and use a facilities and utilities custodial maintenance

list.

a maintenance of buildings and grounds bildget.
a utilities budget.

- Landscaping of grounds consideritions.
- Facility decorations (external and internal) considerations.
Environmental control impact on operations and workers.

- Impact of lighting on production.
- EconOmvconsiderationS in utility use.
- MaintOnance of facilities, utilities and grounds requirements.
- Sanitation, health and safety considerations.
Custodil requirements.

Required Instructional Time: 14.08,

Required Per rMance Standards:

hours.

4.

- Student can state valid reasons'to provide for interhal.apd external beautifi-
cation for a commercialfacilitw and how it can be accomplished.
Student can develop and-justify a custodial plan for a given commercial-faciiitv4

- Student can state or list correctly the impact upon employee operational effi-
ciency and health of environmental factors such as heat, cold, light, noise,
dust, sanitation, safety hazards, etc.

- Student can list and justify valid methods of utility economy.

4



- 4.09 -

T

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLE: Office Management (cont'd.)

1

TASK NUMBER: 14.09 TITLE: Ensure Maintenance of Offio Equipment.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE 14.09: How to Ensufe'Proper Maintdenance of Office Eqt96ent.

SKILLS (Process Objectives)

14.091 How to determine the requirementS and method(e) of office
Hance.

14.092 - How to establish an insnection and maintenance of

RELATED GENERAL INFORMATION:

- Definition and purpose Of preventive maintenance.
- Operater care of equipment consideration1.
- Objectives of remedial maintenance.
Purpose, advantages and disadvantages:
a) Maintenance contracts
b) Individual service calls

equipment mainte-

equipment schedule,

c) Company service department
d) Leasing of office equipment with maintenance contracts

- Equipment life and breakdown frequenCies.
- Common causes of office equipment breakdo411.
- Comparisons of preventive maintenance costs vs. remedial maintenance

Required Instructional Time: 14.09,

i
Re ated General Information: '41

- The least a rangeMents probability the9rv.,
t -

, .

1

3 houls.

\

Required Performance Standards:

- Student can state or list the nurpose and common p
Maintenance of office equipment.
Student can state with 80%' accuracy the advantages
tract maintenance of office equipment vs. irk -house

1

costs.
la

rocedures for prevehtive

and disadyantages of con-
maintenance of same.



1

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:- 14.0 T TLE: Office Management (cont'd.)

rTASK NUMBER: 14.10 TITLE: Perform Office Equipment Rental Requirements.

INSTRUCTIONAL c%JECTIVE - 14.10: How to Perform Office Equipment Rental Requirements.

-SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

14.101 - How to determine which equipment should be rented.
144102 - How to determine the proper leasing arrangement.
14-.103 - How to negotiate the lease.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- ,Advantages of leasing.
- Disadvantages of leasing.
- Purpose or short -term ,leases.
- Purpose of long-term leases with renewal options.
- Purpose of long-term leases with purthase options.
- Purpose of a sales leaseback arrangement. pi

Required Instructional Time: 14.10,

Required Performance Standards:

2 hours.

- Student can state or list advantages and/or disadvantages of office equipment
rental contracts with 80% accuracy.

/NM



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLE: Office, Management (cont )

TASK NUMBER: 14.11 TITLE: Supervise office Supply Activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.11: How to Supervise Office Supply Activities.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

14.111 - How to determinbest storeroom location.
14.112 - How to determine storage facility requirements.
14.113 --How to eliminate marginal stock items.
14.114 - How to arrange stock according to.an efficient and orderly plan.
14.115 - Flow to determiile maximum and minimum quantities required for each item

stocked.
14.116 - How to develop procedures for issue of supplies to the users and establish

a re-order point.
11.117 - How todetermine requirements, staffing, and functions of stock

room personnel. ".

14.118 - How to determine costs of supplies issued to each business unit and
inform supervisors'by means of monthly. reports.

14.119 - How to determine if less costly substitute it ms can be used.
14.1110- How to develop a supply budget.

RELATED TECIINICAL INFORMATION:

- Purpose of a re-order:
- Factors inzdetermining
- Factors in determining
- Components Of a supply
- Shelf life and storage
- Supply ordering proced

Supply.economy.

point.
storeroom location.
maximum and minimum quantities 'of supplies.
requisition.,
requirements for.various supply items.

ures.

Required Instructional Time: 14.11, 5 _hours.

Perfo#mance 'Standards:
, r

- Student can prepare correctly a supply order from an office supply-catalogue for
a given list of office supplies.

- Student can define or describe accurately Marginal office supply stock items,
impact on supply operations,. and procedures required to_ purge the supply system.:
Student can devitlop and justify a workable supply control and issue plan fOr''.

. ,common office sunnlies.
.- Student can describe proceduresfor developing an offide supply budget.



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

TASK NUMBER:

.

TITLE:

4et Ivemr.
' - t

6efie!iiianaement (cont'd.)

14.12 *TiTLE: .Supetvise APprication Employee Conduct and Standards.
.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - '14'.12: How .t.dp Dev'elap and pPly -.Employee Office Conduct

St'andards.
)

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)
1

-14.121 - How to develop .relevant standards for employee office conduct.
14.122.- Nipw to disseminate information regarding employee ndut:t-standards.
14.123 - How to apply established office condUct standards.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

4

Importance of office conduct standatds.
- Importance that all employees are aware'ck office conduct t dards.

- Consideration of union contracts where applicable.
- Consideration of applicable labor laws and regulations.

'Required instructional Time: 14.12, 2 hours.

Required Performan e Standards:

- Student can st e and justify the requirements for office conduct standards
and the limitations on such standards.

rl

4



7104661AR DIVISION NUMBER,
a
b

TASK NUMBER: 14.13

-

14.0 TITLE: OfficeManagement (eont'd.)

TITLE; Plan for Internal Communications Services.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.131 How to Plan Internal Office Communication Requirements.

SKILLS; .(Proceis Objectives) f

14.131 - How to determine internal communication requirements.
14.132 - How to choose an internal communication system(s).

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Types,of internal communication systems; with advantages and disadvantages:
a) Messenger
b) Telephone
c) Intercommunication voice system
d) Radio
e) Tube conveyors
f) Electronic transcription
g) Close circuit TV

Required Instructional Time: 14.1,3, 3 hours.

.4

Required Performance Standards: /

- Office communication needs are efficiently met in any plan developed, that are
within budget and maintenance capabilities or ]imitations.

- Cdntrol of unauthorized use is possible.
.4*

- Expansion of system can be accomplished without difficulty.



- 14.14 - A

MOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER* 14.0 TITLE: Office Management (cont'd.)

"ASK NUMBER! 14.14 TITLE' Plan and Make Work Flow Sheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.143 How to Plan and Make Work Flow Sheets.

WILLSt (Process Objectives)

14.14 1 - How to determine the key doCument.
14.142 - How to trace the path of the key docuMent through the office.
14.143 - How to express the path of the key.document in the form of a work flaw.

ELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- What is a key document?
- What is work flow?
- What type of work flow is most efficient?

Required Instructional Time: 14.14, 3 hours.

Required Performance Standard&

- Student can identifyNeY'doctilnent.
- Student can explain work flow concepts correctly.
- Student can develop and exnlain the path of the key document in the form of a

work flow with at least 80% accuracy.

e

223 v



- 14.15 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLE: Office management (cont'd.)

TASK NUMBER: 14.15 TITLE' Plan Offi.:01 Layout.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.151 How to Plan Office Layout.

(Process Objectives)

14.191 - How to determine the work flow in the office.
14.152 - How to arrange layout to match work flow applying basic layout guidelines.

t,

RiLATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION'

- The conventional department layout vs. the calico landscape.
- Common layout considerations and guidelines, to include light, heat, ventilation,

and ceiling.
- Models commonly used in determining the'most efficient office layout.
- Common space guidelines for personnel.
- Common space guidelines for furniture and equipment;
- The modern on office or work center concept.
- Factors to he considered in locating specialised work centers.

Privacy considerations for key personnel.
- Visitor reception area considerations.,

Required Instructional Time: 14.15,

Required Perfopnance Standards:

3 hours.

- Student c n anolv accepted work flow diagramming nrocedures.
- Proposed Tice44 layout `sketch s'workable, contributes to office efficiency,
provides for smooth flow traffic, considers operations of primary activities
and supervisory requirements.

'229



- 14.16 -

*LOCK OR DIVISION NtiNBENI 14.0 TITLE. Office Wenagement (cont'd.)1

TASK NUMMI 14.16 TITLE' Make Work Schedules.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.16: Now

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

to Hake Work Schedules. ;

14.161 - How to determine the extent to whish the work can be scheduled.
14.162 - Now to assign time values to each Imeription in the work sequence.- when Pthe operation starts and when it
14.163 - How to determine the moans of cheduli
14.164 - How to construct P.E.R.T. charts.
14.163 - How to determine the critical path.
14.166 - How to plan and schedule overtime an welgsnd work schedules and select

the worker(s).

RELATED IC5kENPORNATIONI

- The common practice in scheduling is to work backward from the crpletion date.- The importance of scheduling.
- The means of scheduling.
- Definition and purpose of P.E.R.T.
- Definition and purpose of Critical Path Method.
- Considerations for overtime and weekend/holiday work requirements.

Required Instructional Time: 14.16,

Required Performance Standards:

3

- Mork prepared is comPrehansive, incl nsideration of personal as,
well as o coal faator and provides capability tp meet workload.

- .Student can apply hi process correctly and seLbect the critical oath.

S

23u



BLOCK OR DIVISION MUMMA:

- 14.17 -

14.0 TITLE: office Management (cont'd.)

TASK NUK8KR1 14.17 TITLE: Plan Office Organization' and Staffing.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 14.17: How to Plan Office Organization and Staffing:

MULLS: (Process Objectives)

?4.171 - How' to apply management techniques to planning office organizational
requirements.

14.172 - How to apply personnel management techniques to staffing an office organ-
ization.

14.173 -.How to perform job analyses.

RELATIMPTECHNICOL INFORMATION:

- Review organizational planning techniques.
- Review personnel staffing requirements.
- Staffing guidis.
- Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)

Required Znstructionsa Time: 14.17, 4 hours.

RSquired performance Standards:

- Demonstrates Wilt., to plan and justify an adequate office organization, clivisn
woe' flaw, workloads and office onerational activities.

- Demonstrates ability to use staffing guides in organizatiogal planning and
staffing.

- ,Recognizes and applies aparopriate supervisory personnel for each internal
requirement, where justified by spof Contibl needs.

- Demonstrates ability to apply skill
t.

hd .grade'requirements in staffing of
organization.

231
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4X_ITEMS

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:' 14.0 TITLE: 'Office Management

CN,
14.01 'The student will describe or demonstrate the proper first aid procedures

to follow and the equipment needed to treat a common unscheduled illness
or inlury chosen by the instructor.
-STANDARDO: -Pr6per -first aid procedure selected for condition.

-Proper stepg in sequence-described or emonstrated.
- Selects and uses required first aid aerial correctly.

14.02 The student will devise and'justifv safety rules for,a specified and
common hazards local firm. The student will then list the actions that
should be taken,to insure compliance with these regulations.
STANDARDS: -Safety rules devised' are appropriate for hazards and complete,.

Justification adequate. -
- Compliance actions workable, appropriate and adequately justi-

,

tied,

14.03 The student will prepare alrehicle parking area layout and draw-a traffic
flow chart for employees of a local.buSineSs firm, given size, shape,
expeCted number of vehicles, and street egress of parking area.
STANDARDS; ;-Plan considers all primary. problem areas, has maximum utilize-

tion of area,-avoids cross traffic and choke Points, prOvides
Adequate maneuver room.

14.04 The student will list the Standard practiCes employed to provide for the
reception of visitors by business/industry and will justifyspme.
STANDARDS: -Practices listed are relatively standard and use is well justi-

fied.

14.05 The student will study, analyze and critique the inter-office message dis
t e issystem of the institution which. attending.'
STANDARDS: -Includeslall primary activities, analysiscovers main areas of s

concern for inter-ahoffice.distribution--critiqUe well organized, .-
identifies problem area and pr ses workable solution.

14.06 The. student will list the factors which sho d be considered in establishing
and insPecting'the company,for service fac lities

.

.

.
.

.

VTANDARDS: -Considerations should include eed, facIMEtieS, equipment,
health and sanitation, types of meals and preparation, worker
food preferences, qualification of 'food service personnel, food
Purchasing and storage, insnection.frequency, purpose'of inspec=
tions, inspection techniques, & complaints..

.

14.07 Given a short case describing a firm, the'student will develop vehicle use
and maintenance policieS and procedures- The student will list, factors that

\..../1,should be considered in:developing these pOlibies.
STANDARDS:.-Factors C'onsider purpose and uselimits'of vehicles, vehicle

control policies, Operator *controls, vehicle maintenance and
security, with full juitification for policies and procedures
developed.

232



- 14.19 -

BLOCX OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLE: Office Management

14.08

14.09'

The student Will. develop an external and'internal beautification plan for
the buildiks and grounds of a local business firm.
STANDARDS: -Prepares plan with sketch--considers location, type of opera-

, tion, tondition and nature uf,facilities, fund limitations,
purpose of plan, internal lighting and safety, external is in
harmony with or upgrades surroundings, is practical, and im-
proves firm imps.

The student will develop a facilities maintenance budget for a firn
described by the instructor.
STANDARDS: -Considers type and size of facilities, degree ormaintenance

required, nature of operation standards to be achieyed, fund
) limitations, ,equipment requirements, and contract vs. in-house

maintenance personnel. .

The student will discuss the impact of proper lighting on production, given
the type of operation involved.
STANDARDS: -Consideration given to type of work performed, d9gree of pre-

cision reciire, facilities and equipment involved ,. as a
minimuM.

The student will list the advantages and disadvantaejes' of maintenance con-
tracts.
STANDARDS

The stud

: -0Yantages.and disadvantages :listed are.adequatelyjusti.fied
as:Such-and are considered valid, EauiPment a-id personnel
requirements and maintenance frequency considered

eill compare preven Ve maintenance vs. remedial- maintenance
costs.

STANDARDS: -Eauipment and facility downtime and personnel lost time are
considered in comparisons as are skill levels of personnel'
required to Perform types of maintenance.

The student will list the conditions under which the :company might wish to
establish its own seriiice department.
STANDARDS: -Consideration given to equipment density, size of facilities,

type of operations in. facilities, size and length of daily
operatio frequency of maintenance requirements, sanitary
requir entsan er of custodial (maintenance) personnel
requ ed.

14.10 .The student will scuss the advantages and disadvantages of leasing.
STANDARDS': -Factors considered are valid; obsolescence, replacement and

maintenance are considered in discussion.

The student will explain the procedure involved in a sales leaseback
arrangement.

STANDARDS: -Primary considerations are cpvered adequately and accurately.
Student demonstrates ability to describe sales-leaseback arrange-
ments.



- 14.20

TEST ITEMS (cont'd.)

41

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:' 14.Cf s TITLE: Office Management

c

14.11

14.12

.

-"

The student will explain the procedure used to climinate marginal stock.
items.

STANDARDS: -StUdent can define or describe'accurately marginal stock
items and impact on supply operations.

=Procedure described to eliminate margin%1 stock items valid.

Given a description of a companv's.supplv requirements and itc financial
resources, the student willdevelop a supply budget for a specified period
of time. -

STANDARDS:. -Student uses supplyscatalogue correctly.
-Supply budget developed will meet the supply requirements for
items used in period specified and remains in fund limits.

ro

Thestudent will explain the'importance.of office conduct standards.
STANDARDS: -Explanation' is comprehensive, considers needs of employer,

e\ individual and work group andimpact on prodtction -and morale.

The student-will list the factors which should
inq employee conduct standards.

.11E

STANDARDS:. - Individual rights riot violated,
and the operation ip a whole ar
eiderA0 are valid and justified.

be.considered in establish-A

tthe,welfare of the group
onsidered. Factors con-

14.13 The student will recommend an internal communication system--for the insti-
tUtionat whichthe student is enrolled. The student will discuss the
reasons behind his particular recommendation.
STANDARDS -Needs, costs, operational and maintenance requirements are

considered. Advantages,justified as outweighing disadvantages.

/4.14 The student will prepare a workfloW sheet to trace the path of the key
document through a ocal business.firm:

t
STANDARDS: -Can ide ify the key document.

-Can explain .,

i anl. apply work floWconcepts..
-Can develop an explain the path Of.the key document ih the
form of a-work flow. 17,'.

14.15 Given a description of the physical facilitieS, emp yees and a work flow.
diagram Of a company, the. student!will plan an offic layout for that
company. -*

.-

STANDARDS: - Student applies accepted work floW.diaaramthing procedures,
Office layoUt is workable and adequately:justifiekEfficien-.
cy of Operations and impact onv-personnel and span of cControl
are considered.. ,

r

1.4.16 The student will prepare a PERT chart of a project described by the
instructor. The student,,willalso determine the critical path for that
project. .

STANDARDS: -Student gives evidence of ability to apply PERT process, pon-
sidered all factors given and*selects critical Path.

The student will prepare 'a work schedule for himself for the next week of
school.

STANDARDS: -Work schedule is comprehensive and includes all factors con -
cerned, appears v.01..id when iustified.

23 4



- 14.21 -

TEST ITEMS (cont'd.)

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLE: Office Management

14.17 Given a description of a task to be accompliphed, he numter of people
available, the skills they possess, the cost constraints and 'the tither-
available, the student will p1an And staff a hypothetical organizatibn
to accomplish the task described. ..

STANDARDS: -Identifies overall activity function and task requirements.
-Organization is mission - oriented., N

t

* - -Span of control in reasonable limits neither too much or
too little.

-Valid .staffing procedures used in determining the job level
and pay scale for nositions identified.

-Work'flow considered.
-Organization and staffing plan adequately justified

-r-
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PROGRAM:

COURSE:

-, ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
. INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

.d

Busin ss Administilkion.(DCC -018)i

Busin ss ax Office.Educaticn (SDPI);

A

Business Law (Block 12.0 --b Accounting)
(Block 16.0 - Business Administration

Accounting (DCC T-016)
Secretarial Science (DCC T-030)

COURSE IDENTIFICATION:

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:

40.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

and Secretarial Science)

Department of Public Instruction - No. 7221 Business Law .

Department of COmmUnity Colleges - BUS-115 and -116 -

.
'Business Lat-I & II

High Sthdols Npo hours (when taught) .

CC /TI - 66' (Buitnesa Administration,and Accounting)
33 (OS-115 - Secretarial Science)

To provide the student with the information to Corr ctly define business
law terminology and:state involvement of business law in the following:

lourts4land court procedures;,COntractsales, Bailments, and Cothmercial.

paper
-2. Agency,andemployment; Partnerships, Corporations, Risk-Bearing devices;

andProperty.

JOB QUALIFICATION:

Successful completion of this. block of instruct ion does notinjtself
provide a specific j., qualificatron;,but when taken in coMbiirationwith

management and"telat,-', business.. courses, the student will be qualified
to perform as a management trainee, or as a junior accountant.

PREREQUISITES:

None.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:,

Performance standards shown for each instructioll objective will be

applied. Occupational qualification or adequacy in this subject an,
. will be:determined by using:the outline.testitems attached.. Emphasis

placed upon.appliedperformance e-ialuation, using the appropriate
.A3erformance standards'that are recognized by businesp and, industry.

UIPMEIT REQUIREMENTS:

None.

23G.
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1.

- 1'6.01 -

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
OCCUPATIONAL TASKS AND INSTRUCTIONAL REQ4REmENTS'

1

Accounting '- Business Administration

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 12.0 TITLE: . Business Law
.(Accounting)

ti

16.0 TITLE: BuOness Lew -
(BusiheSi; Administration)

1 .,
\

TASK NUMBER: 12.01 & 16.01 TITLE: Know Basic Principles of+Law and
Its Enforcement.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 12.01 & 16.01: Learn Basic Principles,of Law

4 And Its Enforcement.

SKILLS:' (Process Objectives)

None.

RELATED TECHNICAL INF6RMATION:_

- Basic principles *and definitions of law.
- Courts and court procedures.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 12.61 & 16.01,. 5 hours.
...

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS: :1=

- The student will state the basic 4efinition of law. .100% accuracy.
- The studentwill explain the levels or classification of the courts

in our court system.' 80% accuracy. 01..x
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, ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
OCCUPATIONAL TASKS AND INSTRUCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

_Accounting - Business Administration)

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 11.0 TITLE
(Accounting)

Business aw

46.0 TITLE: Business Law -

(Business Administration)

TASK NUMBER: 12.01 & 16.01 TITLE: KnOw Basic Principles of Law and
'Its Enforcement.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE 12.01 & 16.01: Learn Basic Principle's of Law
And Its Enforcement.,

SKILLS: (Process Objectives) A

1

RELATER TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Basic principles/and definitions of law.
- Courts and court procedures.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL4NTIME:_ 12.01 & 16.01,

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANbARDS:

C

'

hours.

0,

- The student will state the basic-definition of law. 100% accuracy,.

- The student,will explain ihe levels or classification of the courts
in our court system. 80% accuracy.



- .16.03 -

/MOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: -12.0 TITLE: Business Law (cont'd.)
(Accounting)

16.0 TITLE: Business Low
(Business Administration)

TASK NUMBER: 12.02 & 16.02 TITLE: Know Basic Legal Considerations,
of CohLLat.ts,' -

/
,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 12.02 &, 16.02: Learn BasicL.yal CLA,FId-
erations of Contracts.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Nature and classes of contracts.
Principles of offer and acceptance.
Defective agreements.
Competency of parties.
Principles of consideration.
Illegal agreements.

- Form of contracts.'
Assignment of contract's.

- Termination of contracts.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 12.02 16.02, 12 hours.

RE;,. ,kErt i'LITORMANCE STANDARD

- The student will explain :ifference between:
a

\ 1) Express and impliedcontractz
2) Voi'd and voidable contracts
3) Execntory and executed contracti
4) Unilateral and bilateral contracts

- ThQ! student will identify four conditions that make a contLact defective.
00$ 4e,.:uracy.
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- 16.04 -

.

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0 TITLE: Business Law
CAccounting4-

16.0 Business Law
(Business Administration)

TASK NUMBER: 12.03 & 16. TITLE: Know the Legal Considerations
Regarding Sales.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE 12.03 & 16.03: Learn the Legal Considera-
tions Regarding Sales.

,SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

None.

BELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Sales of personarproperty.1
- Formalities.ofa sale.
- Transfer of Title and Risk in Sales Contracts.

-.- Warranties of/the Seller.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:. 12.03 A.16.03, 5 hours.

(cont'd.)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- The student will identify those points that must be` in writing when a
written proof of the transaction is required. 80% accuracy.

- The student will define: existing goods, identified goods, future goods,
fungible goods. 80% acCuracy.

N
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- 16.05 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 12.0. TITLE: Business Law (cont'd.)
(Accounting)

16,0 TITLE: Business Law
(Business Administration)

TASK NUMBER: 2.04 & 16.04 TITLE: Know-Legal Considerations of Bail..
meets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OUJECTIVE - 12.04 & 16.04: IJ,J.n the LE.gal Considers -
i of Bailments.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

None.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Bailments in gene
- Common carriers.
- Hotelkeepers as .Bai eeS..

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL T/E: 12.04 & 16.04, 4 hours..

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- The Student will defirw and .jive an example of a bailment. 100 %.accuracy.
The student will name 61reo 'types of .1ozes that are exceptions to
liabilities bailees 100% accura,.:Y.

.



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:' 12.0

16.0

- 16.06'

TITLE: Business Low
(Acd6uhting)

TITLE: Business Law
(Business Administration)

TASK NUMBER:' 12.05 & 16.05 TITLE: KnoW Legal Considerations Regard-
ing Commercial Papers.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 12.05 & 16.05: Learn 1.isc: Legal Coasidera-
. ,

lions, Regarding CoMmeroial
Papers.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

None.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Nature of commercial paper.
- Promissory notes: definition; how male, and kinds.
Drafts: definition; types, and employment.

- Checks: definition,: types, and employment.
- Essentials of negotiability.
- Negotiation and discharge: definition and types of indorsements.
- Holders in'aue course: cOnditionsof immunity.
- Defenses: types,

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 12.05 & 16.05, 11 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

(cont'd.)

- The student will list the 5 kinds of indorsements and explain their usage.
90% accuracy..

Nr...
.

- The student will list and explain 2 o holderof.a holde In due-
'course. 100% adcUracy. .

- The, student will demonstrate his ability to till out a negotiable insirui-
.ment.- 90%.

1)
4
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16.07 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 12.0 TITLE: Business Law (cont'd.)'
(Accounting)

16.0 TITLE: Business Law
(Business Administration)

TASK NUMBER:.. 12,06 s,16.,06 .TITLE: Know Legal Cnsidrratiens
Agency and Employment-Relation-
sh ,a

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE 6 & 16.06: Lt..o Legal: Considetationa of
_,Afensx,and Employment Rela-
tionships.

SKILLS: (Process 0123ectivfts)

None.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Creation of anagencr,
- Opecatidn and termination of ar agency.
Employer and employee celationship

.- Labor legislation

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 12.04 16.06,

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE SANDNIDS:

5 hours.

- The student will list and explain 3 Aulies of an agent to the principal.
90% aecUracy.

- The student will list and explain 3 duties of a principal to an agent.
90% accuracy.'
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BLOC& OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 TITLE.:

16.0 TITLE:

TASX NUMBER: 12.O1 4 16.01 TITLE:

16.08 -

Business Law
(Accounting)

Business Law
(Business Administration)

Know the lugal Consideratic;ns of

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 12.07 4 36.

SKILLS: (Process Ub)ectives)

None.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Formation of a partnursh,p.
Operation of a partnership.
Dissolution of a partnership.

IRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 12.07 &

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Partnorstiiiis,

07: Lear:. .he Legal Cionsideratirdry
of Mirtnetlihips.

16.07, hours.

(cont'd.)

1 ,..

- The student will describe.2 of the 5 possible type4 vi partners in a partnerA
ship. 100% accuracy.

t- The student will list 5 of the 14-poihts teat must be included in a written
agreement for the formatign of a partnership. O% accuracy.

- The student will name 3of the 5 duties of one parLn.,E.'..x.Ao another... 80%
accuracy. r

C.
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BLOCK. OR DIVISION NUMBER: 14.0 _TITLE: Business Law (cont'd.)
.(Accounting)

16.0 TITLE: Business LW
(Business Administration)

TASK NUMBER: 12.08 6 16.08 TITLE: Know the Legal Considerations Regard-
ing Corporations.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 12.08\6 16.08 TITLE: Learn the Legal Considera-
tions Regarding Corpora-

,

tions.

SKILLS

None.

(Process Objectives)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Nature of a corporation.
Membership in a corporation.
Managsert and dissolution of a corporation.

. ,

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 12.08s 16:08, .1 hours.

REQUIRED PERIFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- The student will define and list 3 Characteristics of a corporation.
100% accuracy.

-. The student will explain: common stock, preferEd stock, cus441tiVe pre-'
,

ferred stock, par-value stock, treasury stock, dividends. 75% 'accuracy.
- `The 'student will explain 4,of the. 7 rights of stockholders of a corpora-

tion. 80% accuracy. *

1



BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 12.0 TITLE: Business LaW
(Accounting)

16.0 TITLE: Bdsiness Law
(Business Administration)

TASK NuJOHER: 12.09 & 16.09 TITLE: Know Legal Considerations Regarding
Risk-Baring Devices.

INSTRUCTION OBJECTIVE - 12.09 & 16.09: Learn the Legal Considerations
Regarding Risk-Bearing Devices.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

None:

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION

- Nature of insurance.
- Life and annuity insurance.
- Proper; Al insurance;
- Automobile insurance.
--Guaranty and suretyship.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 12.09& 16.09, 8 hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDAIDS:.

(coned.)

4

The student *ill. list the general types of property, life, anChealth:Care
- Insurance and briefly explain each with 85% accuracy.
- The student will define .a list of common terms used in insurance policies
with 90% accuracy.

.- The student will explain the workmen's compensation plan as it applies to
employers with 85% accuracy.

. .

a
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1.

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:, 12.0 TITLE: Business Law
(Accounting)

16.0 TITLE: Business Law
(Business Administration)

TASK NUMBER: .10 & 16.10 TITLE: Know Legal Considerations Regard-
ingLProperty.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 12.10 & 16.10: am the;pagal Considerations
Reg d ipg Property.

SKILLS: (Process Objectives)

None.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Nature of property*
- Transfer. of real property;
Real estate mortgages.
Landlord and tenant,

- Wi4s and inheritiktas.
- -Bankruptcy.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL 'TIME: 12.10 & 16.10,

)'REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

The st ilnt will, define and give an
proper 100% accuracy.

- The st ent will name and explain 4
90%'ic racy. *

- The s dent will explain the rights

hours.

.10

(cont'd.)

example of real property and personal

Of the 6 characteristiCs of a deed.

of a landlOrd in revd to leased
prope y. 85% accuracy.

- The s udent will denne the,follbtving terms common to'wills: testator,
devis e, bequest, legacy), executor, int44tate, adminiatrator.
80%, curacy. - . .

The udent will li;t. 3 of the 6 types of obligations that cannot be
avoi ed-by bankruptcy. 90% accuracy.



- 16.12

TEST ITEMS
(Outline Type)

Accounting Business Administration

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 12.0 TITLE:

16.0 TITLE:

A

Business Law
(Accounting)

Business Law
(Business Administration)

.01 The student will explain the funOtions of the various levels of courts in
our court system. 80% accuracy.

.02 The student will briefly define " contract" and
following types of contracts: vid, voidable;
lateral, bilateral, formal, or ,uasi contract.

.03 a) The student will identify those.points that
written proof of the transa tion is required.
b) Given a list of .teEms ciated with sales
the terms. 80% accuracy.

. 04 The student will define bail t and,give
.

accuracy. -

The stplept ill list th kinds
Usage,-10% accuracy.
1 02, Student will list and explain the thkee characteristics Of
in due course, 90%.accuracy., .

The student will explain the necessary parts of a negotiable instrument.
90% accuracy.

. 06 The student will list and explain the main duties and rights of agents
and principals with 85% accuracy.

-.05

then explain any 4 of the
executory, executed, uni.-
85% accuracy.

must. be in writing when a
80% accuracy.

, the student w#il'define

xamples of bailees.

of indorsements and explain

90%

a holder

. 07 a) The'student will naMe 3 of the.5 duties of one partner to'another.
90% accuracy.-
b) The student will list 3 points that describe a partnership. 90%

. .accuracy. ..
08 'a)-The student will define and list 3 characteristics of a corpo

90%- accuracy.''
.

1?)111iven -a list of terms 4ssociasted with corporations, the student will
correctly, identify the terms:'.:85% accuracy.-

.00 The student will, list" the general types of property,life, and health
care insurance and briefly expl,aiii each with 85% accuracy.
The student willdefine.,:a list of common terms used in insurance poli-
cies with .85% acdtiracy.,

1,;:-



- 16.13

TEST ITEMS

(cont'd:)

.09 The student will, explain the workmen's compensation plan as it applies to
employers with 85% accuracy.

.10, Given a list of terms associated with property, deeds, wills, and bank-,
ruptcy proceedings, the sudeht will correctly identi the terms, 85%
accuracy.

a.

1
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"SUGGESTED SAMPLE"

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
JAMES SPRUNT INSTITUTE AND DUPLIN COUNTY PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS

Student Vocational Skills Record

COURSE: Personal Deyelopment, Block 1.0

(For Instructor's File)

NAME: DATE:

CERTIFIED BY: TITAN:

INSTITUTION:

CODE' TASKS

1U L M S] Uses proper techniques for good
body care.

[1.1 L M S] Maintains neat, well groomed
appearance.

[U L'14 S] Dresses appropriately.

(U L W S] Displays proper attitude toward
work.

CODE TASKS

[1.1 L M S] Practices good business
. ethics.

[U L M S] Practices telephone courtesy.

L M 5] Displays physical poise.

[U L.M ] Meets public tactfully.

lilt
(U L Practices appropriate eti-

quette.

GENERAL ATTITUDE:

(U L M S] Industrious and energetic

DU L M S] Cooperative with associates and iAstructors'.

[U L M S] Dependable

[U L M S] Punctual

CODE - Circle appropriate letter.

U Unqualified
L - Limited skill;,reeluires supervision.
M.- Moderate skill, requires minimum supervision..
S - Skilled, works independently.

4
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